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List of the Republican Victories
Maine Yesterday.

FINE OFFICES TO LEI
in the First National
Bank Building.

ors

And Success is Reported from Towns
All Over the State.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

Augusta, March 5.—Chairman Manley of
the Republican State Committee, has sent the
following telegram to Hon. Whitelaw Reed:
Augusta, March 6.
Hon. Whitelaw Heed, Tribune, New York City:
Municipal elections held today in the cities of
Hallowed, Gardiner, Bath, Rockland, Portland,
and Ellsworth give
Lewiston. Auburn, Saco
sweepiug Republican majorities in every city, redeeming Ellsworth and Lewiston, the homes of
Itisau unprecedented
Senators Hale and Frye.
Republican triumph. Maine repudiates the frej
trade message and emphasizes its condemnation
of the c.urrender of the fishery treaty.
J. H. Manley,
Chairman Republican State Committee.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
Kiiahliahrd iu I" >.*!•

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.
All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.

oct2Q___sntf
CAUCUSES.

P.wsal.
Tlic ltcpulillcans of Pownal are requested to
meet at the Town House, in said town, on Saturday, the tenth day of March lustaiit, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, to nominate Candidates for
Town Officers for the ensuing year. Also to
choose a Town Commute.
Fcr order Town Committee.
mar&d&wtd
Pownal, March 2. 1888.

No

POWDER
Pure.

Absolutely

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
Wall

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at *2.60
a year; If paid in advance, *2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
part of the State) for *1.00 per square for first lnsertion. and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

cans.
Koval bakini; Powder Co.. 106
iyHQ&wif
St.. N. Y.

THE

WEATHER.

Washington. March «.
The indications for New England are
light to fresh westerly winds, slightly colder, fair weather.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., March 5,
|7 a m ; :s p m
Barometer. 29.08 129.02
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Maximum ther....31.9
Minimum tlier.16.7
Max. vel. wind.... 22
Total precip.0

dally bar...20.04
daily tber...24.7

daily d’wpt. 15.0
dally

hum. .68.0
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(March 5,1888, 10.00 P.M.)
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Eastpork
Portland,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF PORTLAND,

Me 29.661
Me 20.72

Nantucket... 20.74
Albany, N. Y 29.00
New York... 20.84
Philadelphia. 20.00
Galveston.... 30.02
Washington.. 20.96
Norfolk, Va. 29.88

Montgomery

30.02

Pittsburg....

30.00

Oswego.

20.98

Dodge City..

30.32
30.04

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.04

you

realize that this old and sterling

com-

DO
pany is HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws ol Maine?
a

that this Company lias paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TVVENTY-THliEE MILLION DOLLARS?
you aware

ARE

lias to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUN
DKED THOUSAND lioLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the most conservative standards
knowu to the law.
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Cleveland.... 30.08
Detroit. 30.12
Grandllaveu

Marquette... 30.10

Chicago,

Ilk. 30.18

Des Moines.. 30.30
Duluth, Minn 30.26
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THE

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
1^
every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE
hURANCE POLICY.
.u
OfHome
If you will send your address to the
fice, or to aoy ol its agents, we shall be glad to furthe
Company
nish full information In regard to
and its plans.

THK

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol

THEMaine for their especial patronage, because
It is HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
a

surexperience, strong, financial condition, large
lus, equitable and attractive plans and eonservave

management.

DIHKIIOHS.
H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John K. DeWitt. Portland, Maine.
IlKNitY C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. PebcivalBonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. King, Portland. Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fkku. K. Richakob, ltockport. Me.
George L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
Fhank E. Allen. Portland, Me.
James YeareancE, New York, N. Y.

Hon. Jobiah

prVHEKS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,

iaWs^S^^WM/dical
DRUMMOND,
HON. JOBIAH H.

BEN

Director
Counsel.

WILLIAMS,

Superintendent of Agencies, Eastern Dopaitment.

JAMES

....

Eeavenw’rth 30.18
Assinlboine.. 30.26
Santa Fe— 20.00
St. Vluceut...

Clieyeune....

>ortli Platte 30.34
Denver,Col.. 30.10
Halifax.I2H.64
Montreal... .|23.88

30;
(i

E. P. Jones.
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SINKINSON

Manager Tor City Agency, Portland.
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TUPPER IS DISAPPOINTED,
Because the Fisheries Protocols
tain Little Information.

Con-

ComOttawa, March 5.-In the House of
said the promons today Sir Charles Topper
tocol of the fishery treaty arrived Saturday
and was being printed. He desired to express great disappointment at the contents
of the protocols. He had intimated the other
day that any agreement to the trade question
would be contained in them. It was neces_
sary to explain the position of the question
when lie left Washington. The question
was not officially settled as to what the prolocals should contain, and how far the various papers submitted to the conference by
Last
botli sides should be Incorporated.
week lie received a message from Chamberlain that it was proposed to make the protocol purely formal, and his (Tupper’s) consent
yvas asked to that proposition. The consent
He fully anticipated the protowas given.
cols would contain the proposals and counter
on
either side and the answers to
proposals
them- To hie great regret, however, the pro-

tocols contained nothing except a simple
statement of the various meetings held, the
He thought
treaty and the modus vivendi.
in the
h e would be warranted in placing
Sir ltichleader
and
hands of the Opposition
on Wednesday
would
who
ard Cartwright,
of unrestricted
move a resolution in favor
reciprocity between Canada and the United
the
British pleniof
States the proposition
potentiary in reference to tile question of reas
ciprocal trade between the two countries,
it had an important hearing on the matter
Mr.
cab
e
would
He
before the House.
Chamberlain as to the necessity of having
fuller protocols published and would also
communicate with Secretary Bayard and Sir
Lionel West on the subject.
The Protocols Published.
Senate at 0
Washisgton, March 5.—The
of secrecy
the
injunction
p. in., removed
documents and proplaced on the remaining
I he
tocols relating to the fisheries treaty.
and telepapers consist of correspondence
on the one
Bayard
grams between Secretary
TuPper. Minister
hand and Sir Charles
on the
Phelphs, Salisbury and Wdesleigh negotiaother, preliminary to the fisheries
the
tions, and 30 protocols of conferences of
commission. A letter from Secretary ”aya*d acc ompanies these document, expressing
bis belief that the pending treaty will secure
to American fishermen just and hospitable
treatiuea, aud their rights in the water adjacent to Brittblj North America, i

Ellsworth, March 5.—Fred B. Aiken,
Republican, is elected mayor agninst H. B.
Mason, Democrat, by 181 majority, with one
small outlying ward to hear from, which
gave last year a small Republioan majoiity.
At least three of the five wards are Republican.
There are heavy Republican gains
over last year.

Every
Rockland,

I—Clear
...Clear
—

March 5.—The Republicans
carried the city today, electing every officer
in every ward. William S. White, the Republican candidate for mayor, was elected
over Albert C. Gray, Democratic, and Chas.
A. Jameson, Independent, by a majority of
500.
Mayor Wakefield Re-elected.

Bath, March 5.—In the ; city election today James W. Wakefield, Republican, was
elected mayor by a majority of 174 over Geo.
E. Hughes, Democrat, and Wm. R. Shaw,
Temperance. The total vote was 1300. All
the aldermen and councilmen elected are
Republicans. There was no choice for alderman and one councilman in ward five,
and one councilman in wards three, six and
seven.

The Cain In Saco.

Saco, March 5.—A small vote was polled
iu the city election today.
Mayor Willis TEmmons was reelected by 375 majority. The

Republicans

elect every alderman but one,
board of councilmen. The Republican majority is 100 more than last year.
and a

Clear

—4|NW| -.-Clear.
o! N |.... Fair
Prv’tiTc., U. 8. A.

Arraigned—Stain

full

Republicans Elected in Buxton.
[Special to the Press.]
Bcxton, MarchD.—The Republican ticket, with the exception of one officer, was
elected, as follows:
Moderator—J. F. Warren, by 49 majority.
Town Clerk—R. A. Bradbury.
First Selectman—F. H. Hargraves.
Second Selectman—Marshal Berry.

Treasurer—Tliomas Tarbox.
Stipei visor ol Schools—T. B. Smith.
Collector—E. M. Hill.
Auditor—Charles E. Butler.
On the vote for third selectman the Prohibition vote was large enough to preveut an

election.
Republican Majority in Hiram.
[Special to the Press.]
Hiram, March 5.—At the town meeting
today, the following officers were chosen:
Moderator—Amos Young, Rep.
Clerk—Leland L. Kimball, Rep.
First Selectman—Oliver Allen, Rep.
Second Selectman—P. T. Wadsworth, Rep.

BANCOR TRIALS.
Stevenson

Third Selectman—Geo. H. Rankin, Rep.
Treasurer—Peter B. Young. Rep.
Supervisor—C. E. Wilson, M. 1)., Dem.

and

Cromwell’s Second Trial.

Bangor, March 3.—The trial of GeorgeS.
Steveuson, deputy sheriff of Clinton, for the
murder of Frank Contan, of Providence, K.
X., otherwise known as “Shorty, the tramp,”
commenced in the Supreme Court room here
to-day. County Attorney Appleton appears
for the State and Col. Jasper Hutchings for
Stevenson. The trial will be very short as
Stevenson
there are hut few witnesses.
claims he did the act in seif defense.
in the Supreme Judicial Court room this
afternoon, Attorneys Barker and Gillin filed
a motion for a new trial in the Stain and
Cromwell case, alleging that the verdict was
against the law and the evidence.
Ten years have now passed since Cashier
These years have
Barron w as murdered.
been long to those who believe good character ought to pass for something. In one
form or another the Barron case has been
before the courts for eight years. In 1880
the trustees of the bank brought suit against
Samuel Copeland, executor of Barrou’s estate, for on alleged deficiency in his accounts
in 1882 the court appointed auditors to investigate the accounts and report. In 1883 the
auditors report a deficiency of 82,011. Mr.
Barron had left a life insurance policy for
83000, assigned to the bank as security for
his note for 82000, which a memorandum attached thereto said he intendedjas a gift to
the bank. The hank collected the insurance
deducted the deficiency found by the auditors, and then turned over the remainder to
the executor.
The executor then brought
suit for the amount retained by the bank, alleging that the note was given for no consideration and therefore invalid. In 1883 the
court sustained this plea, and required the
bank to account to the estate for the whole
auiount of the insurance money, with interest, and the executor to pay the deficiency
ascertained by the auditors. The interest
account made a difference of about 8700, for
which tlie executor entered a new suit,which
The issues are now
has not been tried.
■lending before referees, one of whom is
llut tlie Issue oi
Judge Morrill of Aubvrn.
the trial is likely to quash further civil pronow
be
as
will
largely uncivil
they
ceedings,
and irrelevant. To question the payment of
just dues to the estate of a man murdered in
the defenoe of a delegated trust, or to split
hairs over a widow’s pittance, the survival
of martyrdom, would be a ghastly incongruity. Says a gentleman intimately connected
with the case: “I think the referee’s occupation’s gone.

The Third Party Prohibitionists had a full
ticket in the field and cast 16 votes.
The
Republican majority over both the other parties was 20.
The Result in

[Special to the Press.]
March 5.—The following offi-

_

chosen today:
Moderator—A. O. Pike.
Clerk—N. Charles.
Selectmen-J. I. Greenlaw, D. H. Chandler, C.
F. Smith.
Supervisor—B. W. McKeen.
Treasurer—J. Locke.
Auditor—F. L. Mark.

After It Had Seemed
Brave

Relieving

to

Veterans

any soldier who served lujtliellate war,where
the rolls and records of lAdjutant General’s
office show tlie charge of desertion against
him, when such rolls and Erecords, or other
satisfactory evidence show the facts set oul
in any of the following cases:
First. That said soldier served faithfully the
full term of his enlistment and left his command
believing that his service was completed, aud that
he was entitled to his discharge.
Second. That said soldier having served for
six months or more, and until the first day of May
anno domini, eighteen hundred and slxty-tive, left
his command believing that he was entitled to
discharge because of ute close of the war.
Third. That such soldier left his command, or
a hospital, with or without leave, and was prevented from returning before the muster out of
Ills command, by reason of a wound, Injury, or
disease incurred In the service and line of duty.
Fourth. That salu soldier, after said charge of
desertion was entered on the rolls, voluntar ily returned to his command, within a reasonable time,
orjas soon as physically able, and served faithfuluntil

discharged.

Fifth. That said soldier lefi his command with
proper authority, aud not being able to leturn beof
cause of sickness, and having no knowledge
any charge of desertion against bin, was arrested
and returned to his command by provost marshal
and was restored to duty by his officers, without
trial or punishment, ana served faithfully until

discharged.

That said soldier having left or been
separated from his command by no fault of his
own, and after the first day of May, eighteen
hundred ana sixty-five, was unable to rejoin the
same by reson of its muster out of the Bervice.
Seventh. That said soldier having left or been
separated from Ills command by no fault of his
own, and being unable to Join the same by reason
of circumstances beyond Ills control, aud without
Sixth.

lovciiiiif,

inicuuui),

iv

n vtiiu

uuumj

nuj

reward not incident to his proper service,
toined another command and continued faithfully
to perforin military duty the full term of his enlistment.
Eighth. That said soldier served faithfully
witli his command for six months or more, and until the same was mustered out of service: and net
being either mustered out or notified of his assignment to another command, remained at his
home up to the close of the war without arrest or
molestation.
Ninth. And in all cases where there is no real
purpose of desertion; or to evade military duty or
danger; or to receive additional pay, reward or
bounty; or where the charge is shown to be incorrect in fact.
or

Postal

Telegraphy.

The Spooner bill to regulate inter-State
telegraphy was reported by Senator Reagan
today from the committee on post offices and
post roads. It is intended by the committee
as a substitute for various measures referred
to the committee having In view the estabThe
lishment of a postal telegraph system.

Spooner

bill

practically applies the provision

of the Inter-State commerce law to the telegraph companies. The report which accom-

cauies the bill says: “The wise and conservative regulation of the great corporations
and monopolies of the country by the government, State and Federal, is essential to
The, policy of
the welfare of the people.
prstecting the people against their power
and exactions is recognized and enforced by
all governments in which law prevails over
arbitrary power. The committee, while recognizing the necessity for reasonable and
limited control of the telegraph companies,
doubt the propriety of the government as
suuiing the ownership and entire management of them.’’
A Scheme for Commercial Union.
In the House today, Mr. Hill of Illinois,
introduced a joint resolution for the promotion of the commercial question with Canada. It was referred to the committee on foreign affairs. The resolution provides that
whenever it shall be duly certified to the
President that the government of Canada
has declared a desire to establish a commerI'lai UU1UU UIC Ulllicu otiur?,

a

uut-

form revenue system, like internal taxes to
be collected, and like import duties.to be imposed on articles Drought into either country
from other nations with no duty upon trade
between the United States and Canada, he
shall appoint three commissioners to meet
those lik ewise designated to represent the
of Canada, to prepare a plan
or the arrangement of the import duties and
internal revenue taxes of the two countries
and the equitable division of receipts in comThe said commissioners
mercial union.
shall report to Congress.

?;overnment

ty.

Bridgton

Cives 90

Majority.

Bbidgton, March 5.—At the municipal
election here today, the (Republicans elected
their entire ticket by about 90 majority.
Brunswick’s List.

Brunswick,

Marck 5.—In the election towere elected:
Selectmen—Isaac Hacker, Robert H. Stanwood
and Frank E. Roberts.
Clerk—Thomas R. Riley.
Treasurer—John P. Wincliell.
Agent—Charles E. Townsend.
Collector—Dmilel T. Purriogton.

day, the following

In the House today, Mr. Breckenridge of
Kentucky introduced a bill to declare trusts
unlawful and to admit certain imports duty
free whenever combinations or trusts attempt to limit the production or raise the
price of said articles.
Notes.
An internal revenue reduction bill has
been completed by the Democratic members
of the ways and means committee. It will
be laid before the fullcommitteeon Tuesday.
Randall’s tariff bill is nearing completion
and will be made public in a day or two.

Lth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

It

voted to raise $5C0 for observing the

was

ninth nnniversnrv of the

.town’s

Farmington’s

settlement.

Election.

Faumington, March 5.—At the animal
town meeting

today

the

following

officers

elected:
Moderator—Clias. W. Keyes.

were

Clerk—I. Warren Merrill.
Selectmen—F. C. l'erkins, Hiram Titcomb,
Samuel G. Craig.
Treasurer—Peter P. Tufts.
Supervisor of Schools—Dr. John W. Nicliols.
Auditor—I. W. Merrill.
The to (vn voted $.10 to observe Memorial
Day; also $M0 for a free high school; also
not to establish a

liqurr

agency.

Skowhegan Republicans Victorious.
Skowhegan, March 5.—At the town
meeting today, these officers were elected:
Moderator-E. N. Merrill.
Selectineu—Isaac Merrill, Horace Eaton, G. W.
Packard.
Treasurer—A. G. Emery.
Clerk—George 8. Webb.
All are Republicans except the second se-

CENERAL NEWS.

lectman.

Yesterday’s sales in the New York Cotton
Exchange were the largest ever known, A
Wm. V.king,
panic was barely averted.
J. H. Garrison and George T. Dixon suspended.
The fire losses in the United States and
Canada February reached $11,213,500 over
$5,000,000 above the average February loss,

NOBLE
Friends

MAXWELL’S
of

MILLIONS.

Wealthy Captain
His Identity.

the

Attest

Boston, Mass., Marcli 5.—A Boston gentlemen speaking of the Maxwell will case
Noble
says: “Iliad only known Captain
Maxwell intimately about six or seven years,
but I know friends of his, and have seen
depositions from gentlemen who had Jknown
Their depositions
him nearly fifty years.
seem to show clearly that Noble Maxwell
be.
was the man he represented himself to
The facts of this contest about the will, as I

for 13 years.
There were 21 fires of over
$100,000 loss each.
It was reported in Dover, N. 11, last night
that “Kusty” McCabe of that city would
fight a Biddeford man named Travers in
Biddeford early this morning.
Senator Edmunds has written to Guy C.
Noble, Esq., of St. Albans, Vt., a letter exthe Senator’s failure to reply to the
plaining
Invitation to address the convention of Reat Montpelier. The letter of
publican Clubs
invitation was mislaid and overlooked in the
press of work.
Edward Blackmer, cook in a New Haven
restaurant, has ibeen arrested for counter-

understand them, are these:
"When the will was presented for probate
before Judge McKini in December last,
Charles L. Litchfield of Freeport, Me., ap>peered and asked to have the hearing continued, as his counsel was unable to appear.
“According to Litchfield’s story, his mother, Ann Maxwell Lichfield, was daughter of
a Charles
Maxwell and gianddaughter of
Thomas Maxwell. She claimed that Noble
Maxwell was her father’s brother, and consequently, her uncle. Mr. Litchfield claims
that he is entitled to a share fof the estate.
He admitted that his uncle, Noble Maxwell,
died some time ago, but claims that the
millionaire, Noble Maxwell, in some manner
obtained the property owned by the real Noble Maxwell, and that he was now unlawfully distributing it by liis will. Mr. Litchfield

_

has broken out among society
in New York city. It is to have busts
made of themselves in clay after the manner
of the Rogers statuettes. Husbands have
new craze

people

their wives modeled, wives their husbands,
and fond mammas their children. The work
is done by a young Frenchman but recently
arrived, who has obtained the most wonderful likenesses. It only takes him about an
hour. These beads, some of which are life
size and some smaller, are not very expensive for genuine works of art, which they
certainly are. The artist is very clever in
catching the correct expression, and his
work promises to be the reigning fad for
some time to come.
i

Bakgoh, March 5.—Talk of the StainCromwell trial is still au absorbing topic
here. When the jurors first went out it was
decided to take an informal ballot, not to
mean anything, but so that each man could
vote in one way or the other before entering
This was
into a discussion of the case.
done, and it stood 11 to 1 for conviction, the
only man standing out being lion. S. C.
Hatch of Bangor. Then there was some little talk about the evidence, and an examination of tile depositions and other documentary evidence introduced, a»d then eaaie the
To the great surprise of
first formal ballot.
every man, neither of them knowing how
his neighbor voted on this ballot, there was
a

large majority

for

acquittal.

the

jury

could never agree.

To this there was no response, and arrangements were made to pass the night in
the room.
Coats were piled upon the floor,
and the men were ‘‘turning in.'
It was about this time tl»t the famous receipt of the steamer Star of the East, signed
“B. C. Sanborn," came up for consideration,
and strange to say it was this receipt that
finally decided the guilt of tte two prisoners.
'l’lie jurors decided that the signature on
this receipt was identical with some of the
handwriting *n Stain’s letters, and two of
those outstanding came around to the conThis left one
viction side on one ballot.
man for acquittal, and he was Christopher
Vi

1UU1C Ui

DOUfiUi.

At a few minutes after 11 o’clock, he called
for a new dallot, which was taken, the jury
agreed, the great suspense was over, and the
fateol David L. Stain and Oliver Cromwell
was sealed.
The news of the agreement passed to the
deputy sheriff in waiting, and a messenger at
the same instant started on the run to notify
The court then came
Chief Justice Peters.
in, and the verdict was announced.
The Chief Justice told a reporter that he
considered the verdict a just one, and rendered in accordance with the law and the
evidence. He believes the men guilty, and
thinks the evidence against them remarkably

strong.

Stain and Cromwell were very much disapat the result, but taey have not yet
lost all hope.
They think their chance of
a
getting new trial is very good.

pointed

The News In Dexter.

Dexter, March 5.—The news of the verdict did not reach Dexter until 9.30 yesterday morning. It produced a great sensation
and to-many was a great surprise, for the
larger portion expected a disagreement of
the jury. The verdict lias made a wonderful
chauge in the sentiment of the people. Some
still have their doubts of Stain and Cromwell’s guilt, although the evidence brought
forward at Bangor has firmly convinced
them that Barron was murdered. The suicide theory has few supporters now. Those,
however, who have been most active in promulgating the suicide theory, still believe in
it.

There is considerable speculation as to
whether the bank will be obliged to pay the
reward offered ten years ago.
Believing, as
they undoubtedly do, that Barron committed
suicide, the officers will probably refuse to
It is claimed that this comes under
pay it.
the same rule of law as any other promise or
obligation, and if so it would be outlawed
by the statute of limitation.
Many Dexter people did not learn the result of the verdict till after reaching church,
when ft was told from one to auother in the
hallways. Probably Ithere was no congregation of people in the whole state who received the news with more gratification than
the Congregational church, or the “Barron
Memorial Church,” so called in memory of
the murdered cashier.
GENERAL

FOREICN NEWS.

Washington, March 5.
Senator Sherman, from the committee on
foreign relations, reported back the House
concurrent resolution directing the secretary
of the navy to designate a national vessel of
General Jose
war to convey the remains of
Antonio Paez. of Venezuela, from New York
to Venezuela. Passed.
On motion of Senator Hale, unfinished
business, the pension bill, was laid aside and
the urgent
deficiency appropriation bill
taken
Among the more important
up.
amendments recommended by thecommittee
and adopted by the Senate were these:
an

lilserilUK all

$30,000 for expenses of the
service.

Item of

iwriH ui

JUI

tuc

v

uivv

penses of the coast and geologic survey.
inserting an item of *1800 for the salary of the
commissioner of fish and fisheries from the date
of his

in office.
item of *20,000

qualification

for the support of
Inserting an
United States prisoners,
including necessary
aid
medical
andlitranspoi tation to the
clothing,
places of conviction.
An amendment to strike out the paragraph
directing the public printer to rigidly en
force the eight hour law, elicited a rasping
debate, in which Senator Hawley charged
those favoring the enforcement of the eight
hour law as guilty of demagogucism, and
Senator Hoar retorted that the opposition
The
might be shallow pated assurance.
amendment was finally withdrawn. Without taking a vote the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of executive business, and

adjourned.

HOUSE.

The House today proceeded to the consideration of the McDuffee and Davidson Alabama contested election case. Mr. Marsh, of
Pennsylvania, opened the case for the contestee. denying the statement in the minority
report that the case involved no legal uues*
in n.
He proceeded to discuss the legal bearings of the contest and said the committee
had given the case fair and thorough consideration. The majority came to the •conclusion that the contested. Davidson, hud a clear
majority over McDuffee of 8,8!)0 votes.
Mr. Simmons, of North Carolina, followed
with a brief speech on the same side.
Mr. Lodge, of Massachusetts, said the case
illustrated the advance of civilization in the
Fourth Alabama district. Instead of resorting to the jack boot and sabre policy, the
Democrats resorted to fraud upon the ballot
box to overcome the Republican majority.
There was evidence of general fraud througnout the district, while the poll lists of the
Selma precint showed that the “sheeted
dead” were made to vote. Of course, they
voted the Democratic ticket.
He reviewed,
in detail, the testimony taken in regard to
the votes given at the various precincts, substantiating the charge of fraud, which he
declared was found to exist wherever probed
for. For the good name of Congress, and the
name of honest elections, he Delieved the
House should reject the sitting insmber and
seat the contestant.
Mr. Outhwaite, of Ohio, congratulated the
Republicans as to the progress they had made
in doctrine as to what should be done with
the Negro vote. Heretofore they had been
satisfied to assume and declare that the negro
vote belonged to the Republican party and
should be cast for Republican candidates.
But here they advanced a step farther and
asserted that the negro vote must be cast for

Republican candidate, but not fora colored
Republican. He referred to the fact that the
minoiity report complained that, while Turner, the colored independent Republican cana

didate, did uot receive all the votes tlie returns had given him, 2510 votes. He then
proceeded to speak in support of the majority

rejjr. Rowell,

of Illinois, brifly advocated
the minority report. The case then went over
until tomorrow.
On motion of Mr. Boutelle, a Joint resolution was passed allowing Paymaster J. Q.
Barton, U. S. N., to accept from the Emperor
of Japan the decoration of the order of the

Rising Sun.
Adjourned.

articles by English writers or by American
writers in behalf of English interests, have
advanced claims to the headland theory, but
what have been the practical claims of Can-

ada as defended and maintained by an armed
patrol these past years? Not one vessel dis-

turbed except those fishing within three
miles of the shore, neither has there been
during half a century to my knowledge, and
Mr. Putnam admits this fact in connection
with seizures of late. But looking into the
dim future, he sees the possibilities after all

these years of virtual surrender by Great
Britain that she may conclude to enforce her
headlond theories and pounce upan our unwary fishermen and drag them before the admiralty courts at Halifax for summary trial,
and his claim is that this treaty settles all
this question—but how does it settle it? By
pledging the United States to agree to certain lines of delimitation from certain light
houses to otherlcertain light houses, and certain points or headlands already designated
by England and Canada, and from said to
be established lines shall be measured the
three miles, inside of wnich our vessels cannot fish, thus virtually shutting our fisher-

large areas of fishing grounds
last fifty
the
enjoyed by them for
years without treaty stipulations, and thus
men

out of

virtually reinstating England in her long

since abandoned headland claim. The claim
is also made that after this line is established there will be less liability of unwitting
trespass on tho part of our fishermen. I
contend there will lie ten-fold more liability
I ask
of unwitting trespass; und why?
any candid man which would be the easier
to guard from trespassing, within the threemile line of any coast or from an imaginary
line measured from a line drawn from a certain lighthouse to another certain lighthouse
where the distance from a central point between said lighthouses may be five or ten
miles from the shore, and from this line another, three miles further out, inside of
Is it not plain that
which he must not fish.
any such imaginary line as this so far seaurnr/1 in

ntanv

ingtunPA.C

llPPAINA of thft sill-

uosities of the coast, must place our fisherin constant jeopardy and liability of

meu

trespass, and the danger largely augmented
from the fact of their previous custom of
fishing in these waters heretofore common
property of all nations? I admit that one
point in the treaty is favorable to us In view
of this increased liability of trespass, i. e.,
the arrangement for a Hpeedy trial for all
such offences, and knowing that offences
must largely multiply by this new line of delimitation, it would seem that this consoling
privilege was granted us in return for giving

recompense, valuable fishing
grounds enjoyed for scores of years.
The second point isthequestion of the Bay
of Chaleur fishing rights, and is dismissed
without arguments by Mr. Putnam from the
fact that he finds no evidence of fishing at
all in what he terms the "body of this Bay.”
I presume that where he speaks of evidence
on this matter, he must refer to evidence
from Canadian sources for most assuredly
evidence of this most valuable fishing
ground, common and open to us for years,
But now by treaty to be closed would be
easily obtained among our fishermen but it
wouid refer mostly to the hook and line
method of fishing. His third point—Strait
of Canso. All nationalities for the last half
century without treaty stipulations have
had unrestricted privilege of this highway
from ocean to inland sea and St. Lawrence
river, and I question if ever an American
vessel was seized or molested in exercising
the privilege accorded all nations of the use
of these Straits.
Now Canada comes forward and proposes by this treaty to make
this privilege a matter of commerce and for
certain valuable considerations our Uuited
States fishermen may continue to pass through
these Straits, a privilege granted to all other
nations without treaty
stipulations, and
thus surely discriminating against us in the
bestowal of her favors.
His fourth point is the treaty of 1818.
From his standpoint which is the standpoint
of our opponents, he admits we have no
rightexcept for shelter, and now what is the
spectacle presented by this treaty ? The United States numbering sixty millionsof people,
humbly pleading by treaty stipulations, that
common humane treatment shall be extended
to
our
unfortunate fishermen, who
through stress of weather become disabled
and are forced to enter their ports for repairs. I claim that this privilege granted
by said treaty says Just this, Canada Is
up,

without

uncivilized, barbarous and hostile counand we now have wisely concluded a
treaty whereby this barbarous nation shall
grant to our unfortunate victims of disaster
common, humane treatment such as is grantan

try,

ed to all

unfortunate

seamen,

gladly

and

other nation on the
willingly by
and that without treaty stipulation.
hame on the commissioners of any country
who would thus degrade their own people by
humanity. fn.lI
making merchandise of .11their .....oil
everv

Slobe,

.rnnn

us that we did not enjoy before
in absence of any treaty with perhaps this
of
homeprivilege
single additional
ward
bound, hungry men,
being permitted to purchase a few supplies to enable
them to reach the United States, a privilege
inhumanly denied some of our own hungry
fishermen last summer.
Having briefly reviewed Air. Putman’s
claims of advantage to us by said treaty, 1
wish simply to say that none of these points
touch the vital questian at issue, viz: Coma claim that
commercial rights,
mon,
brought forward as
Secretary Bayard
the one subject of
controversy, and of
rightful claim, not to be denied our fishermen
by fair interpretation of the treaty of 1818
All these claims are
or by previous treaties.
entirely abandoned, and our commissioners
go over to the enemy in toto.
Now a brief summary of gain and loss, and
Large areas of fishing
first, loss to us.
grounds, formerly ours without treaty. Second, a light of passage through Strait of
Canso,once free to us,now- right by purchase.
Third, common commercial rights, accorded
by all other nations. What we gain, first,
right of speedy trial when captured lawfully
or unlawfully; second, the right to receive
common humane treatment in case of disabilities to vessels or tackle or crew; third,
right granted starving homeward bound fishermen to purchase a few necessaries of life
to enable them to reach their home ports;
fourth, the right to remain in their harbors
for shelter twenty-four hours without reporting at custom house providing none of
the crew go on shore,
Now as to tlie rights we claim as reciprocal to rights granted by us. First, common
commercial privileges, such as purchase of
bait or supplies, and shipment of men; second, right to fish within three miles of their
coast line; third, right of shipment in bond,
fish from Canadian ports to our own ports.
All the above privileges are now freely
granted them by our government. We supply largely the bait for their hand line fishWe allow their vessels to fit out for
ermen.
fishing voyages at our ports. We allow them
to pass across our territory and through our
custom houses in bond, thousands of quintals
of fish to go by our lines of steamers to various distributing points in the West Indies.
For this inequality of treatment there is a
simple but effectual remedy. Our United
States Senate last wirter framed a bill called
tbe retaliatory bill. This bill, if I remember

treaty brings

His Doctors Admit that the

Crown

Prince Must Die.

Bekeix, March 5.—A despatch from San
Reno says Dr. AValdeyer, the great Berlin
now thoroughly concancer specialist, is
vinced that the Crown Prince’s disease is
cancer of the larnyx, of a most maignant
All the doctors, even
type and incurable.
including Mackenzie, now reluctantly agree
As to the time likely to elapse
with him.
before death, there is still some difference of
opinion, but it is believed that unless some
unexpected development intervenes it is a
It will be a miracle if
question of weeks.
the patient lives a year. Even the Crown
Prince himself has given up hope. All members of the House of Hoenzollern have been

AA’aldeyer’s

ex-

amination.

SENATE.

Inserting

The exami-

nation of the evidence was then continued,
and ballots were taken throughout the day,
showing no signs of an agreement. At one
time the vote stood 0 to 6.
Early in the evening it stood 9 to 3 for conviction, and remained so for some time.
At 10.30 there were no prospects of any
change, and word was sent to the judge that

informed of the result of Dr.

revenue cutter

to

What People Say About the Case in
Dexter.

To Declare Trusts Unlawful.

Kennebunkpobt, March a.—The .following town officers were elected today:

Impossible

Reach an Agreement.

the

of

Washington, March 5.—The bill which
the House committee on millitary affairs has
reported to remove charges of desertion
against Union soldiers in certain cases provides that the|Secretary of War be authorized
and directed to amend the military record of

the Press.]

Clerk—H. B. Dennett,
Treasurer—W. F. Woods,
Selectmen -s. B. Carll, Charles H. Walker, W.
H. Hutchins, Jr.
School
*. Superintending
Committee—Lyman
Chase.
W.
Downing.
Ageut—O.
Auditors—G. W. Clough, Fred W. Grant.
Town Constable—Jas. Quincy.
Collector of Taxes—Albert M. Welch.
About half the officers are from eacli par-

De-

of Unjust Charges.

Half and Half.

[Special

The Verdict In the Barron Case
cided by That Receipt.

Power Conferred on

Prince William.

To night’s papers confirm the statement
made that the main reason for Prince AVilliam’s visit to San Remo is to urge the Crown
It is annoumced
Prince to return to Berlin.
that Prince AVilliam took an autograph letter
from the Emperor expressing a wish that
the Crown Prince return to Berlin as soon as
possible. He will return the end of March.
Great preparations have commenced at the
palace for the reception of the Crown Prince’s

family.

Two councillors are to be attached to
Prince William’s suite whose duties will be
An
to report to him on the State of affairs.
eminent general will also be appointed to be
in special attendance upon the Prince and adA ministerial
vise him on miltary matters.
order empowering Prince AArilliam to sign
the oc
decrees
should
and
ordinances,
royal
casion arise, dates from the first of December. The Crown Prince has nsscnded to the

arrangement.

Homage

to Meany.

Conic, March 5.—The arrival of the body of
Stephen J. Meany this evening was witness,
edby 30,000 persons. The casket was escorted through the nrinciiml streets l)V a big
procession, the bands playing the dead
march. The mavor and all the prominent
friends and members of the National League
took part.
Foreign Notes.
An avalanche has buried the hospital and
church at St. Bernard. No live were lost.
Charles Cecil John Manners, toe Duke of
Rutland, is dead, aged 72.
Justin McCarthy has declined to become
deputy speaker of the House of Commons,
giving as his reason that he is near sighted.
The Czar reviewed the Guards Sunday
from his winter palace. The review has not
occurred in such cold weather since tl e days
of Emperor Nicholas.
Avalanches in the Trentine valley have
...

killed twenty persons.

A violent sand storm has been raging in
Egypt since Saturday, stopping traffic on the
Suez Canal.
...
A naval guard, on the Prussian model, is
being organized at all the south Russian seaThe object is to reinforce the maports.
rines and to supply crews to merchant ships
equipped for war.
All railway traffic in Sweden and Denmark
has been stopped by a very heavy snow
storm. Traffic on all lines in northeast GerDantzic is commany is also interrupted.
cut off from the world.
..

pletely

THE FISHERY TREATY.

Reply

ARTHUR’S ARMY.

therefrom to us. And first, in his article, the
headland theory. It is true that occasional

MEN ACREED.

TWELVE

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

cers were

Fire at Presque Isle.
IIcPresque Isi.e, March G.—The Phair
tel caught fire this forenoon about 11 o’clock.
It was cleared of its furniture in a damaged
The house was saved, although
condition.
at
badly damaged. The loss is estimated
insured
from $1500 to $3000. The house was
for $5000, and the furniture for $1700.

A

Fryeburg.

Fryeburg,

MAINE.

feiting.

Republican Elected.

clear

unques-

wlso provisions of the Maine Non-Ponelture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
tills Company, and under it extended Insurance is
the payment of
provided for In case of lapse after
three or more annual premiums In cash.
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In Lewiston and Auburn.

Lewiston, March 5.—Lewiston gave today, for mayor, Little, Rep., 171)6; McGlllicuddy, Dem., 1613. Auburn gave Penley,
Rep., 1064; Foss, Dem., 376; Stanley, Ind.,
The city govern261 and French, Pro., 92.
ment of both cities are Republican.
Heavy Republican Cains.

....

30.28

has
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In Gardiner.

fierce contest for alderman. James Andrews
was elected over Charles T. Stackpole by a
majority of 23 votes.
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Opposition

Gardiner, March 5.—The municipal election today passed off quietly. John W. Berry was reelected mayor, there being no opThe only breeze of exposing candidate.
citement was in Ward 1, where there was a
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evidence to sustain his theorles. In fact, he did not offer any evidence
at the hearing. These facts were developed

could

to Horn W. L. Putnam’s Defence of that Instrument.

clpaly, i.

e., treat them as they treat us.
The House of liepresentatives, it would
would
settle
appear, fearing this bill
all difficulties and thus gain credit
for the ltepublican Senate, refused to
adopt such a bill, but passed one most sweeping in its measures and one calculated to
cause serious Interference witn our commercial relations with Canada—a retaliation so
uucalled for that the whole question of retaliation became odious to the whole country.
Now, the simple path Into clear sailing is
this: Let our Congress pass a bill of Equal
Recompense, if you vlease so to call it, and
here it is. Forbid all further supply of dams
or other bait, fresh or salt, to Canada; forbid
her vessels fitting out for fishing voyages at
our ports; forbid all passage of fish, duty
free, through our custom houses for re-shipment: make our duty on all fish landed from
Canadian ports or vessels the same as hers,
one cent per pound on fish, fresh or salt,
keutcl), pickled or dry cured. Here is a very
simple cure for all our troubles, and I have
have no question but that it would be entirely effectual, and before one twelvemonth we
would have Canada knocking at our doors
We
for a fair adjustment of all difficulties.
have here a remedy that would not interfere
with our general commercial Intercourse with
Canada, and would not be a source of irritation from the fact that we were only returning
treatment for treatment, and would only be
felt by our citizens, perchance, having to pay
one-half cent a pound more for their codfish,
and that only for a short period.

T. C. Lkwis.

To the Editor of the Press:
The Argus of Thursday last contained a
long and labored defence of the new fishing
treaty from the Hon. W. L. Putnam, one of
the commissioners appointed by the President to meet in treaty making counsel with
commissioners from Great Britain and Canada. A careful, unprejudiced review of Mr.
Putnam’s communication will plainly indicate that in his enumeration of benefits to
accrue to us from said treaty, he starts in every instance from the standpoint of our
English neighbors virtually admitting the
headland theory, Strait of Canso navigation
and interpretation of the 1818 treaty all to be
according to the version of these several
claims, and then reasoning after this general
admission of their claims that all the new
treaty accords to us is so much gained to ui
from rights formerly solely the property ol
Canada.
I wish now briefly to review in detail these
several claims of Canada and concession!

The autograph fiends are not all dead yet,
and recent revelations develop a distinctively
new class of “this abomination,” so-called
by Mark Twnin. Several days since Mr.
Winn Lawton, an Englishman who has lately
touched terra firms on this side of the Atlantic, who Is connected witli the London
Times, visited the Department of Justice at
Washington in search of Col. Boteller. Mr.
Lawton said the Clerk of Pardons that her

Majesty

the

Queen of England

had

requested

him before his departure for America to secure, if possible, while In the United States
the autograph of Gen. Jackson, whom she
much admired, and desire his autograph in
said the Queen
preference to all others.of He
the penmanship of
had a large collection
Americans.
While
Col. Boteldistinguished
ler was in Congress Gen. Jackson wrote him
a letter in which he said he hoped Congress
would pass a bill prohibiting the delivery of
mails on Sunday. Tn the opinion of the old
hero there was no necessity for the delivery
of letters on Sunday. This letter Col. Boteller gave to Mr. Lawtou
the Queen.

to be

presented

to

Engineers Enthuslas*

Brotherhood
tic

What

Help Their Comrades.

to

Might Happen

if a Ceneral Tie

Up Ensued.

The

Road in Condition to

Burlington
Resume

Freight Traffle.

Chicago, March 5.—Referring to the possibility of a general strike being ordered on
the western railroads by the engineers and
firemen, a Chicago paper says today: “It is
probable that the Chicago A Northwestern;
Chicago, Roclc Island and Pacific; Chicago,
Milwaukee A St. Paul; Chicago A Alton;
Wisconsin Central, Illinois Central, Wabash,
Chicago, St. Paul A Kansas City, and all of
the branches and leased lines of these railroads would be involved. Roughly estimated this will embrace about 23,000 miles of
road and will completely close the channel of
communication between Chicago and the
West. It will destroy the express business,
paralyze trade and suspend the operation of
all mining and manufacturing industries,
nnd this in a territory of over a thousand
miles square. When it Is remembered that
these roads penetrate to Canada on the north,
to the Itockv Mountains on the west and to
Indian Territory on the south the scope of
their operations and the magnitude of the
interests they serve can be better comprehended. More than this it wou'd cut off the
great northern and middle transcontinental
routes, reducing them to local roads at once,
the consequence being that the great Interior basin from Utah to
Oregon would suffer
equally with the Mississippi and Missouri

river valleys.
“It is not only trade and commerce which
would suffer. Labor, both skilled and common, would feel the effects, and most disastrously. The general uiauagers of the railcaso of
roads named freely state that in
a strike upon their lines there is but one
them to pursue, shut down
course
for
dishouses,
the
shops and freight
euu.
sue
await
workers
anu
charge
This would throw out of work 92,000 men.
Beyond that comes a stoppage of manufactories, suspension of mines, cessation of
lumber operations, etc., which must follow
any shutting down of the railroads mentioned. And it is a conservative statement
to estimate this great outside army employed
in the industries named at a million men."

Pledging

Anew Their

Allegiance.

Members of the grievance committee of
Western and Northwestern railroads, representing both the engineers’ and firemen’s
organization, arrived in Chicago today, In
response to the call of Chief Arthur, to take
action pertaining to the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy strike.
The meeting commenced
at 10 o’clock andwa s strictly secret.
The
meeting closed at 7.30 p. m. and
Chief Engimany delegates left for home.
neer Arthur and Grand Master Sargent de-

clined to say anything. A prominent engi"Arthur called the
neer present said:
heads of the grieva-ice committees together
to ascertain how the engineers and firemen
of the roads centering in Chicago felt toward the Burlington men, lie wanted to be
sure

of his

position

before he took

fur-

any

The chairmen all reported allegiance to the chief and tlieir moral and
momentary support to the fullest degree.
ther steps.

Arthur thanked the men for their loyalty
and told them to go to their various divisions and report to all that it was a fight to
win and that after pledges given at today’s
meeting he would win the Burlington fight
in short order.’’
Telegrams from the Brotherhood in various sections of the country have been received today by Mr. Arthur offering their
services to the strikers.

Possibly Averted.
General Manager Harris, of the Chicago,
Burlington & Northern, on which a strike
was

ordered at 3 p. m., called this

afternoon

Arthur
at Chief Arthur’s private room.
came from the grievance committee meeting,
Uarrls requesting his assistance in avoiding
the dreaded strike. Artnur replied that he
had not been consulted by the men and,
therefore, if they struck, it was their own
fight. He could not interfere for or against
either side. This made it necessary for Harris to discuss the difference with his own
The grievance committee of th#
men.
.cad was called in from the general meeting.
.Ail uour s discussion rcsuueu

iu uu oiuet to

The whole matter
the men uot to strike.
will be held in obeyance until the chairman
of the committee reaches home and has a
talk with the men.
In

Running

The following

was

teday:

NOTICE TO SHIPI'EBS.

The C. B. & (j. will tomorrow (Tuesday) March
Cth, receive all freight, car-loads and less, destined to stations ou tile line of the C. B. A Q„ Chicago & Iowa, Hannibal & St. Joseph, St. Louis,
Keokuk & Northwestern, Chicago, Burlington A
Kansas City, Burlington A Western, Burlington
& Northwestern, Humstone A Shenandoah, Kansas City. St. Joseph A Council Bluffs, and the Chicago, Burlington A Northern roads. We expect
to make reasonably prompt delivery. Though the
time may not be as good as formerly, yet we hope
very soon to be able to forward promptly, delivering freight for all points on our lines and connecK. P. Kitlky,
tions.
General Freight Agent.
“1 don’t hesitate to say,” said Paul Mor-

the company, “that the
gan, speaking
backbone of the strike is broken. The tall
of the animal still lives, but that doesn’t
generally die until after sunset. We have
taken all the engineers and firemen we can
handle, and nave instructed the eastern
agents not to send any more unless they happen to be thoroughly competent engineers.
for

Congressional

Action.

Washington, March 5.—Mr. White of
Indiana, in the House, presented a bill authorizing the Speaker of the House, in view
of the widespread destitution and suffering
likely to ensue if the great strike on the
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy railroad is
not speedily checked, to appoint a special
committee to proceed at once to Chicago and
investigate the condition of affairs in relation to the strike, and that they be empowered to act as mediators between the Dhicago,
Burlington A Quincy Railroad Company and
Chief Arthur, and endeavor to effect an
amicable settlement of the existing troubles.
SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION.
Celebration

of

Their Sixtieth

ness, of a society-history like this, giving, as
you have done through all this long period,
not alms alone, not money only, but the costlier gifts of personal interest, attention and
kindness, and the products of the labor of
your own hands.
This capacity for prolonged life, for an indefinite duration, is the most striking and
characteristic feature of an organized society
Such a society seems to
or a corporation.
have solved the problem, or rather to have
realized the dream, of alchemy and the middle ages, the dream of an earthly immortality. Its members must change,they grow old
and die, but the links of the golden chain repeat themselves, are forever renewed. The
society itself, an invisible, intangible, immaterial thing, remains always the same, the
same in the next generation or age us in this;
the purposes and hopes, the very spirit even,
of the founders living on in the unbroken
line and order of its succession.
As we trace the history of such a society
it seems to acquire an Individuality of its
own, to have a soul, notwithstanding the

maxim against corporations having souls.
VVe And It easy and natural to personify it in

thought, to think of it as a living person,
of this Samaritan Society as of a noble woman, to whom in some mysterious way
lengtli of days, an Immortality of youth, has
been given, devoted always to words and
deeds of kindness, pursuing year by year the
same daily round of hopeful and generous
duties, following the footsteps of misfortune,
not afar off but near by, with quickened and
eager pace, with helping hands, with words
of courage and hope, grateful as the light
breeze upon the hot brow of fever.
From the inspection of this society it
seems to have shared in the religious life of
the First Universalist Church, from which it
The written declaration of the
sprang.
founders remains to attest the motives by
which they were prompted, the spirit in
which they acted from the first. It was in
the love of an Infinite Father, in the
spirit
of
the
New
of
the
teachings
Testament, in the hope of a future life,
under a solemn impression of religious and
inoral obligation and duty, that its deep
foundations were laid.
But this was true in no severe or narrow
sense.
Like the church with which it has always been more immediately and directly
identified, it lias itself been one of the strongest Influences to liberalize the religious spirit,
to soften religious differences, tending always to overlook ami to overstep the bouudary lines of merely sectarian division, and to
lend its aid alike to those of every Christian
sect and name and to those of no Christian
church or name.
It was in behalf of the
poor outside the churches, that its first
efforts seem to have been epecially directed,
as those most needy and for whom least provision was elsewhere made.
In this field and in this spirit, the Samaritan Society for years labored almost alone.
In later times other similar societies have
been formed, a sisterhood of charities join
ing company with it, one by one; but this is
always the eider sister, in whom all take a
peculiar pride, whose forming hand and influence have been upon them all.
How strangely we are accustomed to misconceive the real significance of passing
events.
It is probable that the foundation of this
society made but the slightest ripple upon
the surface of social or public affairs here in
Portland in 1828. Business men, under the
strain and pressure of practical affairs, hardlifted their eyes from their ledgers or
ly
their law-books to welcome or to notice the
advent of the new comer.
But now, what
other municipal event, of the year 1828, of
of
of
business,
politics,
public or private
importance, would be commemorated with
the same interest, pride and gratitude as
that with which we celebrate the sixtieth
birthday of the Samaritan Society. "The
vain titles of
the victories of Justinian”
writes Gibbon, approaching the history of
the Roman law, "have long since crumbled
into dust, but the name of the legislator is
inscribed on a fair and everlasting monument.’! Even in this world, it is the things
of the mind and of the heart which endure.
In comparison with these, material interests,
to
whatever
attacli
may
splendor
It
them, seem ephemeral and vain.
is this long life of what is good and
true and helpful, the permanence which inheres in it, which has been to men the perpetual promise that the evil of this world is
but seeming and transitory, that good shall
somehow be the final goal of ill; the basis of
our hope and faith, that “behind the dim unknown, standeth God within the shadow,
keeping watch above His own.”
Doubtless you have all shared the regret
which I felt in reading the history of this
Society written by Mr. Farmer—to whom as
the historian of the Samaritan Association
our city as well as the Society itself is under a constant obligation—that many of its
most valuable records were destroyed in the
great fire of 18G0; and yeti found my mind
inclined to turn away from this regret to the
reflection that the true record of this Society was not.and could not be upon the written
page Its real record is in grateful human
hearts, in the growth and progress in all
our

■
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aided and shielded and lifted to a better
living than would otherwise have
possible for them, and in all the manifold, gentle, social influences which have
flowed from it as it has pursued its way, like
flowers springing from beneath its very feet.
Of the Samaritan Association I am sure it
may well be said, that the past at least is secure
Let me close with the wish that the
future may realize, may more than realize,
all the favoring auguries which attend it as
now it enters upon its seventh decade, and
that in the lives and personal experience of
its officers and members may continue to be
repeated the truth of its own legend'
“Blessed is he who consldereth the poor."
The remarks of the speaker were frequently interrupted with applause, and when
Mr. Symonds had finished

called, which occupied

The Female Samaritan Association celebrated their sixtieth anniversary last night,
at City Hall. The dances of Bayaderes and
Fisher Girls were repeated, and were, as beGilfore, greatly admired by the audience.
bert’s orchestra furnished music for an order
of ten dances, and refreshments were served
Reuben Townsend was
in Reception Hall.
general floor director, and A. Scott Gilson,
A. A. Kendall, A. E. Wilson, II. R. Virgin,
A. S. Megquire, W. W. Kemp, William Senter, Jr., and Henry Gilson acted as aids. The
dance orders, which were very neat, were
furnished by W. I*. Goss, the well known
Previous to the dancing, lion.
shoe dealer.
Joseph W. Symonds addressed the association as follows:

STMOXBS’S ADDIIKSS.
Mr. President and Ladies of the Samaritan
Association :
You may all remember, iu one of the later
novels of Bulwer, when Harley L’Estrange
seeks to thrust his purse into the hands of
Jl/DOK

the poor, broken-down soldier, his fellow
officer, who had been with him at Waterloo,
how ho tries to disarm the soldier’s reluctance to accept it by saying: "Talk not of
begging; this is not begging, but brother-

hood.”

Not begging, but brotherhood!
These words seem to me to express something of the spirit in which this society was
founded, the sixtieth anniversary of the orof which we celebrate tonight.
'rom a period which precedes the date of
our first city charter, when Portland, with
its five selectmen—Isaac Adams, John Wil-

fanimation

liams, James 0. Churchill, Alpbeus Shaw
and Jedediah Dow—(all Portland names
still), was a town of a few thousand inhabitants in what was then the new State of
Maine; from the fourth day of March, 1828,
when this association assumed form under

the inspiration of the influence and example
of its first president, Mrs. Mercy Bisbee,
wife of Rev. John Bisbee, pastor of the
First Universalist church, from that time
until the present, the streets of Portland
i have been familiar with the footsteps of the
officers and members of the Samaritan Society, on their way to visit the homes to which
affliction and need had come, lightening the
burden of want and distress, relieving sufsudden sorj feriug, dullingiuthe sharp edgeinof all
many ways,
row aud loss,
ways doWho shall adequately portray the silent influence, the long results, the manifold beneficence, the exceeding usefulness and helpful-

the dances were
the reuiainder of the

evening._
PERSONAL

AND

PECULIAR.

The Boston Herald’s profit-sharing experiment results in the distribution of 913,000
among the employes of that paper at the end
of the first year. Each man gets an increase
of 4 per cent, on his salary.
Senator Vest of Missouri, who eulogized
the late rebel army and abused the Grand
Army to his heart’s content in the Senate
last week, took occasion to repeat the ancient
fabrication that Lee’s surrendered army consisted of only 8,000 men. On February 20.
1863, the official return of Lee’s army gave a
total of 57,094 present for duty. There were
paroled at Appomattox 27,516 officers and
men, and for days before the surrender the
confederates were stampeding whenever opportunity offered, knowing that the end was
near.

Shakespearean scholars are considerably
excited Just now over the discovery of several thousands of documents in a hidden
chamber of the Stratford Guildhall. These
papers range in time from the early years of
the Elizabethan era to the days of Queen
A

Hon. Joseph W. Symonds's Address
Before the Association.

ing good.

ui me

dwells, in the smiles which during all these
years it has brought back to the saddened
faces of the aged, for : whom at best little
this world,
of
pleasure was left in
in the lives of the little children whom it has
of
plane
been

Order.

sent out
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state of excellent preservation. The Shakespeare librarian of Stratford has undertaken
to examine them, and the result of his work
is awaited with much interest, in view of
possible revelations concerning the great
dramatist and poet.
Parnell is seldom absent from the House
This Is quite
now all through the sittings.
unusual. Sometimes he disappears, and the
boys think he has gone for the night Dr.
Tanner begins bis antics, friskiest of the
band, and shows signs of worrying the speakObstruction sets in, when suddenly the
er.
ring-leaders look back and see the tall figure
and pale countenance of the uncrowned king.
A silence falls upon them; Ur. Tanner looks
as if he was in church; the mettlesome
young bloods slip out quietly by a side door;
business goes on smoothly, yet Mr. Parnell
has said no word and made no sign; his
presence is enough. The leaders of the regular parties sit in front of their followers,
where they can be seen, but cannot see much
but their rivals opposite. The Irish party

their own way of doing everything.
The rank and file take front seats, while the
leaders go back. No special place is reserved
for Mr. Parnell, but usually he sits near the
end of a bench, whence he can command a
geueral view of his forces. The other night
Tim Ilealy was inclined to “cut up rough,’’
interposing delays to purely formal business,
and even challenging a division. Sir Charles
Russell and other liberal leaders tried to
mollify him, but Tim was obdurate. The
division bells were rung, and in trooped the
members from the smoking room and libraries. Rut before they knew what was going
on Mr. Parnell leaned over and said a few
words to the redoubtable Tlui. The consequence was that when the speaker put the
have

it passed unchallenged. Hoaly was
mute. Parnell impassive and the whole force
Such discipline has nevas solemn as owls.
er yet been reached by English political parties. All this has been done by a man who
is no orator, who seldom goes to public
meetings and who never speaks anywhere if
he can possibly avoid it. In former days the
first question of a stranger on the entering
the House was, “Which is Mr. Disraeli?*’
Now five out of six ask to have Parnell
pointed out

question

Carrie Benjamin, aged seventeen, a pupil
of the Free Academy, Norwich, Ct.. was

seized with acute mania last Thursday and
died Sunday. Her insane fancies ail related
to religion but she had been subjected to no

undue religious excitement.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
Last

Meeting

of the City Council of

1887-8Ordlnance

Establishing

a

Sanitary

Department Passed.
•

Other

Matters of

Miscellaneous

In-

terest.

The regular March meeting of the City
Council was held last evening. This was
the last meeting of the two boards, and after
referring all unfinished business to the next
City Council, the board adjourned sine die.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.

Mayor Chapman presided

and

the

full

hoard was in attendance.

The City Marshal’s report for the year, of
which the following is an abstract, was revived and ordered on file:
CITY M.VKSUAL'h BEPORT.
The present police force consists of 38 men,
including the Marshal and two deputy marshals.

The number of persons arrested by utfi ers
jf this department for the year is 2..I6

Nationality of Persons Arrested.
United Srates, |»i»; Ireland, 613; Irish
Americans, 550; E idiand, 47; Sweden, 36;
Scotland, 13; 4Turin, 2; Italy, 3: British
Americans, 4.<; Central Americans, XI; North
American Indians, 10; Germany, 20; BelglTotal 2,362.
ini, 1; France, 31
The whole nuiulrer of persons applying for
ind furnished with lodging is 571.
Miscellaneous Business.
Number of store* found open and secured,
,88; dangerous places found in tire streets
ind reported, 56; strav teams found and
akencareof. 18; lost children found and reurned to their parents, 38;
fire alarms
ounded by the police, 1; sick and mad dogs
tilled, 13.

Licenses.

The amount of tine-i collected from licenses to hacks and
drays and paid to the alder,
nen in compliance with the ordinance of the
is
:lty 8165.

Stolen Property Itccotered.
»nd returned to the owuer during the year I*

8080.50.

Intoxicating Liquor*.

The whole number of warrant* for intoxicating liquors under what Is known as the
search and seizure process, served bv the department from March 1, 1887, t > March 1,
1888, Is 1,788. Upon these warrants uo liquor
was found on
1,433; liquors were found and
seized on 353. The number of persuns arrested and anaigned in the municipal court
for violation of the liquor law is 133.
The number of gallons of intoxicating
liquors seized, including ale, lager beer, hard
liquors and cider is 7,564. Total number of
rations from March 1, 1886, to March 1, 1888,
23,865.
Total amount of money received by the
City Marshal and paid Into the ctty treasury
From the sale of empty liquor vessels during
;he year is $890.43.
SEWER ASSESSMENTS.
was given on sewer assessments
advertised in the daily papers to all paries interested.
On motion of R. K. Galley It was voted to
lold in abeyance the sewer assessment of
Mr*. C. Carlton on St. John street.

A

hearing

is

ORDINANCE PASSED.

The Mayor stated that the ordinance esiablishing a sanitary department was on the
table and Alderman Smith moved that It be
taken up. The ordinance come up for a final
reading, and after some discussion was
passed to be engrossed, after being slightly
intended by a vote of 5 to 2.
PETITIONS.

The following petitions were referred:
Of Roger McGrath for abatement on sewer
1 tr assessment on Green street.
Of V. P. Raymong to keep a vituallng
louse.
Granted, subject to the favorable re-

mit of City Marshal.
Of John Scanlon to keep Intelligence otjce. Granted, subject to favorable report of
City Marshal.
Of St. Stephen’s church and society for
damage to cnurcli.
Of John F. Proctor to erect a wooden
building for stable. Referred to the committee on new wooden buildings.
ORDERS.

The following orders were passed:
That reports of the several boards and
heads of departments be received and
printed with the Auditor’s report.
That all unfinished business referred to
and now in the hands of the various committees, be referred to the next city council.
That the sewer assessments as reported be
established.
That any excess that may remain from the
unexpended appropriation for the “Marginal
Wav ennstrimtlnnnot renliireil to meet
overdrawn expenditures in
other departments; the auditor of accounts is hereby authorized to carry forward to new account of
said "Marginal Way construction” toward
meeting the expenditures in that department
for the incoming municipal year.
MISLXLLA.Nk.OUS MATTE US
The Board appointed to make out a list of
lurors reported, submitting 317 uamcs. The

report was accepted.
The report of the Uecorder of the Municipal Court for the mouth of February was
read and ordered on file.
A claim of Ezra Tinker

for damages by
burning furniture, etc., after death in Ills
house by uiuiiguuntldipbtberig, was referred
to the committee on judicial proceedings and
claims.
The ordinance

reluting to Western Cemetery was passed.
The report of the Deputy Marshal* on electric

lights

was

received.

They reported the

lights out 333 hours, the city thereby losing
$7.46.
Alderman Wilson introdu ed the following
resolution, which was unanimously passed;
to

Uetolved, That the thanks o( the Hoard are due
Mayor Chapman for the ablo. Impartial and

courteous maimer

tu which he

lias

presided

user

the deliberations of this Board during the past
municipal year.
Mayor Chapman returned thanks to the
Board for the courtesy shown him, and to
those who will serve no longer he wished the
best success in their future life.
It was then voted to adjourn side die.
In Common Council.

Absent—Messrs. Ilutchinsou, Kiug, Dewey and Abbott.
The reading of the records was

dispensed

with.

Papers from the upper board received concurrent action.
The following resolutions were passed,
and the board of 1887 ft adjourned.
Reaolved—That it Is the wish of the Council, before its final adjournment, to place on record some
expression of Its appreciation of the efficient. Impartial and non-partisan manner In which our
president. Mr. Johu P. Hobbs, lias presided over
our session during the year about to close.
Hesolced—That we believe bun, lu the discharge
of his duty to have been uuluased by persoual
only to further the best iulere.il* "f the city mat
the greater responsibilities of the upp< r board, to
which he ha* beeu elected, we trust he will bring
the same Integrity 01 purpose which has characterized him here; that he retires with the best
wishes of every member of this board.
The resolutions were passed unanimously

by

a

rising vote,

and Mr. Hobbs

responded.

Iteaolt ed—That a vote of thanks is hereby extended to the clerk. Mr. L. t'litluril Wane, for the
courteous and Impartial manner lu which he ful-

filled his duties during the past municipal year.
The resolution was passed by a rising vote
and Mr. Wade responded.
Presentation.

At the close of the meeting of Thatcher
Post last evening the members of Thatcher
Belief Corps marched into the hall, and the
presidant, Mrs. W. H. H. Pettengill, with a
neat little speech, presented the Post with a
handsome blue flag, ,5 feet by 6 feet feet
with a handsome Grand Army badge in the
centre surrounded by stars aad the name of

the Post in gold. Commander Uadlock received the flag with appropriate remarks and
called for three cheers for the
were given with a will.

Corps

which

An observer of the ceremonies of Queen
Victoria's recent drawing room says it
would have made an Esquimau shiver to see
the external phases of the queen’s drawingroom show.
Carriages were drawn up for
hours in a queue in St. James Park, waiting
their turn to drive into Buckingham Palace
yard, with the liveried drivers purple and
stiff with exposure and the ladies inside with
evening dress, wrapped only in gauzy wraps
and obliged to have their heads uncovered
less they should damage the leathers which
the queen commands to be worn in the coiffure.
tacle

I never saw a more

melancholy

spec-

than this suffering.
A number of
coachmen pot drunk from pocket flasks In
sheer desperation, aud nve li.d ! >be arrested
during the afternoon, to the great alarm of
the ladies mvi the confusion of the queue.
The mounted gnuidsmeu aud police auo suffered a good deal.
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mentions. The uatuc ami address of the wilier
*410 1:1 nil cages
usable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preserve
eciumuntcatlons thnt are not used.
_

Mills explains that his tariff bill is all right
but there are about four Ohio Democratic
Congressmen who cannot get it through their
wool.
____
The prospect seems to be now that the
fishery treaty will sleep until n?xt winter.
Enough western Republicans arc likely to
Join with the Democrats to make this disposal of ik As there Is no likelihood that
the protocol will be ratified our fishermen
can make up their minds to pass another

fishing

season

under the old arrangement.

Mr. Mills and his friends find that In spite
of their efforts to approach the industries of
the

country

from -u

strictly political point

of

view, there are yet about twenty Democrats
whose constituencies have been hit. As
usual in junctures of tills sort Mr. Samuel J.
Randall begins to shine like a harvest

moon._
(Joverm;r Hill, of New York, has a rival
for Democratic favor in Governor Green, of
New Jersey, who vetoed the local option and
high license bill passed by the legislature.

the New Jersey Republicans
mustered strength enough to carry the hill
over Ills veto, he will not reap the full benefit
of Ills net of friendliness to the saloon in-

Perhaps

as

terests.
_

The reports from San Remo make it evident that the crown prince of Germany is
very close to his cud. It is no longer denied
that Ills disease is cancer and that there is
The case lias beeu
no hope of his recovery.
closely parallel to Gen. Grant’s. As in his
case the Prince’s countrymen have been

^

hoping against hope. Occasionally their
spirits have been revived by some temporary
improvement, which seemed to suggest that
tile physicians had made a wrong diagnosis
only to
came

soon

droop again

that the

ns

Geu. Dow got a fail vole
cut off the
from their ranks. Sonic of them
ward
head of the tfcnet andjvoted simply for
officers while some staid at home. To characterize the contest a- one betweea prohibition and opposition to prohibition is simply

Chapman, while

be
absurd, though doubtless It will
heralded abroad and so accepted by
so
people who do not know the facts.
The truth is that more prohibitiouists voted
for Mayor Chapman than for Geu. Dow, and
that both of them got considerable support
from men "vlio are not and do not profess to
bo believers in that policy. The Democratic
support of botli came from men opposed to
prohibition. Ncitherof tho candidates boiDg
Democrats, Democratic voters were bound
to neither by political ties and therefore
felt free to choose
on
them
between
other grounds. Their choice was dictated

by a variety

of considerations. Some Democrats voted against Gen. Dowaud in favor
of Mayor Chapman because from youth up
they had been taught that Gen. Dow was

the unrelenting enemy of the Democratic
party. Others refused Gen. Dow their votes
because lie appeared to them to he the embodiment of a policy which they detest.
Others who equally detest this policy voted
for him because they believed that a year’s
enforcement of that policy by him would
discredit it with the mass of the people and
assist in its overthrow. Probably the question of fitness for the office alone determined
the votes of some and induced them to vote
for Mayor Chapman instead of Gen. Dow.

But the hope of putting Republican temperance men in a false position undoubtedly explains most of the Democratic support of the
“father of prohibition.”
The lessons of the election are simply
these: that the Republican party of Portbe deluded into deserting a
land cannot
worthy candidate by a false cry raised by its
enemies; that a campaign of insinuation
does not pay; and that the Democrats of
Portland cannot be tempted into the support
of Gen. Neal Dow even by the gratification
of seeing Republican prohibitionists placed
in a false position. That the people of Portland desire a repeal or modification of the
law or a lax enforcement of it is
not one of its lessons.

prohibitory

the evidence

physicians’ suspicion

CURRENT COMMENT.

were

only loo well grounded.
MILLS ANI) CLEVELAND.

The public has good reason to view with
alarm the prospect of a general contest between the railroads of the country and the

locomotive

brotherhood.

Such

a

struggle

must evidently bring wide spread disaster,
for the railroads have eorno to be so much
of a necessity to existence that a cessation of
their operations even for a brief period will
affect almost every individual. The controversy out of which tills prospect grows is
one of tlie merits of which it Is difficult to
judge fairly, inasmuch as both sides have
motives for misrepresentations and exaggerated statements. There is this to be said
however in favor of tlie Locomotive Brotherhood, namely, that they are one of the

intelligent labor organizations in the
country, that their general course in the past
has been conservative and that their tendency has been to seek settlement of disputes by negotiation rather than by strikes.
most

These facts raise a presumption in their
favor in the present controversy.
The Democrats in Congress have at last
taken steps to recognize tlie claims of Dakota to admission to the Union.' Whether they
have taken such steps as will help fulfill the
aspirations of the young commonwealth is
The committee, reporting
not so certain.
through Mr. Springer, will report favorably
to the House what is called an “omnibus”
hill, to eualiie the people of Dakota, Montana, Washington and New Mexico to form
State governments and come into the Union.
Dakota, with an estimated population, in
1887, of upwards of six hundred thousand,
lias nearly as many people as the other three
territories combined, and the report of the
committee concedes that in point of population, agriculture and mineral resources, and
in all other matters which constitute a State,
Dakota is fully prepared for admission, and
that no oilier territory equally well fitted for
Statehood, lias, heretofore, failed of admisThe successive failsion into the Union.
ures of Dakota, Mr. Springer’s report sets
fortli were caused by tlie efforts heretofore
made to have the territory divided. The
Demecrats do not want two States created
in the rich and promising
region now

tlie
Territory, because
by
occupied
those States would surely be Itepubilcan.
But the committee do not urge this reason
by any means. They lay stress on the fact
that more than one-fourth of tho entire area
of the territory, is Indian reservation land,
and excluded from tlie jurisdiction of the
proposed State, and tlmt tlie climate in tlie
northern portion, and tlie character of tlie
lands west of tlie Missouri river, are sucli as
to preclude tlie possibility of a dense population in these regions, and finally conclude
that no imperative reason is seen why the
territory should be divided at tlie present
time, in view of the fact that tlie population
of the territory is only about one-third of the
average population of the States already in

Compared however, with the
other territories that the bill would admit,
Montana is large and populous enough for

tlie Union.

three States.
The point having been raised that General
Hawley’s views on the question of State
rights "border so nearly on
Southern view” that many

the extreme

Republicans
perfunctory support,

would give him only a
ttie Hartford Courant defines Senator Hawley’s position, which is, it shows, in harmony
*^with the positions of such illustrious unionists as Daniel Webster and Abraham Lin-

coln, and with the principle set forth by the

Republican convention

of liiGO. “In common
with the founders of the Republican party,"
says the Courant, “General Hawley believes
it to be essential to the perfection and endurance of our wonderful system of government
—a
system that within u mensurable time
will shelter over two hundred millions of
people—that the rights of the several States
in respect of local self-govi r mrnt within
their constitutional sphere shall lie as sacred

_

and inviolable as the rights of the national
government within its constitutional sphere.”
This doctrine is very different from the extreme Southern view which held that the
Union was a mere compact between sovereign
States, that any State had therefore the
right to withdraw from the Union, and that
the citizen owed allegiance to his State before the nation. It is worthy of notice that
General Hawley is not the only prominent
Republican who has recently spoken on this
State right question. Chauncey M. Depew
in his widely read Chicago speech, took exactly the same ground that the Courant attributes to General Hawley, saying: “While
no act or thought should tend.to resurrect
the baleful doctrine of State sovereignty, we
need ta lie educated in the direction of State
rights. The immensity of our nationality
and its centralizing tendencies create a feelIng of dependence upon government wlncli
enfeebles the American character and is hos-

tile to American liberty. Home rule is the
school and inspiration of manliness and in-

dependence.” General Hawley got his reputation for being a State rights man largely
through his opposition to the Blair bill; Mr.
Depew lias never had a chance to oppose the
bill as an official, but ills Chicago speech
may be taken as a notice that if lie ever
should be President, a Blair bill would not
get by ills veto.
The Election.
is to be

congratulated

up'

Mayor Chapman
on the handsome endorsement he has received from the citizens oi Poltland. Ho
has the largest majority any candidate for
Mayor of this city has rec< ived since the
formation of the
methods resorted

Republican party.

The

to to defeat him were exceedingly unfair, and very hard to meet. He
was defamed by indirection, and when he
defended himself lie was told virtually that
he had not be< n accused, and that, therefore,
his defence was in the nature of a confesWhat effect tills method had upon
sion.
tire voters, the result of the vote of yesterday shows. It was not of a kind, wc Imagine, to encourage its abettors to resort to
it in the future.
A few Republicans, affected by the false
cry raised by the Third Party Prohibitionists and the Democrats, that the municipal
contest was practleully a tebt between prohibition and opposition to prohibition, voted
refused
for Gen. Dow, but the great majority
their tallots
to be deceived and deposited
Demofor the Republican candidate. The
Mr.
for
them
of
voting
many
divided,

crats

[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
The free admission of raw materials of
manufactures was the great protective reservation in President Cleveland’s tariff reform
message. What materials could be rawer
than coal and iron ore, which the
keeps among the dutiables?
TIIE TliEATY ON

THE

Milljs tariff

PACIFIC COAST.

[San Francisco Post.]
that the
United
The only concession
States has gained Is the privilege of trading
for “the purchase of casual or needful supplies as are ordinarily granted to trading
vessels. Tho whole object of the treaty
seems to be to force free trade in fish on tne
United States. If Congress w ill consent to
remove the duty on fish, all the points contended for are granted. If the duty is maintained, the only concession offered is that of
buying provisions and wood. It is very
cleverly done from the free trade administration standpoint, hut the Senate will do
well to hear from the fishermen before it
finally ratifies the arrangement.
OLD CHARLESTON.
Scenes in
Marks

Famous Southern

a

Earthquake

of

and

CityBom-

bardment-Curious Offal Collectors
—St. Michael’s

Church.

[Correspondence of the Press.]
St. Augustine, Fla., Feb. l(i, 1888.
The route of the Atlantic coast line after
leaving Richmond is through the most dis#
mnl, desolate, and monotonous ccuntry to he
found apparently this side of the Mississippi
Hour after hour the traveller rides,
liopine that soon there will be a break on a
diversion of some kind from sucii a dreary
tract of country, but lie hopes in vain; for
almost without variation the same tired out,
weary land is with liini.eveu when he arrives
river.

at the “Land of Flowers.” Surely nowhere
he
there
in the New England States can

found any such dejected looking soil and inhabitants there of,as he will find in the States
of Virginia, North and South Carolina, esalong the line of the Atlantic Coast
,ina Railroad.
Eeeially
of

At Charleston wo caught
green grass for the first time, and it
sight
as
to
seem
though the "Sunny South
began
was not the myth as we had feared it would
prove. For up to this time we had seen snow
and ice and brown and barron wastes of
fields and pastures, but at Charleston the
grass looked as it docs in New England in
early June; roses were in bloom, and one
could stroll about the streets w ithout being
compelled to wear a heavy overcoat.
The northern tourist probably on his first
visit to Charleston will decide that it so far
on his travels is the most destinctively SouthIt is a very eloseern city be has ever seen.
lv built town, constructed for the most part
and
and
stone
brick
of
bearing the appearance of being w hat it is, an old town with an
eventful history. It is well located on a long
neck or peninsula and with a beautiful harbor in front. The streets are laid out with a
tolerable degree of regularity and fairly well
bordered with shade trees. About the town
hangs an atmosphere of quaintness that to
any one who cares for the antique is intensely interesting. Here more than at any point
so far on the line will the stranger notice
great numbers of those busy scavengers of
southern streets, the turkey buzzard^ giving
strict attention to business, paying as little
heed to other outside matters as do tho sparConsidered
rows in our northern street*.
from an artistic point of view, there is but
about
the
or
little grace
buzzard, but
beauty
when you speak of business to use the slang
“term they get there every time.” Indeed it
cities would do without them, as the streets
in many of the towns of any size in this locality seem to be largely the receptacles of
garbage and refuse of various kinds and
the buzzards are supposed to be the parties
to remove such deposits.
They meet the
contract without flinching in the least. They
are protected in all municipalities by lay, in
consideration for their valuable services.
Another odd feature to the visitor from the
North is the stalwart policeman, not only
armed with the customary club but also with
a huge revolver strapped on the other side of
his belt, here also ore to be seen more colored people in ratio to its population than in
any other city in the whole South, and certainly no one who has been in Charleston
Two out of
will question the statement.
three persons to be met on the street are colored. flow they all live is the question one
in
is constantly asking himself, but live
some way they do, and apparently are the
to
be
seen
and
life
the
enjoy
happiest people
most.
The town has many historic buildings and
points of interest. Of course about the first
place to he visited is the battery, long famed
for ils fine view of the harbor, the elegant
residence bordering upon it ami is being the
favorite promenade ami breathing place in
tin-city. From it is a clear and unobstructed view of Fort Sumter, Morris and Sullivan
Island. Here gathered on that famous April
morning the beauty and fashions of the city
hailing with joyous eagerness the opening of
their lire on Fo ;t Sunder, from the Confederate batteries on the islands in the harbor.
Could some wizard with his glass have
shown tho condition of their proud city and
their arrogant State four years later, they
probably would have thought twice befere
calling such an avalanche down on their
heads. For today no city in the whole South
bears such marks of desolation and trouble
ft suffered much later
as docs Charleston,
in the war from the battery on Morris Island
in which was the celebrated gun known ns the
After the the terrible ef“Swamp Angel
fects of its lire became evident those elegant
Um.UlU()S
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the city were deserted, and some of them
from that day till now have never been occupied and are now fast falling into decay and
ruin. There is all along the beautiful water
front testimony of the strangest nature from
buildings wharves and other inanimate objects, of the terrible conflicts through which
the city has passed.
Three years ago the city was visited by
the terriffic tornado and accompanied by
that destructive tidal wave which wrought
sorrow
nnd
so
much
destruction
and hardly had quiet settled down, when
took place that long series of devastating
earthquakes with which every one in
the land is familiar. No one who lias not
visited Charleston since that frightful occurrences can form any adequate conceptions of
the direful effects of the “quaker” as the citizens call that experience. Hardly a building
iu the town but hears on its exterior in greutor less degree marks of what the town has
passed through. Being so largely constructed of stone and brick, of course the effects
of the shaking up are much more marked
than if built of wood. Most of the injured
buildings are repaired, but many are still to
be seen nearly in the condition they were
left when the earthquake had done with
them. Perhaps the most marked instance
is the edifice knawn its Hibernian Hall, a
large structure wholly of stone, the huge pillars and columns of which broken and crushed are strewn about In great confusion. The
citizens speak very warmly of the generous
assistance so promptly rendered them by the
North at that time,and a gentleman informed
us that many of the residents were better off
after the disaster than for years previous to
that affair. But even now there is a feeling
of insecurity, and uncertainty on toe subject
us the week previous to our arrival several
quite severe shocks were felt. And such has
been the case we were told quite often since
tlm terribly destructive ones Anally subsided.
Ons of the most celebrated churches in the
country is to be found in Charleston—old St.
Michaels. It lias a history ami record hardly second to the Old South in Boston. This
church building as it now palais was opened
for worship In 1761, and has been in constant

since. It is on Wheeling street, one
of the principal avenues of the city, aud is
an edifice of good size and quRiut design.
The interior arrangements are just as the
original builders designed and finished them,
even the pulpit, to which the rector climbs
by a flight of ten steps, stands in the same
position it did In the day the church was
opeued. The church and Its history is the
pride of the blue-blooded aristocracy of the
city. As we remained over Sunday iu the
town we attended service there, and aft’r
the service was over one of the vestrymen
e us some scraps of interest in its history.
luring the bombardment of the town by the
British in 1780 it was repeatedly struck by
their shots, lost the top of its spire and was
otherwise roughly used, aud a flue statue of
William Pitt that stands in the old yard connected with the church, lost its right arm and
remains in the mutilated condition today.
I luring the seige and bombardment attendant upon it during the war of the Hebellton
the old building was struck four times, and
set on fire twice,but it suffered most severely
of all by the earthquake, so that extensive repairs were made necessary, lintjnot a thing
was changed in the old design, and the old
building today welcomes the worshippers
with the same benign aspect that it did one
hundred and twenty-seven years ago.
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The frontispiece of St. Nicholas for March Is an
exquisite engraving of “Baby Stuart,” by T.
Johnson, from Van Dyck's well-known painting.
The first article, “An Ancient Haunt of Pirates,”
contains an Interesting description of a Journey
through the little known region where the celebrated I.afittes, Pierre and Jean, carried on their
privateering. Ernest E. Thompson lias coutrib"
uted a novel aud attractive paper showing what a
naturalist may read from “1 racks in the Snow,”
ami the tracks arc reproduced so lliat llie readers
may draw conclusions for themselves. Helen
Campbell tells an amusing story of “The Hobart
Treasure,” and shows how treasures may be hidden where least expected. Frank 11. Stockton hi
Hie "Personally Conducted'' Series, gives his impressions of “The People We Meet" abroad, and
H. A. Ogden draws pictures of them. John Dimitry, hi “Onatoga’s Sacrifice,” recounts a legend
based upon Indian traditions of a terrible maneating bird, a carving of which was formeily upon
a cliff near Alton, Illinois.
Lipphicott’s Magazine for March opens with a
complete novel by Julia Magruder, “Honored In
the Breach,'' which is full of a quiet, subdued Interest with i leasant touches of humor and pathos.
A remarkably clever article by Max O’Kell Is entitled “From My Letter-Box,” and present* a
summary of the contents of anonymous aud other
letters received by the author of “John Bull and
His Island" with numorots omments. "A Talk
with a President’s Son,”t o sou being General
..sldngtou, by Frank
John Tyler, now living In
G. Carpenter, is full of historical interest iu regard to the inner workings ot the Tyler administration. The third instalment of Albion W. Tourgee's Willi Gauge and Swallow” is sub-titled “A
Ketainer hi Cupid’s Court,” aud turns upon an In-

teresting question of marriage or no-marriage.
There is nothing blustering about the March
number of The Quiver. It sheds Its benign Influence from the first page to the last. The opening article describes “A New Mission Field,”
which does not look very attractive to the lay
reader, but to the devoted men who are willing to
risk their lives for the sake o! saving the souls of
iciiuwa, iuwv

lilt'll

to

very dangers to le encountered. Edward Garrett
continues Ills papers on “The Salt of the Earth,"
In which lie gives sympathetic sketches of some
noble lives.
“Maggie's Watch” is a story for
young people, and is followed by a paper more
interesting to theologians, on “Three Transfigurations.” "Cleaning the Corners” is a suggestive
paper which more than one of us ndelit take to
heart. “Some Remarkable Church Towers” are
described with pen and pencil. The Rev. Hugh
Macmillan iu a carefully written paper, compares
God’s Righteousness to the great mountains. "A
Sound Minded Religion” is a sketch of the life
and work of the Rev. Hugh St. Clair Peterson,
one of London’s most successful workers among
the poor.
The numbers of the Living Age for February
25th aud March 3d eontaiu Darwin’s Life and
Letters, and Cabot’s Life of Emerson, Quarterly;
Personal Experiences of Bulgaria, and the Evolution of Humor, National; Home Rule lu Norway,
Nineteenth Century; A Jacobean Courtier, Fortnightly; Mary Stuart in Scotland, Blackwood; A
Night iu the Jungle. Macmillan; Some Wiccamlcal lteminlcences, aud The Roman* of History—
Bavard, Temple Bar; Unser Fritz, Time; Thackeray’s Brighton, All the Year Round; with A
Tumbler of Milk, The Five Horseshoes and poo-

try.

The most interesting frontispiece, the Woman’s
World has yet had Is the portrait of Christina
Rossetti which accompanies the March number
It Is a capital reproduction in fac simile of a Cray
on drawing by her brother, Dante Gabriel Rossetti. A sympathetic criticism of Miss Rossetti’s
poems, by Amy Levy, is the occasion of the portrait. An allegory by Olive Schreiner, opeus the
number. This is followed by an interesting paper
entitled The Hermitage, an episode in the life of
Jean Jacques Rousseau, by Frederick Macdonald.
A paper on Emigration bristles with suggestions
money making by gentlewomen, and this Is
followed by a poem, called Legend of the Blush
Roses, from the pen of Beatrice Crane, the talented daughter of Walter Crane. Mr. Oscar Wilde’s
Literary and other Notes are more llierarythau
“other" this month. The Loudon and Paris
Fashions fully illustrated, follow the editor’s
notes and arc wrilton iu an entertaining, rather
than technical manner.
The thing that will strike the American reader
the first in the Magazine of Ai t for March is a
short paper called Some Plain Words on AmerP
American market, this
can taste lu Art. The
writer says, is simply flooded with the “sweepings
of the Parisian studios.” This “touch-and-go”
school is not particularly popular with American
buyers, but they have no choice, the American
dealer preferring to sell French “sweepings” exclusively as he makes the biggest profit on them.
English art is given the go-by iu America and native talent rarely encouraged. The other articles
of this number are a carefully prepared paper on
“current art,” profusely illustrated. The studies
In English eoslume are continued. There is a
capital paper on The Progress of English Art, by
Ford Maddox Brown. There is one about Helnilck’s Irish types and a review of Hamerton’s
Baone, with illustrations from the book. The
most important paper of the number is the one
on Auguste Rodin, try Claude Phillips.
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We have added several

lines of Pantaloons and

new

slock since this sale began, and if trade keeps up
be obliged to add a great many more.
AI.Lof the bargains in Pants and Vests that

ns

Vests to

it has

we are now

we

We call attention to several large

Young Men’s

and

Pants ut $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and

$4.00 per pair, Hint
pearance, and

these Pants

use

ap-

est patterns in

from $1.50 to

nre

$3.00 under regular prices.
ordinary

years, Hie best variety and

marvels of

neatness of

and

durability,

are

i in large variety,

the

Boys' Long Pants, ages
every

to

$3.50

per pair.

nre ex-

nearly

match

neat-

State and at

prices varying from 25c

For

ceptionally cheap.
VESTS to

ages 4 to 1G

i

nt

style of Pant.

12 to 17,

$1.50 and upward.

offered in

ALSO, The grandest bargains in

Pants in Gentlemen’s and Young

All Wool Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters,

Men’s sizes iu handsome Stripes,

Reefers, etc., for Men, Boys and

Spctcial bargains

Plaids, etc.,
and $6.00.

gains nud

at

are

$4.00, $4.50, $5.00

These
are

nre

adjudged

!

Children

so

by in-

vestor*.
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Hirer and retail

j

ENGLAND.

dealer

in

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
FORMERLY BGSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING C

feb22
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Be

Suitings,

NEAR

marl

50,000
of Zanesville, Ohio,
41-2 Per Cent.

City

Dae

1907.

to call and

sure

get prices before buying elsewhere.

Hotel,

Falmoutii

Under

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
««,__

Valuation,

—

I

I
How early it seems, you say, to show new Dress Goods.
shall have this pleasure on Monday Morning of displaying
Somesome entirely New Shades and many New Fabrics.
and very
thing new In Melton for $1.00. The shadesare rich
desirable. Persian Cloths for 59 cents, as good as we have
usually sold for 75cents; and another lot, not quite as good
quality for 50 cents. This lot includes all the New range of
Just
Shades which are going to be so popular this Spring.
a word to those that are intending to buy New Dresses this
of
season, do not wait until the middle of March or the first
dresses.
in
select
dnd
Come
your
right
April before you buy.
The first arrival is always the best.

STREET.

will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a hen roost, Mister

Johnsiug.—Good day.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and

WEEK

MORE !

T. F.

SOUTHERN.Mow

PINE

VEEUIlfC, WINSLOW A CO.,
Me

eociOiu

BSLE,ETi

SKYLIGHTS'

WM ■

M VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.
Oalvanlxwl Iron nn.l Copper

Circular.

&
E. VAN NOORDEN &

Last of the lot of 2500 yards
of Broadcloth Tricots at 58 cents.
the best baronoii. All who have examined the goods pronounce it
over one hundred pieces or
of
seen.
ever
have
Opening
gain they
now

ioij

]an23
81000.00 SAYS THIS 18 THE BEST

New Dress
Black Lace Flouncing very cheap.
ceived daily. Printed Faille Francaise Silk

Trimmings being
(something new).

Ayep

1

p

~

CO.,

three

Support

UNION.

FOUKTH ANNUAL

—

HALL.

Pint-Entertainment by tbe Bowilutn Cut
Guitar. Banjo and Glee Club, composed o
12 students. Two of our young ladles will assist with a reading each.
Part Macaad-Boclal. Grand March and Assem-

bly.

Tickets 30 cents. Reserved seats and tickets
secured at stockbridge's without extra charge.
martdlw

PORTLAND THEATRE
ENUAUE.flENT.

RETURN

FRIDAY, MARCH 9 ONE NIGHT ONLY.
BY nPBCIAL KPQI P.t r
America's Brllof the tlieatre go«s of this city.
1 ulit

Young Tragedian.

ROBERT DOWNING
tinder the management of

MACK,

H.

JOS.

MR.

peare’* Masterpiece,

Julius Caesar!

Robekt Down is o as Marc Antony.
the full strength of the GtADIThe production of this
A'l OB COMPANY.
be
on
the same elaborate scale that charwill
play
acterized the production ot the "Gladiator.
Prices *1.00,76, 60 and 35 cents.
d6t
mar6

Supported by

Due April 1, 1888.

City Water Co. First
Mortgage 6 PerCent

Kansas

Bonds at Par
other First-Class Securities given in exchange.

ISO.Yliddle

IN

TIU2SIAY EVENING, MARCH 8.

a>(
dtf

PORTLAND WATER CO. BONOS

Bankers,

81.,Portland,.We-

dtf

EDCCATIOIUL.

Hiss A. H. Everett,

Type-writing and copying done.
Jan27
promptly attended

COPABTNKKNHIP NOTICES.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
heretofore existing between

co-partnership
THE
Jesse D. Wilson and Levi F. Hoyt, under tbe
firm
of WILSON A HOYT, Is this day disname

solved by mutual consent; all debts due to and
all accounts against the late firm will be settled by
JESSE D. WILSON,
Mr. L. F. Hoyt.
1
LEVI P. HOYT.

DESIRE to state to the patrons of the above
firm that I will continue business at the old
stand. 119 Market street, under the firm name of
L. F. Hoyt tt Co., and shall offer great bargains
In buying and selling second hand furniture, carpets, stoves, Sc.
feb28dlwL. F. HOYT A OO.

I

__

home

industry.

Smoke the

Novl9

One case Ladies’ all Wool Hosiery
can be obtained.
reduced from 38 cents to 29 ceuts, to close.

BROS.
dtf

Orders by mall
TuTb&S3m

to.

5 cent

Cigar.

Expression

a

Specialty.

PIANOS

Rbfbbejtce—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
eodtf
dec8

eod6m

well-known makes.

and sereral other

C
Ntenofcrupby.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

Congress

St.. Portland, Ms.

Coofreia Street, Opp. City Hftll.
PORTLAND. ME.
Uhe oldest Business School In Maine. Best
facilities offered. Experienced teachers In
esch Department and thorough Instruction
snort-liana ana Type-wruing
guaranteed,
taught by a practical Stenographer. Session**
tlx days ana five evenings. Kates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional Information
cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY, A. Iffl., Principal.

SECOND
—

or

TERM

—

MRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,
9© Park Street,
WILL OPES OS

The Celebrated Smith AmeriFor CASH

Janl9_

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
J.

private pupils by tbe subscriber,

COLCO11D

SUIJiER,

&

WOODWARD

(Successors to E. B. Koblnson & Co.,)

'?s^EXCHANCE
TICKET
L'ulifornln

dll

STREwOFFICE

Eicumlous
Point* West.

mid

all

We are now enabled to announce the following
dates for our personally conducted California Excursions :
march tilh aad -doth. Tih nad HIM, 14th
aad 4«th, I Ith nad 4t»th
April »d aad l»th, lih aad I Nth, ttlh aad
4:<d, I III. nad 43th.
may I.t nad lllh, 4d aad Ittlh, Bth aad
43d, »lh nad 41.1.
Kayoia.d’*t'ali(arain Ricanin, march
Nth aad 14th.
t'Mk’.Califaraia
aad April 11 Ih.

Elcurtl.a, march

I Ith

Agent for rail and steamboat lines to Florida
and all Southern points.
Agent principle European steamship lines; staterooms and berths reserved In advance. For further particulars call or
address

IHIOS

Exchaage

143 PEARL STREET.
jan24

INSTALL-

on

or

MENTS.

UNION

FEBRUARY 1st.

Tde Class iu
History will begin fthe History
of Mcnlptaarr and an additional class will
to begin the M i.l.ry
formed
be
of Paiatiag.
Special pupils are admitted to both these classes
and to existing classes In fJerasaa and *''.«*<■•
Kor circulars or lnformat Ion apply at (HI Kark
St., between 2 and 3 o'clock p. m.

W.

Organs.

can

.art

TICKET

E. 40
Iuh5eod2w

OKFM

Mtrcct.

MAKE

AN
—

APPOINTMENT
AT THE

—

KNABE
STUDIO,

Noth
a leisure hour.
much satisfaction as a finely finished
or your
children
of
Photograph
yoursels, your
friends, lip oaly oar Might, making It easy for
the children or older persons.
for

PIANO!

Nn

a

sitting wheu'you have

Ing gives

as

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dlT—
aep2M___
HOTEL

PBOPEBTT FOK MAI.*.
In Jeff
The Jefferson Hill House

SAMUEL THURSTON, SyTSn“i|eW
SA
of

ML

Wannhigton.

the

*

No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

firm of John Loveitt * Co., was dissolved

Oeo. F. Loveitt will continue the business under
the firm name of John loveitt & Co., and 1s authorized to settle all debts to and by the company.
maraaim
Portland, Jan. a, 1888.

HARDMAN

Literature.

ment.

KTOTICB.
OEO.

AND

3 DEERINC PLACE.

dflni

____

Jsn.a.lSM.bymutu.lCg^
K. LOVEITT.

STEIIM WAY

ALICE €. MOSES,

___
IN PORTLAND.
FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD

S,t THOS. CAREYS CIGAR STORE,

1

»o
iuli3

WASHBURN

centy.

In a Grand and Realistic Production o! Shakes-

The sole agency of this worm renowned Instru-

pieces

TURNER

IO and 20

Admission

BOSTON

re-

FINEST BLACK SATIN RHADAME $1.00.
Only

cents.

CO.,

WANTED

NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS !

m HE

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowprices from our stock on til- wharf, or
our Southern Pine Mills, and ill the
quickest possible time.
Porllnud,

gmZFSMb..

THE GREAT SALE

LUMBER AND TIMBER.
est market
direct from

HOMSTED,Tb'

METAL

EPPS’S COCOA.

BKEAKFANT.
knowledge of the natural law
‘•By ii thorough
which govern the operation of digestion ami nua
careful
and
trition,
by
application of the tine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
breakfast
tables
with a delicately
our
provided
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ hills. It lg by the Judicious useolsuci
articles of diet that a constitution may he gradually
built up until strong enough to rosist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to ait.ick wherever
there Is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatid shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service <lazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Hold
only lu half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAMES EPPI 6c Vo., HOMtBOPATBlC
T&SA'Wly CHEMISTS. I.oudoa, England.

—

BANKERS,
32 Exchange Street.
marl

Given to

a

ONE

FOB 8ALB BY

H. HI. PAYSOH &

THE

__

A

D. K.’S

TuTh&Slst2dor4thpnrin8m

—

in the tlaileal Mini*.Gives the most Instructive, Laughable and My*terlous entertainment ever witnessed.
Uuiinir Mniardn, at 2 p. m. Admission 10

janl 7_eod2m

OPENING-

“Never you mind, Sara: it must be indigestion
tben what makes you look so glum, and the

20 Tremont St., Bosbox of Dr. Mark K. Woodbury’s
Dyspepsia Killers by mall, t<» any part of the U. S.
on receipt of 50 cents; or a trial box for 25 cents.

Papulation 23,000.

87,700,000
....
124,000
The water loan Is excluded, as the water works
are owned by the city, and the city treasury receives a handsome yearly revenue from the water
rates. Price, Par and lalereol.
Taxable
Net Debt

Portland Ncbool of

The Clothier and Furnisher,

FARRINGTON,
EXCHANGE

eodtf

dec28

Delsarte

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

180-T1IDDLE ST.--1S2

l.ind )t

THE MOST »UlX'E**rUL

lege

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available In all tbe principal
eities in Europe.

MiuA. 1. Sawier.537

13 years at $4.00 and $5.00 each,
former price $5.00 to $8.00; which
you cannot afford to miss if you are
needing School Suits for your boys.

once,

Prof, W. H. Ordway,

Part

STERLING EXCHANCE

for Cash to Reduce Stock.

to clean our counters of all broken lines in this department to make room for Spring
Suits now making. We have many
splendid bargains left in sizes 4 to

water-brasli, Sam, they will

running

Securities!

Elocution and

HEAVY UNDERWEAR

We|are going

C. J.

February 22,
Wednesdayand Evening,
every night.

21 CHESTNUT STREET,

I

of our mark down sale of ChilWhen we
dren’s School Suits.
in any
sale
mark
down
a
advertise
of our departments the public expect to find goods as advertised.
That they were not disappointed
at our special sale of Children’s
School Suits last week is evident
by the large number that we sold.

‘Moi lllda, Is you in lub with me?”
“(i’ way. ham Johnsing.eose I isn’t.”
‘‘8ho* ’Tilda don’t say dat, for my heart burns.”
‘Hold on Mister Johusing, ef you has the heartburn, Jest yo go and get a box of them

—

.,

ONE WEEK MORE!

IT WASN'T THAT KIND.

__

CONGRESS
HALL,
COM*£XCI2fO

CITY

—

STENOGRAPHER,

I

Sc Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottles,

DEAUSKS IN

Investment

mh3

-OF-

Winter

Bold by ull Druggists.

Tickets now on sale at Stockbrldgs’s Mnsle
gtore. Halt (are on M. C. K. It. Ths doers will be
kept closed during the performance of each nummarldlw
ber.

—

—

SWAN & BARRETT,

and ULSTERS,
OVERCOATS
WARE.MANACJER. \
’

.Hr. Ilnr•ler. rimnarelle,
rr, .Vlarray, Piaai.1-

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me., Entertainment!

or

353 and 355 Middle St., Portland, Hie.
W. C.

tf

BALTIMORE.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

SALE !

BARGAIN

P. SMITH

WILSON, COLSTON & CO..

___dtl

GREAT

perfect.”

tf’Jli Commercial Siren,
OctlO

Woodbury & Moulton
PHILADELPHIA.

FRED R. FARRINGTON'S

NEW7

Miring4)uuitelle(of Boston).

.Him l.illiitn Mhnlluck. I.l vialiai Hi.. Alice 41. I.olhr.p, 14 'itli.j Ain Hunan
41rehe. rielu; Sin I.nnra Wrh-

nual.

W. &

X. John liittle & Co.
luliS

EICHBERG LADIES’

—

STRICTLY OIXTEJ FRICJU.

PKEPAUKD BY

feb9

NEBRASKA.
Bonds outstanding.$2,0)0,000
Annual Interest charge.0 laO.OOO
22' ’.owl
Present basis, gross earnings.
••
175,000
net earnings
Inand
after
Surplus,
paying expenses
66,000
terest.
learnings Increasing at the rate of $60,000 per an-

A.tsbited by the

BOUTON.

MORNING

by the largest manufac-

real bar-

the celebrate! It. Y. tenor.
famous

WATER

PORTLAND, Jit

Choice selection of French Plaids.
10 pieces La Gloria Crapes, a new Wool fabric, at
$1.00 per yard, in Evening shades, and the new
shades of Mahogany and Blue.
5 colors in Bedford Cords for Spring Jackets and
Wraps, a new and very desirable cloth.
A full line of Watered Silks and Plaid Surahs in all
the new colors.
100 styles of French Satines at 37 1-2 cents.
25 styles of French Challies.
30 styles of Printed India Silks at $1.00.
New and desirable goods will be offered every day
the coming week.
Two special bargains in Black Rhadames, 24 inches
wide, at $1.25 and $1.50; been selling for $1.75
and $2.00.

BOYS' KNEE PANTS

M0CKRID6E,
WORKS,

C. H. VENNER & CO..

_

offering

the last appearance (for two years) of Mr. Whit-

by Mortgage upon the

_

I case All Wool Cashmere in all the new
cents per yard.
10 pieces All Wool Henrietta Cloths, 48 inches wide
at 85 cents per yard.
^
10 pieces All Wool Henrietta, extra fine, at $1.00
per yard.

our

ingly low. The public may rely on a large variety ot styles and sizes,
and LOWER PRICES than can possibly be found anywhere else.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

ton, will send

Hr cured

colors at 50

made up especially for this sale from Woolens bought at a great
discount from manufacturers’agents, and our piiccs are correspond-

several doctors, but they were powerless, and all agreed that I was in Consumption. At last, a friend brought me
a bottle of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
From the first dose, I found relief.
Two bottles cured me, and my health

I*

BERRY,
■omd. $avl ffiinbei,

WE OPEN THE FOLLOWING SELECTIONS:

shall

En«
seats In advance.
tire house reserved at AO cents.

COMPANY,

Ho.

MONDAY

were

remains good
day.
J. S. Bradley, Malden, Mass., writes :
Three winters ago I took a severe cold,
which rapidly developed into Bronchitis
and Consumption. I was so weak that
I could not sit up, was much emaciated,
and coughed incessantly. I consulted

nil.,. 'I'il.l..

Utf

& CO.
SPRING OPENING!
_dt{

ENGLISH
Buy your

—:-

The City of Omaha now has a population of
100,000, and Is entirely dependent upon these
works for its water supply, as Is also South Omaha,
where the Urge pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last Issued.

__^

TROUSERS AND V STS

lots of Men’s

ISSUED BY Tire

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

janl3

to the present

cure

31V4 Exchange 9t., I’obtland,
febl6

STEPHEN

SALE

GREAT

Several years ago, James Birchard, ot
The
was severely ill.
doctors said he was in Consumption,
and that they could do nothing for him,
hut advised him, as a last resort, to try
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. After taking
this medicine, two or three months, he
was pronounced a well man. His health

you sutler
that too.”

STENOGRAPHER,
Me.

$bobf fob

HALL,
March 7th.
Evening.
Wednesday

CITY

TT&Stf

dec8

Sdwinioi 21 con.

or

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.

ME.

_

WOODMAN,

11)05

mar88TSW3t

OMAHA

STREET,

J. A. HaYDEN,

better

Mar. 7,

a

Twenty-Year Bonds

514 CONGRESS

a

Wednesday Evening,

SIX PER CENT Ballad Concert!

We have hired all

rubs, out Begin

WCG03URYS DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
will cure yo heartburn immediately at
they
ami ef
Horn

Exchango St.,

CHURCH,

MEMORIAL

Woadrord’s, Otwtal,
Voder the dlrectlen ot M. T. Doten.

Legal luvrslmeat far Having. Hnnka,
Ike Linnruuterd VI.rtg.gr L.nn.,
7 and N per cent interest.

_:—

Come forenoons and you will have

iURK

Portland. Me-

^PHOTOGRAPHER

Darien, Conn.,

Ayer

CD.,

PRINTERS,

experienced salesmen who have applied, LEADING
and have telegraphed to salesmen from out of
PORTLAND
the city to come at once and help us.

Pectoral.

Dr. J. C.

B. THURSTON &

the

Consumption.
immediately to take Ayer’s Cherry

has since been

which are
WK Wil l. 1*0 IT OUICKXY.
WK Wil l. 1)0 IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL 1)0 IT WELL.

cf the

on account

’

5 PER GENT DEBENTURE BONDS

were

we

IN THE

CONCERT

FOLKS’

< )LD

—

Northern Banking; Co’s

97 t 2

last week

during

times

Of all Lung diseases are much the same :
feverishness, loss of appetite, soro
throat, pains in the chest and back,
headache, etc. In a few days you may
be well, or, on tbo other band, you may
be down with Pneumonia or “galloping
liun no

—

PRACTICAL

%

The Fiist Symptoms

INVEST JANUARY DIVIDENDS

SECOND WEEK Of THE G..EAT SALE !

great crowds of customers.

MACAZINE NOTICES.

_

WOO MAN, TRUE S 00.
Several

AMUmCMKWTM.

FHANCIAIi.

Ht'MINKMS CARD*-

JIINIELLANKOIB.

use ever

Ana.

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LIVES.
For tickets anil Information, apply to the Tic
Acent, liostou Si Maine K. It. Commercial sti
Station. Lowest rates to all point! West
ilecUOU
South.

to the puhlPlt
sI2?e'liwwllrst opened
good
among the
SI b^na mor iteTeairt
.many
wif lug to
and
guests
by
HUI.
Jefferson
hSLws
is
the
about
premises
nugoodpriees; everything
it can be bought for much less
KfmSSTcondition;
to
V.
B.
JorFor particulars apply
.m

M. -Ash for the Bl’KUhTT OBGAIV

Jyl5

TUNING T0 OKU EH.

dtf

Hum Its value;
dan Lancaster,

Afeb22eodtf*1111'

N.U.

or

H. U.

Ibbott,

Mouth

MKM. CAROLINE UOOLU.

*

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
TUESDAY MOBNINGJ MABCH 6.

mhv

be

THE PRESS.
ot N.
obtained at the Periodical Depots

Home
U.Tssendon,
JtaUroad
it. it.
Kxchanse Bt.; Armstrong, K.A M. L.
7,i

Btetion; Marquis,

ue-

Hifigson,

96^4 Portland Bt.; John 0ox, 600
not
Costello, 7 Exchange Bt.: Lawson,
Bt.; Jewett, 604 Congress fet.; Peter47
Exchange 81. Goold, corner Congress and
Sis.; Chisholm. 109 Congresslit.: Hop241* Conk ns Commercial, corner Park; Morrill,
St.; Beards worth,
iress Bt.; Ross, 198 Congress
York and Tate Sts.:
*7 India 6t.; Harley, corner
Abbott. 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros.’
agents on all trains runntug out of the cltv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Until, J. O. Shaw.
Riddvtord, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. 1.. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, K. H. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
C. Gerry.
Fryeburg, J. H.
Evans.
Fairfield; E.
White
St Marwick.
Farmington,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler ft Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendennlng..
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Men 111 A Den-

&Kres»Tt
Middle
iin i
nfe’stnut

imports.
BUEN08 AYRES.
Brig Nellie Crosby- 422,266 ft lumber.
__

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Moll. 6.1888.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 29 cars miscellaneous merenandlse; [for connecting! |roads;i3« cars miscellaneous nierclian
•Use.

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

A Composite Maiden.
When Della on the plain appears
Awed by a thousand tender tears.
—[George Lord Lyttleton.
Then like a shadow close vet free
The thought of her aye follows me.
—[Dinah Marla

Mulocli.

stars of twilight fair.
her dusky hair.

as

vlllght, too,

Opening..

Krace-_[WllltUer.

on

her cheeks the

glow

is

spread

That tints the morning hills with re<L

[Bryant

Robes loosely (lowing, hair as free—
Such sweet neglect much taketh
Doth more bewitch me than when art
is more

precise In

every

Part.^^ HerHck

Closing.

Mch.
48%
48%
48%
48%

Opening....

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing.

62%
02%
62%
62%

OATS.

May.
31%
31%
31%

Opening.

Htguest.
lowest.

31%

Closing.
Monday’s quotations.
Opening..
Highest..
Lowest.

June.
80%
|«l%
30%
81%

May.
80%
81 %
30%
80%

June.
61%
63 Vs
61%

May.

...

Closing...

Men.

75%
76V4
76%
75%

DORN.

Opening.

f/ighest.

Lowest.

Mch.
49%
49%
491*
4«*

62%
63%
52V*

S.....33%

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrett. Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
S.T O C K S.
Asked
Par Yuiuu. Bid.
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 168
148
148
Bank.100
Casco Nat.
118
First National Bank.100 116
40
60
61
National
Bank..
Ouinoerlaud
123
Merchants’National Bank.. 75 121
140
138
Traders’Bank.100
National
LOO
05
Portland Company.
65
70
Portland Gas Company. 60
Stale of Maine 6s, due 1889 ....102
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1H07...123
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.lo?
Bath City Cs R. K. aid various.... 101
Bangor City 6s, long R. K. a'n ....113
Bangor City 6s, one Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. K. aid. 104
And. A Ken. It. K. 6s, various... 103
Portland & Ken. R. It. 6s, 1896. 109
Leeds & Farmlng’tn K. K. 6s.109
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 118
Maine Central It. R. Ccusol 7s—132
Maine Central R. K. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
Portland Water
*•
2d mtg 6s.106
•
3d mtg 6s... .110

104
116
126

106
10S
lit
25
i08
104
111
111
120
134
106

were

few.

—[Allan Cunningham.

As If the soul that moment caught
Some treasure It through life had sought.

—[Thomas Moore.

But, oh, the change! the winds grow high
Impending tempests charge the sky;
-[Matthew Prior.

106
112

The flowers do fade and wanton fields
To wayward winter reckoning yield;
—[Sir Walter Raleigh.

Railroad

30%
113

197

Albany.

New York Stock and Money

star*

j.

[By Telegraph.]

awhile the wanton inaid
With my restless heart had played;
For when

—[Cowley.

Tlieu nigh she held her comeley head,
"I cannot heed it now,” she said.

—[Jean Ingelow.

"I loved thee once, l’U love no more;
Thou art not wliat thou wast before."
—[Sir Robert Aytouu.
heart that stirs is hard to hind.
hawk’s keen sight is hard to blind.

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, March 6, 1888.—Consols 10116-16
for money and 102 3-16 for the account.
LIVERPOOL, March 6,1888,-Cotton mar kit—
irregular ;upianda at 6Vid;;orleans at h%d: sal, s
10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
L1V KRPOOL.March 6.1888-yuotatlons-Winter wheat 6s7d0Us9d; Spring (wheat at 6s 7d
®6s 8d; Club 6s 7d.Com—mixed Western 4s 7Vi;
peas 5s 4 till. Provisions, &c.—Pork 68s 9d; bacon at 41 s Od for short clear and 38s Od for long
clear. Cheese at 69s; colored 66s. Tallow 26s 6(1.
Laru 39s.

NEW vOltK, Mch. 5, 1888.—Money on ca
has been easv, ranging from 2 to 3 per cent., last
loan 2, closing at 2iaj3 per cent. Prime paper 4%
<o5%. Sterling Exchange Is dull but steady. Gov
ermnentibouds dull and rather heavy. Railroad
bonds quiet. The stock market closed somewhat
better tlmn lowest prices.
t“i
i if iransacnons at me Btock HECbanc
gacert 359.408 shares.
ero
of1
>uta’ions
to-usv
ere
,.e loiiowmg
cnent securities:
3s
United States bonds,

Star.

PORTLAND,March 6. 1888.
to-day’s closing quotations of

are

ineroscne—

s.

IPo

..

Kef. Pet. 7%

1
>Vg
Produce.
1 PratVsAst’l.irbbl. 11
—••26% i ran worries—
4s.f
8
Brilliant. 11
7
OOlDevoe’s
Maine...
196%
00®
Newi%«.reg
(.'oil 11 00{i 12 Ot) I Llgonla. 8%
tape
.196%
New 4%s, coup
i'ea
Beans...3
* 1*%
00®3 25j
Central Pacific lstr—
\Iudium.... 2 60®2 761 Centennial. 8%
*20%
Denver c P. Gr. lsts
German ma2 60,0,2 761
Raisins.
..
Erie fid*
.95%
,'eliow Byes.2 50®2 76'Muscalel.... 2 2G®3 3o
Kansas Pacific Cause':
U'»;% rotato
SDUSH 86c®U6c' London i.ay'r 2 60®3 uo
.199%
Oregon Nav.^lstr.
iOndura 1 .ay
u.iSVt<
11«
Union Pacific 1st
4 00@5 OOi Valencia.
7^8
Hi Potatoes
do Laud Grants
601
bill
Onions
6,00®6
Sugar.
Funds—
Slnkine
do
lateo
It
7%
V
Turkeys.l6S18|gri;o.
The follow.ng are today’s closing quotations of
Chickens.12@15iKttraC. 66%
Fowls
@141
Seeds.
stocks:
.|ii
,,
6
Mcll
Mch. 3.
Geese .11012% iUed Top....$2%®)8£%
Ducks.16®10lTimotby Seed 2 80@2%
C'.os- Open- Clos‘Clover
8%®l2%c
Opel
Apples.
ing
Ing
ing
mg
Chese.
Choice eatlngiS 00@3 60
hid
old.
1 76@2UO. Vermont.... 10 @14
Common
106
10614
@3 00 N.Y. factory 10 @14
106%
N.Y. Central.106%
Fancy Baldus
8 '%
90%
H>%
Lake Shore. 91 %
Evaporated 4iltl2@13c Sage.16%®16
24%
2»%
16%
26%
common.
Butter.
Erie
ol%
'>1%
61%
62%
iCreamery » lt...2fa@27
cauauasoutnern.
Lemons.
I'alermo.3 60®4 OOiGilt Edge Ver....26028
Northwestern.107% 107% *07% *07
i6
! Messina.3 60@4 OOlCboice.19020
76%
76%
St. Paul. 76%
no
sn% 1 ulilagers....
(Good.17018
Omaha common....
37
87
istore.1E@16
Omaha preferred
Oranges.
66
66
64%
66%
4
76i;6
Pacific.
60;
Union
Hl-arloa...
Eggs.
77%
<8
77%
7<%
VaienrCi
wester:: Union...
40004 GO Eastern ex ins...22@28
20
19%
20%
20%
slrssi.;4 and PaiCan & Western..2l®22
Oregon lranscou
90
91%
91
Palermo Wbx.2 76»3001 Limed. ..18®19
Oregon Navi...,..91
127%
129% 129
Delaware, L. & W.L29%
Apices.
gunpewder—shot
107
107
Delaware «■ Ji.107% 107%
Blasting.3 6004 00 Cassia, pure.. 15® 17
79%
81
80Vs
80%
50
Cloves.
33® 35
Central....
25@6
Jersey
Sporting.6
63
62Vs
63%
6
63%
Pblla & Heading..
Ginger. 13® 16
Drop shot....
20%
29%
20%
7
Mace. 75® »0
Buck.
Northern Pacific... 20%
44
44
44%
Nutmegs. TO® 76
North. Pacific, pref 44%
34% 34%
34%
1 Pepper.
*
Pacific Mail. 34%
22® 28
liny.
83% 83%
83%
Starch.
Msouri Pacific...,s 84
Pressed.$12@®14l
13%
14
13%
6
Kansas Texas.....? 14%
Straw. 8. «@$ lOiLaundry.3%®
64%
64%
Tea*.
06%
l.ousisvme & N.... 66%
Irou.
36% 30V*
36%
Common.
18® 60
N.Y. &N. E.37%
2%@2ViISoucnong.
22
22%
Richmond Terminal 23% 23%
Neflned.2%@2% I Oolong- 20@ 30
42%
42%
42Vs
4
Norfork & West pfd 43%
Ilorway..
®4%| do choice.. 35® 60
.12
Cast steel
@ 16!Japan. 26® 30
Slocks ny Associated Press:
do choice.. 35® 40
steel
6
German
28%
@7
Central Pacific
Tobacco.
3
107
Shoe steel....
St. Pau'di Omaha.
brands..
Best
Sheet
iron—
60® 60
9%
K. lenn, new.
69
Common.... 3%@4% Medium...... 30@ 40
East Tenu, 1st oref.
Common. 26® 30
H.C. 4® 4%
Russia.mi@14 Half i?.
Wells IFai go Express.131
Galv.
7@8% Natural leaf.. 60® 70
14%
Lake Erie & West
trno.
isreaa.
Oregon Nav. 90%
Pilot
19%
8@8%
Sup.7%®8 Sheet.
Denver & Kio:Graude,«new
do sq.6%®6
12%
Pipe.7 @7%
Wah:ish. St. Louis & Pacific
6
24
00®B62
Pip.6
Ship.4%@
do pref.....
I.ealber.
(hackers Wlb..0@6%
Houston & Texas. ]»
«3oa’>.
; New York—
Mohlle & Ohio. 19
Cumberland..
@6 601 Light. 20® 21
Chicago & Alton.*3?
Acadia.
i Mkl weight. 22® 23
@
Alton & Terre Haute. 3o
Chestnut.
@7 DO Heavy. 23® 25
do pref. 76
60 Slaughter
124
Franklin.
32® 34
@8
A
Chicago. Burlington IQuIucy
@7 50! Goood’mgd. 2(X® 21
Lehigh.
Nortnw ..J 96 %

New

...

You know when morn exultant springs.
When evening folds her drooping wines.

—[Thomas Hillhouse.

■

••

The

lovely toy

Has lost its

so

fiercely sought

charm

...

by being caught.

—TByron.

WIT AND WISDOM.
‘•First class in history stand up. Johnny, why
did Napoleon return to France alter his exile?’
“Because he didn’t have euougli Elba room.
“Correct, Johnny; go up foot/’
“A friend in ueed is a friend.” Such a friend is
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, which should be lu every
family. It costs only 26 cents. Give it a trial.
One bottle of Salvation Oil can change a frantic
victim of rheumatism into a dove of gentleness.
“What kind of

quired

writer are you, Mr. Flake,” in-

a

Snyder.
posthumous writer,”

Miss

was the self-con“I’m a
scious reply.
“What's that, may I ask?”
he rejoined, “whenever a
“Well, you see,
prominent man dies I write fictitious anecdotes
about him.”

dizziPrompt relief in sick headache,
nausea, constipation, pain in the side, guar-

ness.

anteed to those using Carter’s Little Liver Pills.
One a dose. Small price. Small dose. Small

pill.

_

Dying

man

(faintly)—Darling!

Sorrowing wife (between sobs)—Yes, dear?
Dying man—When I am gone, love, I desire
that you should marry agaiu as soon as you can.
Sorrowing wife—Oh, why do you talk so?
Dying man—Because I know you will, anyway,
and I want people to understand that it was my
request.
I have been troubled with catarrh for the
past ten years aud have tried a number of remedies but found no relief until I purchased a bottle
of Ely’s Cream Balm. I consider it the most
reliable preparation for catarrh and cold lu the
bead.—Geo. E. Crandall, P. M., yuonochawntaug, K. I.
I was troubled with catarrh for seven years
previous to commencing the use of Ely’s Cream
Balm, some five months ago. It has done forme
what other so-called cures failed to do—cured me.
The effect of the Balm seemed magical.—Clarence L. Huff, Biddeford, Me.
A little girl of Knickerbocker descent, in whose

descanted
presence the family glories were often
rebuking her pet kitten
on. was overheard
Holding pussy by her
for some misdemeanor.
fore paws, and looking her full In the face, she

■

...

...

_

If you are tired taking the large old
fashioned griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver
Fills and take

some

pill

One

everything.

comfort.
a

dose.

A

man

can’t

stand

Try them.

Metropolitan Ei.136%

«
st.S Louis.
Pullman PnJace.J8U%
22%
Miss.
&
Ohio

Wow York Minins* Stocsa.

[by Telegraph.J
NEW YORK, March 6, 1888. The [ollowiug a
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
311%
Colorado Coal.
23%
Hocking Coal

<■?'
9%

Ontario.

Quicksilver.
.33
do preferred....
Amador.
Home-.ak
Silver King.
......

KlCrlslo.
U«l« If.

live that when tliy summons comes to face
Misfortune, and thou be Hied, as it were,
From out a fourth floor window,
Thou strike not, like a cake ofslougli,
All in a shapeless heap, but
hike the hopeful Thomas cat thou alight
Square on tliy feet, and ready to
Pitch Into whatsoever flrst presents itself
Unto tliy startled gaze, and the fur make fly.”
—DanteiUc Breeze.
••Si)

Coffee.

Minn “si

lately

remarked:
"I’m ashamed of you, Kitty, for being so
naughty; and just think, your grandmother was a
Maltese!”

Mowtenca

_

1 2!’

*i'/
0%
130
4)
hi
1

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.March 6. 1887.—The following are today’s quotations ui Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Long cut 17 26017 76 ;sbort cuts 17 60®
1800; hacks 18 00018 26; light backs 17 00;
10 00.

tt> in tcs; 8%@8c
Lard—Choice at 8%48Vic
In 10-tb palls; 909V4C in 6-tb palls.
Hams at 10V4®l2c, according | to size and
When Baby
When she

was a

sick,
Child,

we

gave her Caatoria,

she

When she became Mias, she clnng to Caatoria,
When she had Children, ehe gave them Caatoria

hirst

yet?

lady—Has your husband quit smoking

Second lady (Just retured from the far
Well, lie ought to by this time; lie’s been

West)—
dead six

months.

of greatness is to he used as a standard, and w lien the country doctor or cheap city
grocer tells the consumer lliatthis or that Flavoring Extract is better than Burnett’s, we consider
jt a victory tor Burnett's.
A st'BB test

have tlie advantage of us in one respect,
doctor,” remarked MeCorkle to his family physician.
“And what is that?” asked the doctor.
“You don't have to wait for snow to go slaying.”
"You

GS?!§1

Staiiro

pressed hams llVi@12c.
Hogs-Uhoice city dressed hogs 7%c i> fbjcouu
trv do at 707Vic.
cure;

cried for Caatoria,

fovj) ra @ofir\e

■

Butier—western extra fresh made creamery at
29030c: some fancy Klgin higher; extra first
Western creamy at 26428c; do firsts at 22024c;
do June 20423c; New York fall made creamery,
extra 28028c: iVermont fresh made extra cmry
30c; do extra firsts at 28028c. The above Quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12%0l3c; Ohio
choice at 12%0l2Vic; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 22®2.-.c; some fancy nean.
^ ^
i»v stork higher; £&st6ru nrstb st 21c; 6Xtr&
fresh
and NH 22023c; fresh Western 21022c;
16®
noinlualjlimed
held
eggs
Southern 21022c;

picked pea
'^ciS^somll^NV-hand
hush; choice New York large hand
at

u

I.,,4‘i

oo

?l?kfd do 2*8602 6oTm»U
ed dO at 3 1008 16

Vermont hand pick-

...miamin.
far to
<>0 fairro
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00418
fine *12®»16,
good at *16 000*10 00; Eastern
11.
swale
10®.
door to ordinary *12®Si 4: East
oat straw J 60
Hye straw, choice, 17 600*19 00;

at *141 06 t* hush; do
^potatoes -Houlton Bose Rose
at *1; do hebrous

Hebrons 90c; Aroostook
profiles 80086c; While Brooks 76_»80..
Poultry-Northern young Iresli killed turkeys,
turchoice tuouiinal; Western young fresh killed
keys, extra small 13,ttl3Vsc: do fair to choice,
10412V4C; Northern fresh killed chlekeus, uomlnarat 16®17c; fair to good 12014c.
at «0c:

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, March 6,1888—Cattle market—recelpts 800; shipments 400; strong; fancy 6 200
6 60; steers at 3 60®6 00; stockers and feeders
at 2 jo@3 46 ;cows,hulls and mixed at 1 9003 30;
Texas steers at 3 0004 00.
Hogs, receipts 1,800; shipments 700; market
strong and higher; mixed 6 1046 36; heavy 6 30
06 67 Vi ; light 4 U60& 30; Bkips at 3 oOa.4 00.
Sheep—receipts Suo-.shipments 100; strong and
higher; natives 8 7605 6o;7 Western 6 00o6 60;
Texans 8 60®6 00. Lambs at 6 0008 26.

Sisal.UVfc®12%i

Blcli powders
Borax.

10®

Brimstone— 2y2$
Cochineal_ 40$

Copperas.iyj$

Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

37®

KEEPS THE TEETH
V
andthc GUMS

HEALTHY
CONTAINS NO GRIT, NO ACID
ANYTHING
v

^jPnOR
i

4

I

H

INJURIOUSjflEj-

oTrectlONS^^W
WATCR,SPRINKEE

mp THE BRUSH IN
MANNER.
BROPS Of Blifl FBAHTHDsmTINTHE “SUAE

A BOTTLE
PRICE'SST
put ur mr.
Sc. CO.
E.W.HOYT
r«ornicTo«s or

hoyt's
■

_

myb

^

german

cologne.

LOWILL.MAM,_5

Iw&wdTT&s&wtopofcetljp*

Domestic Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE. Mcb. 6. 1888, Flour market—
receipts 30,701 packages; exports 06 bids and
1000 sacks; steady; sales 21,000 bbls.
Klour quotations—Flne|at 2 0602 05; superune
Western and stale 2 460 3 00: common to good
extra Western aud State at 2 9043 40; gwd to
choice do at 3 6044 90; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 4044 80; fancy do at
at 4 66®6 00; common to good extra Ohio at 2 90
06 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 uo@
o 00;
patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 40®4 80; choice to faucy do at 4 86 4 4 90. InBludlng 4,100 bbls etty mill extra at 4 4004 76;
1400 bbls line do 2 0602 86: 1200 bbls superfine
2 46®3 00; 1400 bbls extra No 2 at 2 904 3 40;
8100 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 904 6 00;
8.900 bbls Minnesota extra 2 900 4 90. Boutheru flour steady aud quiet ;commou to fair extra at
ltye
8 4004 00; good to choice'at 4 100 5 00.
flour steady and lu better demaud; superfine at
3 300 3 46. Wheai—receipts 2200 bush ;exports
1,ooq.407 bush; sales 200,800 bush; higher and
moderately active for export; No 2 Spring nominal at 91V4c; No 1 hard 93’/*c store;No 2 Red at
90Vi®90% c stord aud elev, 92® 92Vic delivered.
poVic f o b store ;;No 1 Red quoted 94Vic. Rye is
dul1. Barley dulL Car*—receipts 6,000 bush;exports 200 bush, sales 2100 busb; stronger but

60
41

Metal*.

! cropper—
14x48 com
Ornvs nod Dye*.
Acid Oxalic
12®;14I 14x48 plan
Ished.
tart...
50® 621
Ammonia—
T Bolts.
Y
M sheath
carb. 15®20
81 Y M Bolts..
Ashes, pot.. o»/i@
6i
65
Bottoms....
Bais coabia..
83 Ingot.
Beeswax. 80

20

28

®

37
26
17
20

30®32

,20

42
English. 37® 40
Char. 1. C..6 76®0 26
Char. I. X. .8 00®8 60
Terue.6 25® 770
17iCoke.626® 650
40®

12®
70®l 26' Antimony.

14® 16
Gumarabic...
Aloes cape.... 15® 261Zinc.7 00®8 00
27® 28|8older
2tt®27
Camphor....
Mela**?*.
Myrrh. 60® 661
Opium.4 00®4 25jPorto Rico... 28® 40
Shellac. 25® 30jBarbadoes.... 28® 8©
aA® 2
Indigo. 85® 1 OOlCienf uegos..
Iodine.4 25®4 381Boiling.
0Vi®2
Ipecac.
;2 00 Fancy; Ponce.. 38 a 4
Nail*.
Licorice, rr..
16® 20!
Latex. 34® 40!CasK.2 15@2 25
Naval Mtorea.
Morphine.2 b5®3 101
Oil bergamot.27b®3 00jTar p bbl. ...3 25®3 60
Cod liver.1 60®2 00|Coal Tar....3 25-3 60
Lemon.2 25 ®2 60 Pitch (C Tar)3 25®3 60
Olive.1 26® 1 76IW11. Pitch....3 00®3 25
penut.2 76®8 001Rosin.3 00®4 00
Winter greeu.,2 20®2 30iTurpt’ne, gall 46® 63
Potass Dr’mde 40® 48: Oakum.9y2®10Mi
Oil.
Chlorate. 20,® 221
@8Vfr
iodide.3 10®3 26|Llnseeu. 58® 63
721Boiled. 61® 66
Quicksilver...
65®70|Si>erm.1 00®1 16
Quinine.
Ktrhuebarb.. 76®1 60iWhale. 50® 60
lit, snane. 35® 401 Bank. 30(&
Saltpetre. 10® 13 shore.
25 * 30 Borgie
Senna
Aa 4^j Lard. 60
Canarv seed..
Cardainons...1 00®1 76 Castor.1 26
bi-carb.33/4
Soda,
® «»/4 Neatsfoot. 90
3 Elaine........ 62o
Sal.Mi®
-.

.2Vjj®3MiI

Snluur
Sugar lead

*.

S£;:

20®

Steamship & Amelia.
1'sch^Apphla
phosphate to N O Cram.

Rochelle Yellow... 2y»

Oaeb
No
No
No
a

3!...
10.

oz

10

Kiee.

,

...

oz'......

V *■
glee,
Rangoon. 6y <«6%
Balcrata*.
5® 5Vfc
ZOjSftleratua.

bWQlt/

_

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOB

Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam..Mch 6
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...Mch 6
Trave.,New York .Bremen ....Mch 7
Uugia .New York..Hamburg...Mch 8
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool...Mch 8
Manhattan .New York.-Havana—Mch
La Norinaudle....New York.-Havre.Mch
Borreut.New York.. Hamburg. ..Mch
Oily of Chester.. New York..Liverpool...Mch
Kibe. New York..Bremen.Mch
Polaria.New York..Hamburg- .Mch
Circassia.New York. Glasgow....Mch
Clarlhe 1.New York.. Port Ltinon Mch
Finance.New York.-Rio Janelro.Mch
San Marcos.New York. Havana —Mch
Thiugvalia.New York .CopeuhageuMch
Auranla.New York. Liverpool...Mch
Westeruland.New York..Autwerp. .Mch
Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Nevada.Now York..Liverpool.. .Mch
Brltanic.New York..Liverpool ..Mch
Aller .New York. Bremen ....Mch
Clenfuegos.New York..Clenfuegoa .Mch
Athos.New York. Kingston, ..Mch
Oily Alexandria.-New York..Havana.Mch
Niagara.New York. Havana ....Mcli
Ktrurta.New York. .Liverpool.. .Mcli

Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...Mch

city of Chicago ..New

Jj'orbum' at" ?!(/!{ •>.*
For*1
d
H. to
n.lo.

CLOTHING

York..Liverpool...Mch
Alisa.New York..Haytf..Mch

8
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
13
13
14
14
16
16
16
17
17
16
17

17

AND

—

—

FROM

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Kong Jan 25, ship B P

Ar at Hong
Cheney.
Hughes. New York; 27th,Centennial, Bearse,do;
28th, Titan, Allen, do.
Id fm Saugor Jan 20, ship Karragut, Hardwick,
New York.

Memoranda.
Capt Willard, of schr Apphi & Amelia, reports
to

Feb 15, on the outward passage from Portland
Wood’s HoU, the vessel sprung aleak and at one
time he thought he would have to abandon her.
But he stuck to her and mauaged to reach port.
On examination it was found that the oakum had
worked out round the centre-board, causing li to
leak badly.
*Sch Helen Thompson, Averill, from Thomaston
for New York, anchored at City Islaud night of
3d Inst and soon after her cargo of lime was found
to be on tire. The vessel was sealed up and It is
hoped will be extinguished without damage to the
vessel

Vineyaid Haven, March 3—Barque Daisy Reed,
Boston, arrived here to-day and
reports, Feb 26, lat 36 50, Ion 74 So, encountered
W
N
a heavy
gale, with high seas, lasting 36 hours
during which all the molasses casks between
decks were smashed and the contents lost. Also,
lost and split sails.
St John, NB. Feb 29-Shlp Hercules, 1270 tons,
built at Bath. Maine, in 18e8, lias been purchased
Dy Capt Geo Morrissey.
Sch Cathie C Berry, 363 Urns, built at Thomas
ton in 1873, has been sold to E G Dunn & Co, and
others, of St John, NB.
The dismasted schr
New Bedford. March 2
Mount Hope will be towed to New York to load
coal for an eastern port.

with Bsatou A A Iona; B. K. (or tbe Weal.
■Close connection r.:,ide at Weotbroah I a* ao
with through trains of Maine 'entral K it. and
at Grand Trunk
Fcrtlaud. with through

40 $12.00 and $13.00 Brown uud Black
Worsted Overcoats, mostly large sizes,
$6.50
at only
63 $12.00 Blue and Black Beaver Over$6.50
coats, sizes 34 to 44, at
$2.98
76 $5.00 Grey Overcoats at
We have a few small sizes left or those
elegaut $28.00 Overcoats that we have
sold so many ot at $22.00 which we
$16.84
shall close out at

This Plaster
directly upon he
muscles and nerves oi the
back, the seat of all pain.
POK ALI.
Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applying between the
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
e-w-For Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
.Pain in the Side and Back
Ache, they are a certain
acts

land

_

Barbadoes.
Ar 4th, sch

Kate M

Cove.
SATILLA RIVER

_

.,

Hilton, Johnson; Clark’s
Ar

brig

25th,

ives,

3d, seb Nelson E

roruanu.

■

Sullivan,

A leading chemist of New York
No plasters of such merit as
says:
the Ath-lo-pno-ros Plasters haveerer
before been produced.” They are
made
a novelty because they are not
are the
simply to sell cheap, they
and
best that sciehce, skill
money
is
can produce, aud will do what
For sprains,
claimed for them.

....

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 3d, scU Rebecca J Moulton, from Booth bay.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, scb Anna E Krauz.BIake
New York.
Cld 2d. sell B H King. Bennett, New York.
Cld 3d, brig Stephen Bishop, Rivers, Port Spain.
Sid 3d, sch Sami Dillaway.
Below 4th, barque Lizzie Carter, Goodman, from
Portsmouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d. brig Jeiiuie Hulbert,
Norton, Matanzas; sell E L Newman, Keyes, from

aches, weakness, lameness, etc.,
they are unequaled.

«X Fulton St„ Sandusky, O., Nov. a. •87.'
The Athlophoroa Plaster acted like
and I
magic. It is the S»»< I ever tried
have usid many klnda. Our druggist
samc'tmt
the
about
all
are
said "plasters
I don't think so now. I sprained my ana
beta
audit
and shoulder In
not pain me at
painful since, but It doe* iulis
MagiijMrs.
all now.

**

CldSd, sch Lucia Porter, Grlndall, Sagua.
Ar 6th, ship Gov Robie. Blanchard, New York;
barque Kdw O Clark, Stahl. Matanzas.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 2d, sch ESGW Hinds,
Coleman, New York.
Sid 3d, sell Nellie J Dinsmore, Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, sells Cayeuue, Simpson,
Kastport; Perseverance, Willard, Portland; Geo
Berry, Ginn, and Thos Borden, Conary, Rockland;
W F Collins, Boston.
Ar 4th, sehs A J York, Wallace, fm Portland;
W S Jordan. Boston; J W Drury. Clark’s Cove;
J A Brown, and Helen Thompson, Thomaston;
J Nickerson, and L T Whitmore, from Rocklaud;
Brigadier, do; Carrie Belle, St John, NB; Cyuosure, Bootlibay.
Also ar 4th, schs

J B Knowles, Portland; AJ
Bentley. Rockland; S E Nightingale, Eastport.
Ar 6ih, barque Emlta. Nash, fin Cardenas; sch
Douglass Hovey, Thompson, Fernaudina.
Cld 3d, sch Bertha Warner, Lathwatte, Cardenas; Prescott Hazeltlne. Kneeland. Feriiandlna;
D K Baker, Brewster, Savannah; R D Spear. Farr.
Charleston; Mary Augusta, Treworgy, for Provi-

deuce.
Id 3d, ship Got Robie, for Hiogo; brig Annie R
Storer, for St Pierre; schs Sarah A Euller. CardeN
nas; Geo Moulton, for New Orleans; Susan
Pickering, for Darien; Lizzie Wilson, for Wil-

mington.

Passed the Gate 4th,
York for Rockland.

sch Commerce, from New

NEWPORT—Ar 4th, sch Nellie A Drury, Wil-

3d,
^d’uTCH1 ISLAND HARBOR—Sid
lor

schs An-

Yoik; Sarah
J York, Wallace. Portland
E Nightingale, Whalen, Eastport for do; Albert
W Snil h, Rockport for Washington.
WOOD’S HOL.L— Sid 2d, sell Brave, Stanley,

drew

for New York.

July,

A3" Send

beautiful colored pio
Moorish Maiden.”

6 cents for the

ture,

THE ATHLOPHOHOSCO. 112 Wall St H. T.
eod&wlvnrmceod

ELY’S

CREAM

Catarrh

BALMBR^^JJi

Heals the Nores,K*.
Rest ores t h egjr
Senses of Tastealitar^
and Smell.

TRY the

rice’ll

efl

CURE.B^Rfever

particle is applied into eacli nostril and is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at druggists: by mail,
registered, 60 cts. ELY BKO I HEKS, 236 Greenwicb St.. New York.jaii28eod&wnrmly
A

FOR BILIOUS HEADACHE,
s<
CONSTIPATION, DYSPEPSIA

"'Gb\

otheis,

no

/tTytU.DRUGGISTS,
©~

WopPlasto'^l
A peculiar and succeseful combination of
Soothing, Strengthening anil 1‘nln-Kill•*** agents— fresh hops, hemlock gum and
pine balsam. Pain, soreness or weakness
In the back, side, kidneys, chest, shoulder,
neck, limbs or muscles are all instantly reand cured.
Warranted
the best plaster known,—
sweet, reliable. Infallible. Sold
everywhere. 26o., five for $1.
Mailed for price. HOP PLASTER
OO., Proprietors, Boston.
lieved

Foreign ports.

Shanghai Feb 3, ship Eclipse, Slilllaber, for
Umig llong aud New York.
Slil fin Tampico Feb 12, sch Minnie C Taylor,
At

feb^l

timore.

Origin of Drunkenness.
This disease Is the result of the discovery by an
old Alchemist of Alcohol, while seeking for the
Elixir Vitae, or Elixir of Life, and who thought he
had discovered It, as by Its use he was much exhilarated. From that the use of Alcohol has
steadily grown, and always uuder the guise of
medicine. All of the Liquid Blood Purifiers, Sar-

saparlllas, Tonics,

etc.,

are

composed largely

of

Alcohol, which not only neutralizes their medicinal qualities, but Induces a craving foi 1 .ohollc
stimulants. Avoid all danger by using

DIISIIORE
CARSAPARILLA WAFERS,
The only Non-alcoholic Blood Purifier.
Com.
pounded from Spanish Sarsaparilla aud the best
Nutritive Vegetable Tonic Medicines In the Materia Medtca, concentrated, convenient; contain
lng more medicine than any (1.00 Liquid Blood
Purifier.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Sent by mail, 60 cents per Box.

DINSMORE

&

CO.,

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors.
Boston, Mass.
STThnrmSm
febis

REVERE

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
lxiwell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large aud comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; geutle
men's cafe aud billiard-room added, aud first-class
in every respeot.
BOOHS VBOR 81.00 A DAI UJP.

Jan27

J. F.

MERROwTcO.,

Proprietors.eod3m

Reserved Fund

1

MTOCKIIOIjDKUN OF THE

MEETING of

the Stockholders of the Portlaud Water Company, will be held at the
A
office of the
the nth

day

of

Company, No.
March, A. D. 1888,

Plum St„ on
10 o’clock in the

33
at

forenoon.
1 To choose a Moderator for said meeting.
2—To choose a Clerk lor said meeting.
3—To sec If the Stockholders will authorize the
Directors to pay the principal and interest of any
part of Its four per cent. Consolidated Mortgage
Bonds heretofore issued In any place other than
as specified In said Bonds.
4—To see if the Stockholders will authorize the
deposit of classes C., D. and A. of the Consolidated Mortgage Bonds, and the Sinking Fund established for payment of its Consolidated Bonds In
some approved Trust Company.
5—To see if the Stockholders will ratify the
terms of the sale of Its Consolidated Bonds as
heretofore made.
6—To transact any other business that may
legally come before them,
D. W. CLASH, President.
ma. 2d7t

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Established 1872.

of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

Authorized Capital.
Maid ITp Capital.

*•*’***
73,000
Surplus.
offers for sale, at par and accrued interest, « per
cent and 7 per cent llrst mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times the amount loaued thereon,
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
own 6 per cent debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
of New York,
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co.,
trustee. A supply of mortgages and bonds constantly on ham!,which investors are invited to call
Coupons cashed on presentation.
and examine.
Please apply personally, or oy letter, forlist of
references ana other information. C. t. tB A P*
MAIM, Uen. Agent, Oxford Building, 183
Middle Street. Ho»m

on

or

a

VALVE.

>11,340

>10,500

1.000
1,600

1,070
1,500

1,000

2,000

2,000

Public Fuad, at .TIaiuc,

County of Adams, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1888...
Allen, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1890-1891
Benton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1889...
Clinton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road. 1888...
•<
Clinton, Ind., 6s, C. H.. 1888-1893.
Delaware, Ind.. 5s, C. H„ 1896-1903
«
DcWttt, 111., 6s, Fund, optional, 1900..
Hamilton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1888
••
Hancock, O., 6s, C. H., 1892-1894.
Hendricks, Ind.. 6s, Gravel Road, 1889
Macon, III., 6s. Fund. 1894.
Marlon. Ind., 6s, C. H.. 1898.
Miami, Ind.,6s.Gravel Road, 1888-1891
Putnam, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 18881891.
V-_.
OCHH", V/.t 03,

UIIU,

6,000

Total Public Funds out of If.
RAILROAD H03DN OWNED—

margin of

telegraph

a

St” BoSt°n»

AINEs7r»CHAR
—

2

per cent,

Specialty.

dkai.kbs

Ma9fom

DSO N & CO.

in

2,020

2,000

1.000
1.000
1.000
2,800
2,000
3.000
6,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,(00
2,000
1,000

1.010

1.000

1.000

1,000
1,000
2,800
2,000
3,000
6.COO
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000

1.000
2,800
2,000
3,000
5,800
1,020
1.000
800

2,240
2,260
1,000
1,660
2,000
4,200
1,100
1.600
1,000
1,000
1,120
1,040
6,260
2,080
1.000
1.000
1,000

1,600

2,000

4.000

1,000
1,600
1,000
1,000
1,000
l.ooo
6,000
2,000
1.000
1,000
1.000

out

of

A«

K.
113 glair

elO

3,000

3,000

600

600

1,800
1,000

1,800
1,000

500
2,000
2,000

2.000
2,000

1,000

1.000
500

1.000

2.000
2.000

AOAVl.a

A.

of timber
full assortment of sizes and
on Brown’s Wlmrf.
plauk In stock at our yard
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

Office 322 Commercial St.,
Police Notice.

620

400

3,600

3,000

400

Halae 0,000
Beal Estate Foreclosure.
LOANN ON PUBLIC FUNDS
Town of Norridgewock, bonds.
LOANN ON RAILROAD STOCK—
Winnisimmet.
LOANN ON CORPORATION STOCKBartlett Water Company. N. H.
Portland Gas Light Company......
West End Land Company, Portland.
LOANN TO I'ORPORATIONSCongregatlonal Parish.
LOANN ON BANK 8TOCKCanal National Bank, Portland.
TotalHauk Nlwck of

......

LOANN ON SAVINGS BANK BOOKSGorbam Savings Bank.
LOANN ON OTHER PERNONAL PROPERTYLOANS ON BOHTGAGEN Or BEAL ENTATECash deposited in Canal National Bank, Portland
Cash on Rand.

.000.00

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
R. R., 201 Washington St. (>. G. PEARSON,
Agent, S. F. & W. R’v 211 Washington St.,
OK

700.00

150

feb3

eod3m

FARE ONLY $1.00.
8.500.00

ISO
60

150

50

50

1460.00

900

900

000.00

325

225

100

100

for Pravideaer,
l’0'nirougfi 'tickets
New M ark, Ar.

60

INDIA WHARF. Boston evReturning,
ery week day evening at « o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Manager.
novltf
leave

Boston: Philadelphia

5*15.00
200.00

DIRECT

118,777.08

From

-i>

i'lfeWcx

package

low in the original
to close the estate.

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.
•

Portland, Me.
uti

TO BUILDERS

«tsconnectlngHnes,

St

Internationa!

!

STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHNN. B..HALIFAX N. S
N«w

will be received up to
Dom-

PROPOSALS
March the 26tli, for the erection of St.
SEALED
to

ISmoNwicIi, Nova Nc«Ua, Prise# Edward* I inland* nnd Cap# tfrrtna.

The Steamers of this Line will leave KailWharl. foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M., (or EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above conuectlous.
T^n .igh tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination.
Freight received up to 4.00 r. w.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foci
J. B. COYLE.
of State street.
Oen'l Manager.
uovl4dtf

NAIM STEAMSHIP COMPAQ
For NEW YORK.

church, according
drawings
uni.
specifications by P. W. Fora, Architect. Bos
The right to reject any and all proposals is reserved.
JNO. W. MURPHY, V. U„
84 State Street.
mar Id 1 w

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, ou Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LK,
Saturdays at 4 p.m.
*dtfGeneral Agent

REED, Clairvoyant

Physician.

sept21

•

DR.

and after September
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will

CASCO

jau14

m.

m.

Per Durham
m. and 1.30 p.

а.

Per
Par

1.30 p.

M.olr.nl

and.f btcaga, 8.46

m

Quebec 1.8" p. m
Buckflrld nnd Ccsfon, 8.45 A

m.

and

m.

AlfKIVAi.N.
Auburn.

8.4.* A A.

m.

12.1.* and <1.46 p. M.
.Montreal, 12.16 and

Prom Gorham. 8.4 .t
Prom Chicago nnd
б. 46 p. m.

in

Pram Quebec, 12.13 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OEPICEl

35 Eiohang* St, isdjtooo! root of Indio Streot
lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth June,
lion and Danville Junction as follows: To Clilcago, $21.00 and a 19.00; Detroit. *16.76 aud
*16 00; Kansas City, ( 2.50 anil *28.86; St.
Paul *32.50 and *28.00; St. Louis via. Drtroil,
*26.00and *21.26; Bt. Louis via. Chicago *28.60
and *24.90; California, *82.5o«iid*K3 7*.

ugdensourg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection* with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing (MONDAY, Oct. lO. ISM,
Aid until further notice, Pitssenger trains will
leave Portland as follows: s :l,i o.
lMiaotiiolin, for Bridgton. Fryeburg, No. ConFabyan’s, Bethlehem, Laneas-“-ter, Whitefleld, Littleton. Wells’ Rlver,

Montpelier,

Johnsbury, Newport,

Bt.

Sher-

brooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termcdlate stations. with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Standish, Umingtoit, Bebago, Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
10.33 a. ui. from Bartlett and way stations.
N.33 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, 8upC
CHA8. H. FOYK, G. T. A.
oct7dtf
Oct. 7.1887
_

Kuwford Falls & Bnekfidd Railroad.
Wialrr

lo Kfferl Jon. J
I NWS.

Arrangement

I,

Leave Portland, via O. T. Hallway, 8.45 a m.j
latwlstuu 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.60: arriving at W. Minot 11.15; K. Hebron 11,ho;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; llartlord

12,40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. in.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
H. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60; K. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30. 9.00 Am.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a m., 12.16 p. m.
STALK t'«33Kt'T103S,
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.20; Dtxfleld U.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also tor
Breituu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a m.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN.!Hunt.
land 12.16 p. m.
B. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
Jan23dtl

#

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R
ia

effect

Muntioj,

19M7*

WESTERN DIVISION.
Far Haatoa 7.30, 8.40 A m., 12.40, S.SL p. m.
Beslan far Perllaed 7.30. 8.30, a. m., 1.00.
4.00 p.m. (5.00 p. m. arriving Wa. Berwirtaat
8.00 p.m., connecting with 9.35 p. m. train for
Piai Pvisl,
Furl land ) Srar.ra Hrarb.
Mare. Hiddrfotd 7.30. 3. to, 10 26 ;t. m.. 3.30,
01.1 OrrbnrS. 7.30. 8.40,
•5.80, 6 15 p. m.
10.26 a. in.. 12.40.8.30. *6.30. 6.18 |>. in. Warlb
Brewirk.Urrni Fall., Horn 7.30. 8.40 AIA,
Kvetrv, flavrrbill,
12.40,3.30. •5.30 p. in.
Lsarrsi r, l.awrll, 7.30, 8 4(1 a. 11
12.40,
(teehr-ler Fariuiaataa. Allaa
8.30 ||. m.
Huy , 8.40 a !»., 12.40, 3.80 p. 10. Munehr.ser
and Com »r.l (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. tn.. (via 80.
Newmarket Junction! 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern I)lv. to Scarnoro Crossing.
.,

Ml* Ik ISA % TRAIN ll
lor Baaian 1.00, 4.16 p. hi. via East Dlv, to Fear
boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Far Baaian ntt2.00 a.m., dally,tO.Oo a ir,.. |1.00,
te.OO p. m. Boatan far t’artluud 7.30, 9.00 A
Cssr KH/am„ 12.30 p. m. (••*.00 p.m. dally
beih. 9.00 a. m. (5.30 p. in. West. I v. Pa s.)
Mura 9.00 a m., 1.00 p.m. Biddrrard 2.00, V OO
a.m., 1.00,6.00 p. ui. I'orl-moulh, lkewberypart, Maleiu, I,you 2.ti->, 9 iki a. m., 1.00, 6.00
p. in. Aosraburv u.ooa m.. 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
tConnects with Rati Lines for New Vori.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to 3c..rboro

Crossing.
Through Ticket*

tn all noiots West and Foulb
(or tale at Peitluail aiuiiuo TlrhelOBee and
Union TirUel«» are. (« KllSnsif ntreel
JAB. T. K KHFK, Ucu'l Manager.
BostoiW
D. J. FLANDERS, uni. P. A T. A.
M. L. WInLlAM.8, Genl Agent,

at

octaidtf__.rtlntid

EXHAUSTED VITA-.IT/.
A Ureal Medical Work far Young ud
Middle-Aged Men.

steamer
as

BAY STEAMBOAT

WEKti ISA V

nU

On

KNOW THYSELF.

printed.

j

and

After

TIJ1K T A BLE.
March

1st,

IMS.

_

Jlilliau Coplen Mnld.
Nana and Physical D-blbw p—-

Mere Thun One
" treat, upon

tun.ttiTnr.

nl

»,«!<

Blood^aod* th*i ,!SITir*d

Vl*'"

CO.

Leave Portlandfor Peak’s .45. 8.80,8.00 a. m.,
1. 6.0i', O.lo p. 111. Leave Portlaiul for Cushing’s Island 8.30 a. in., 6.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Long Island, Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethens 8.00 a m., 2.16 p. m.
C. W. T. G0D1NG, Gen’l Ageut.
marldtf
2

eodflui

.30 aud 8 45
A«Kiin ua«* l.ewistnn,
and 12 43 and 6.20 p. to.
bum, 8.45 a > and I.SOand 6.2op,

/

Per L«>

KthJZ^VrtSu'

Impurities m tSm

TSSlSife

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

W. W.
DAVIS Jt CO.. Kugravers, 43 West Street,
Boston. 20 samples and estimates sent tree,

INVITATIONS

foliawsi

dally

Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 8.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell. 7.16; Emit End,
Chebeague,7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00, H.pe Island 8.05; Lttlle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.t5 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr's Island
and all Inlermedia'e landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplddtf

WEDDING
or

run

Great

flUlE Port Clyde Marine Hallway has ocenthor
X OUghly rebuilt, and Is uow in readlucss Ui
take out all vessels in need ot repairs. All work
dispute'lied quickly and

engraved

a.

Co.
Harpswell Steamboat
l»th 1887.

To Vessel Owners.
_rt

ML.ANDM TKA.Bt'Ks.

On

Stven

and

—

road

Foss,

Clyde,

AND ALL FARTS OF

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

Medical Rooms 93 Fracklln St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat aud cure
them. 1 And that about four-fifths of the cases
up to die can he cured. Examinations at a
[stance by letter with their full name and place
1 of residence nad oue 2 cent
Exstamp and $2.00 free.
amination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 d. m._sepl4tl

ZoSltf

pi
a.

Penn. K. R., and
forwarded tree of com-

mlsslou.
Round Trig SIN.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
U. n. MA.yfPMON, A seal,
TO l.nng Wksrf, Bmlss.
gldtf

TTftStf

will he sold

m.

vjfflt

—

and Botanic

p.

rna

BMPABTlBKa.

wJ1 sallUnf vessel.
by the
for the

Jau 14

R. STANLEY & SON.

aiery Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boaion, 3
From Flue Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-hall the rale of

From PHILADELPHIA

8.008.30

..

DR. E. B.

LINE.

From BOSTON stary WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

•200 330 38

CONGRESS STREET.

On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stookof

STEAMSHIP

830 00

dealselling the abovr cigars by the single one at the rate that ordinary
ers pay by the thousand.

501

Lewell,

Worcester,

FRED E. RICHARDS, Bank Examiner.

Schlotterbeck

new

100.00

FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for

La Roma Londre,
La Roma Concha,
Straiton & Storm’s Bouquet
Solace Conchas.

Cabinets,

train. will

leave

Berconzys,

San Jnan,

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

DOMESTIC.

Elena Regalia,
Elena Concha,

inic’s

THE

130.00

!_CIGARS

Elena Londre,

feb7

WINTER AHK.tVGE.il ENTS.

•»••••••

*00

HOMUY, 3tv.28. 1NM,

after

and

Train. Arrive in Portland.

STEAMERS.

100

iitiuMir.ni'.^TN.

wnrut
On

_

from New York.

BOSTON

•22 391L37

IMPORTED,

VIA

MAVIPMON, IN. E. Agent,
201 Washington Mtreet.

A OK W

230,234.14

SURPLUS ABOVE ALL LIABILITIES,
ltate of interest charged on loans 6 per cent.
Annual expenses $900.00.
Securities are kept in the Safe Deposit Vaull, Portland.

are

ISO

6RA.M> TRIM RAILttAV OF C.\AI»A

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A..
J 8TEPH ENSON. Bupt.

3,(800.00

078,840.71

Depositors. Including Earned Dividend,
State Tax and Expenses...

We

8.600

of Klchuioad,
Summer City
CJAPT. WJI. I. DEMISOfl,
Will resnme her regular trips on Tuesday. March
6th (weather permitting), and thereafter until
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Fridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Returning, leave Machiasport Mondays and Thursdays at 6 o'clock A
m., connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. ra.
train for Pi ston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.
PAYBON TUCKER, General Manager.
F E. Bf*<>TIT«Y.Oen’l P iss aud Ticket Agt.
oct21dt*
Port lain Fib. 13. 18X8.

■i‘J Atlanlir Avenue, Ho.lou.

8,856,13

Due

CIGARS

9,300

PORTLAND, MT. OESERT & MACH'AS STBT CO.

Nov. 28.1887

STEAMSHIP CO.

200
200
850
850
118.777.08 118,777.08
6,182.97
6,182.97
2,516.53
2,516.63

Unpaid Accrued Interest.

S»«1HT1,ANP. Ml.

regular monthly meeting of the Police Examlnlng Board will be held at the Common
Council Hoorn, in the City Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING. March tl. 1888 at 7.30
FitANK W. ROBINSON, Chairman.
‘ltd
mar2

1,000

CO..

*trao»kip« tJATK Cl TV” nad “CITY
OF T14CO.V”every Till Kao aY. at J
P. VI.. from LEWIS IVHtKF,

1,600
1,000

8.000

m.

VIA

1.000
600

2,624
1,510

A

Limited Tickets, Aral and .croud class, fei
all petals in the Provinces es sale as reduced rules.

Freight and Passenger Line, Portland

11,800.00

1,600

*

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

11,800

BANK STOCK OWNED
Canal National Bank, Portland.
Casco National Bank. Portland.
Cumberland National Bank, Portland.
First National Bank, Portland.

lag train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.48 a. m.; Lewiston 8.60 a tn.; day trains
from Bangor at 18.40, 13.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath. Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60

Pram l.enlatss und

Nirrri, Car. Braad Ms., Baataa.

Ocean Steamship Co.

600
1.800

1 (Mlft

Bondi

3,000

Ru

12.16, 3.16, 5.46 aid 6.45 p.

dtf

Fast

700

875

Included, through to Bangor but not
on Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
ixter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

SAVANNAH

N

700

rou—

LINK

COLON.sails Saturday, March 10, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Urannan St*.
For Japna aud Chiaa.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday, March 3,
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or geueial information
to
or
address
the
General Eastern Agents.
apply

H. Eng., 8,000

6s. 1889-1896.
5s Debenture, 1894

Corpornlioa

4,000
2,000
2,000

follow.:

CONGRESS ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets *nd
baggage checks may be obtained (or principal
points East and West iNIgbt express with
sleeping car attached.runs every night Sundays
to Skowhe-

leave

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Fraacuc* via The l.lbmu. of
Pnaama.

1,000
1,000
1.000
5,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

4,000
2,120
2,000

will

and South Amerioa and Meiico.

1,000

100

as.,

California, Japan, China, Central

882,300.00

Total Railroad Bonds of llaiae, 3 800
4.000
Chicago & West Michigan 6s, 1 st Mort. 1921.
2,000
Detroit, Bay City & Alphena 6s, 1st Mort. 1913..
2,000
Oregon Short Line 6s, 1922...
Total Railroad Bonds

—

1.600

111

...

a.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP 00MPANT8

2,000
4,000
1.000

2,200
3,500

M.OO

at

Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. m.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken tor the above landings at low rates
Freight received aud delivered on the wharl by
W. H. Bohaiiou. Telephone No. 687 F.
A. MONTGOMERY. Pres.
JantSdtl

1,500

2,310
4,620

ao

Harbwr,
Conniy,
atrphra (Calais), Araoolaak
Prariaceo,
Hi. John. Halifax, aad the
m.
12.66
and
111.16
p.
12.60,
a ii trains timed as above from Commercial
street Station, stop at

East

Fug*, |tS'J,:iOU

& Kennebec 6s. 1890-1891.
Maine Central 7s, Consol, 1912.
Portland & Kennebec 6s, 1895 —.._100

—

A
and

11HE

2,000

Landings.
Every Matardny

ate

•I'"'"'

Androscoggin

SOITHUA PISE LUMBER. 410ForeSt.,
lengths
nynen.lt.1

1,060

1,080
8,030

2.200
3,600

Wntorr'tmiivin*

1,000
2,000
6,000
3,000
1,(>00
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
3,000

...

City of Akron, O., 6s. Street, 1888
•<
Canton, O., 6>As, Fund, 1890.
Cleveland, 0., 6s, Street, 1907
«
Columbus. O., 7s, City Hall, 1889.
Duluth, Minn.. 6s, 1907.
Evansvtlle. Ind.. 6s. Red. 1908.
Fort Wayne, ind., 6s, Fund, 1899
Fort Wayne, Ind., 6s, Water. 1900.
«<
Fremont, O., 6s. Water. 1898.
••
La Porte, Ind., 7s, Water. 1890.
Logansport, Ind., 5s, Water, 1896-1906..
■*
Logaasport, Ind., 6s, Fund 1889-1899....
Marietta. O. 8s, City Hall, 1888-1892.
Mansfield, O., 6s. Street Imp., 1888.
Newark, 0., Cs, Street, 1888.
Ottumwa, O., 6s, School District, 1897...
Pomeroy, O., 8s, Fund, 1892.
Sandusky, O.,7s, Water. 1890.
St. Louis, Mo., 6s, Sewer. 1888-1891.
Toledo, O., 7s, School, 1890
Wausau. Wis., 6s, Water. 1905.
Zanesville, ().,4Mj s, Fund. 1903.
Zanesville, O.. 4s Fund. 1892.

Company

2,000
2,600

2,600
1,000
2,000
6,000
3,120
1,000
3,120
1,000

3,000
1,000
3,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
8,000

Shelby, O.. 6s, C.H., 1889.
St. Louis, Mo., 7S. Jail, 1888.
VauWert, O., 6s, C. H., 1888.
Vigo, lad., 6s. C. H., 1906.

««

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Krankliu Wharf every Tuesday ul N.:W
u. u... for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and Pemaqutd.
Every Friday at W..'IO a. «... will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemanuld every Wedarsday at 7.00 a. na. for Portland and Intermedi-

1,500

2,020

RACE.

ENTERPRISjHJAPT. ALFRED

STEAMER

9,300.00

2,000
2,000
2.500
1.000
2,000

..

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

910,300.00

99,300

JOSH i'll CLKAUY, Manager,

H

ESTIMATED
AND
CHARGED OS BOOKS.
MARKET VALVE.

RESOURCES.

*•

Portland

STEAMER

9,261.61

PUBLIC FUNDS OWNED—
United 8tates Bonds, 4V4s, coup. 1891. >10,500

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

s?pl2COngr°S8

27,

$266,550.58

‘A._dec20eodttni

MM YORK STOCKS
Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

CITY OK RICHMOND will resume
her route between Portland. Macnlasport,
and Intermediate landings the coming week, leaving Portland on her Hrst trip TUESDAY EVENING, March 6th, at 11 o’clock.
Owning to Ice, the steamer will not make landings at either Deer Isle, Sedgwick, or Millbrldge.
and freight will not be received at present for
cither of these points.
Prompt notice will be given as soon as the boat
is able to touch at the three places mentioned. It
Is hoped aud expected that the Ice will break up
within two weeks from this time, so that all of the
landings on the route can be made.
PAYBON TUCKER,
General Manager.
marSdgt
1888,
March
3rd,
Portland, Me.,

1888.

......

PAR

PAINs

PORTLAND WATER COMPANY.

_

Spoken.

DEATH

eod&wnrni4mcTu

TO THE

BANK,

Profits.5,871.83

.....

^

cmct,

p'piiTTM'F'r./ro>t?c«2af»

Flint, Warren, Lubee for do, (and sailed )

PORTLAND MT. DESERT &
MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.

—

flj’KsTieyitiAii' on: qtceipr or

Belle Higgins, Skolfleld. Doboy for
Bath; Stella Lee, Treat, Portland for New York ;

THE

Deposits.$251,417.14

....

Take

HTEA.Tlt.KK.

LIABILITIES.

Twtal
the Genuine.

Portland, Hf.

JOSEPH RIDLON, President.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Treasurer.

Presque Isle Water Company. 6s, 1st Mort. 1907
Richmond Water Company 5s, 1st Mort., 1906..,
Railroad Equipment Company 6s, 1891-1894

25 CENTS

for do.
Ar 3d, sells

28. off American Shoal, ship Lydia Skolfleld, from New Orleans for Havre.
March 2. about 30 miles 8 of Cape Henry, sch
Belle O’Neil, Buller, from Fernanulna for Bal-

FEBRUARY

after (MONDAY, Ocl 21, 1**7.
Fsaengrr Train, will leare

Ankara and
l.rwi.ioa, 8.30 a. m.,
ria Bruns12.60 4.60 p.
m.; l.rwiataa
a.
12.66
7
’>6
in..
111.16 p.m. For Balk,
wick,
7.06 a. in., 12.66 and 4.66 p. m and on Saturttoehlaad and
d, ys only at 11.16 p. m.
Knox aad 1,18.018 K. K.. 7.06 a. m. and
Dardiarr
llnlloin.,
Braaowick,
12.66 p.
wrll, and Aagu.ta, 7.05 a. m., 12.56, 4.66
ria
l.ewism.
Fnrnslngton
and 111.16 p.
lon, 12.60 p. in.; ria Braaawiek, 7.06
Vloamouih, W in
111. and 12.56 p. m.
a
thr.p, BrudArld, Oakland aad Nartk
Anson, 12.60 p. in.. Wnlerrille and nkow
hegaa, Tin l.ewi.ioa. 12.60, via Aaguota,
7.06 a. m„ 12.65 and 111.16 p. m„ and WnterBelfast
Tille Saturdays only 4.56 p. m.
12.50 and 111.16 p. m.
Dexter,
and
Bangor via l,ewiotoa. 12.60 p. m.; via
Augaata, 7.06 a. in., 12.66 and 111.16 p. m.
Bangor A PiocalnquU B. R., 7.06 a.m.,
and tll.16 p. m. Ellrwotih aad Bar
SI.
p. m.
111.15 and 12.65

froods

Opp. Preble Honse.

SAVINGS

GORHAM,

Vrvruruu

__

Feb

GORHAM

Northern Banking Company,

Cld 6th, sch Morancy, Wass, Portland, to load
for West Indies.
Passed Highland Light 3d, schs T P Dixon, and
Sarah A Blaisdeli, from Maine ports bound west.
SALEM—Sid 3d. schs T P Dixon, Torrey, from
Rockland for New York; Win Rice, Gregory,do

Bums, New Orleads.
lu port Feb 16, sell J A Hatry, Green, lor Pearling, Miss.
Ar at Tampico Feb 27, sch Jos Farwell, Duffy,
Mobile.
Sid im Curacoa Feb 22, sch Marion Hill. Armstrong, Maracaibo.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Feb 2Uth, sell C H Foster,
Coombs, Mobile.
Ar at St Thomas Feb 21st, barque Sbawmut,
Small, liemarara.
Ar at Cardenas Feb 28th, sell Viola Beppard,
Smith, Boston.
Sid 27t)i. seb Nellie E Rumball. Kumball, Philadelphia; sell Nantasket, Richardson, do.
Sid fm Matanzas Feb 27tli, sch Grace Bradley,
McIntosh. New York.
SIU fin Bermuda Feb 26. sch Luella A Snow,
Rowe, (from New York) for Rockland.

I

Congress St.

STATEMENT OE THE STANDING AND CONDITION OF

Talal

On and

The Ladles who are in the habit of going to Boston to buy Children’s Suits
should postpone their visit until we
hate our Children’s Department openOn this occaing about April 1st.
sion we shall show some of the finest
ever brought into New
Engand, and on which purchase they cau
stay at home and save from 50 cents
to $2.50 on each -:uit.

CLARK, {IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Iowa Loan & Trust

bokeu.

Fannie

482

at a great

■

■

RAILROAD STOCK OWNED—
Portland & Rochester.
CORPORATION ROADS OWNED—
Augusta Water Company 6s, 1917.
Indianapolis Water Works 6s. 1911.

liawken for do.
In port 3d. schs

Neponset,Griffin. New York for
Bostou; O M Marrett, Willey, from Port Johnson
for Portland.
..
HYaNNIS—Ar 2d, sch J Kennedy, Bunker,
New York for Calais.
In port, sch Eliza Levenseller, from New York
for Portland.
HYANNIS-Ar3d. sch Helen, Jameson, Weeliawken for Rockland.
Outside 4th, Steamtug Knickerbocker, wall
barge Washington, from New York for Portland.
PROV1NCETOWN—In port 4th. sells Duu lass
Hayues. Dunton, New York for Salem; Emma8
Briggs, Gray, do for Boston; CLas E Scars,NAllen,
York
do For Eastport; Mary Langdcu. Strout,
for Rockland; Rebecca M Walls, Truss, Matanzas
Portland.
for
BOSTON—Ar 3d, sch Aim E Stevens, Tice, Ho-

5.50
4.50
Putnam

•
7.50 Ulsters at
100 pairs genuine All Wool
Pants, sold everywhere at $4.50, never sold by us at less than $3.75, to be
sold at
The best bargain iu the State of Maine.
72 cents.
$1.25 Cardigan Jackets at
The best 50 cent Unlaundered Shirt iu
38 cents.
the city at

ty

t%

VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 3d, barque Daisy
Reed. Mitchell, Havana for Boston.
Ar 4th. sch Canton, Whittier, Ponce for Bostou.
lu port, barque Daisy Beed; schs Canton, Ira D
Sturgis, and Hyue.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 2d, schs Hunter. Whitten,
Hoboken for Rockland; Sardinian. Lord, Wee-

_J.

For

100 pairs Boys’ Knee I’ants sold everywhere and never before sold by us at
less than 50 cents a pair, at only 25c.
N’ot over two pairs to one customer.
100 dozen 25 cent Braces at 11 cents.
We shall have the largest and BEST assortment of Clothing this vear by far
that we have ever had, and our prices
will be AWAY DOWN.

$12.00

at

Ulster

or

an

City of Belfast 6s, R. R„ 1898.
Town of Norridgewock 6s, R. R„ 1892-1900.

She Tried and Knows,

Newbury,

_

ce^idobrytidvS:Vislor25

I PL ASTER

York;

VoKFOLK—Sld

speedjijeure.

r,w
Mailed Oil receipt of price
F
°*'°* ®* ‘io*d" ,n
Trade mark. Patented
& Co., General Agents, Boston
eod6m-nrm
nuvl

4th. sell Liuah C Kaminski,
"cHaRLESTON—Ar
New
Genevieve, Haley, FhilaWoodbury,

$20.50 Ulsters
$8.50 Ulsters at
8#

Spot Cash Clothier.

_

Cld 2d, sch Lena R Storer, Dutch, Asplnwall.
APA LAC »i ICO LA—Cld 2d, sch Nellie K Sawyer, Arey, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 2d, sch Lillian, Hamilton,

Overcoat
Reduction in Price.

purchase

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F.

SEATTLE—In port 25th, ships Jos B Walker,
Wallace, for Sail Francisco, ldg; Erlccson, Sawyer, and Highland Light. Sawyer, for do; Ivanhoe, Carter, and John A Briggs, Balcli, do; Jos S
Spinney, Curling, disg.
TACOMA—In port 26th. ships Levi O Burgess,
Rock, for San Diego ; Indiana, Morrison, for
Great Britain; barque Normandy, Tukey, for San
Francisco.
Sld 26th, ship Samaria,
SAN FRA NCISCO
Snow, Antwerp.
Also sld 25th, ship Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf,
Seattle.
Sld 26th. ship John R Kelley, Gibbous, Manila
Cld 3d, ship Alex McNeil, David, Honolulu.
GALVESTON—Sld 6tb, sell Cephas Starrett,
Simmons, Apalachicola.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 2d, brig H C Sibley, Hicli-

born, Asplnwall.

Transfer,

trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and So tub
m ty he had of 8. H. HKI.LEN,Ticket Agent, Portland ft Rochester Depot At foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’a
W. FBTKK8 Snot.
oct22dtf

%

Now is the time to

OomeRtlc Ports.

Boyd.

GOODS !

lion

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

—

Nanaimo.

(1.00,

.OO

(“Steamer Maryland Koute”) for Philadelphia,,
Baltimore Waohiuglow, and the Woulia, 11 il

FURNISHING

GENTS’

Jennie F

Willey, Chadwick, (from Friendship) for Norfolk;
Ferine, Reed, (from Wlscasset) for BosSod.

*.,
p. m.

ai

For Xiirfar.pp.,('Hu!liH laud •fill*, wfi*
hroo!: Junction ami IS'oodford’o at 7
and 10.00 a. ■»., 1.00. l.OO, O.'JO aid
(mixed) •tl.TO p. m.
For Furr.l .4 rune (Demon) lOOOu.n..,
(1:00 and tf.JO p. ui.
Tbe ■ .oo p. m. train from F inland connects at
Aper Janet, with lloaouc I ni.rl Itowle fi*l
the West, and at I’wioa Depot, Xforeesier, f: I
New York via Norwich l.iur, amt oil rail,
vtaMpriagtteld, also with N. V. A N. V. H. I*

PROM OCR CORRESPONDENTS.

schs

(mixed)

»•

ROCKPORT, March 5—Ar, sch Wm J Lermond
Hupper. Portland, to load tor New Orleans.

6-Bld,

j"

**’"•“***!**'

...

Lermond, Hupper, Kockport, to load
for New Orleans—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
SAILED—Sells Fred Jackson, Sarah Eatou. W
J Lermond.

KA8T BOOTHBAY. Feb

TR/'MS.

Wwrce.ler, • llol-o. Av«*
» ,,JW
Ifashun, Wiadbaui Md #►»!■*
M*
•. ua. jilld 1.00 i»
%fr»«k
NoftK
*fld
pot*tt
Far tliincht*!* » I o»car«l,
at 1.00 p. n.
For Kochcolrr,
1-00
boro, and Naco H»*rr a! 7.JO «.

Willard, Wood’s HoU—

&Scn Wm J

gro nd ld660®7 00

BWSW75W

AflflABGEMtDT-OF
and ftfler
Passenger Trams will
On

For

Bell Mary Elizabeth, Dunton. Boothhay.
Sch John M Plummer. Orchard, Georges, with
45,000 lbs fish. Split foresail and vessel is covered with ice.
Cleared.
Brig Nellie Crosby, McKinnon, Buenos Ayres—
Frank Dudley.
8cb Etna. Reynolds, New York—Portland Kerosene Oil Co.
Sell Saran Eaton, New York—Rumery, Birnle

Paint*.

22 Pure

Portland & Rochester R. It

MONDAY, March 6.
Arrived.
Eleanora, Bennett, New York—mdse

_

51 Tin7*1 Straits.

FROM

Kjwder
tooth WHTETHE
BREATH SWEET II

900100

Am calf.

I.umber.
Rio. roasted
22®22%l
‘South pine,30 00@40 00
.lava do_28 @30
IClear pine—
Cooperage.
Hbhd shooks and lids— I Uppers. S56®866
Mol. citv.. .1 60®1 761 Select .8450866
Sug. city... 96@106l Fine common$36®$42
Bug. s’dshk 500 701 Spruce.8130*14
I Hemlock.8110812
P ne sugar—
Box shooks
@ 46! Clapboards—
I Spruce. X...f28®$80
S mar Heading—
Spruce 36 in 18® 201 Clear.826@828
Pine
18® 20 2d clear.$200823
20l Not.$16@$16
Hard pine
221 Pfne. $250850
Mol. heading
Hoops—
I Shingles—
Newl4ft
$261 X cedar... 8 6o@3,76
Old
82008281 Clear cedar.." j0@3 26
XNol.... 2000260
Short do 8 ft $10®$121
7 ft
$31 No 1 cede .1260176
Pop’r staves $12g$14! Hnruce. ...1 2501 60
12!l.Htii«—
Suruee rough
I spruce— 2 00®2 16
OaKbUU
l.ime—ieursl.
staves
*12 £00*1411
1 06
Lime 41 cask..
Heritage.
150
! Auutr’nt) lb
11 @12 Cement.

Bullion.. ?
iimunurm.
.YiailMIH
lZVgiyiOYt
Standard...' >*<*? j Manilla Bolt Hope 14
uStar, p gross
Union Con. .4 oo
I Dingo. 39®
Kussi do
10® 17

pork tongues

was

_

,,

iag
Northwestern pref.
Adams Emress.‘*9
!07
Am. Express.
BostoD Air Llne.pief. 98
Bulln (to k Cedar ltaplds. 26

CLARK’S

OF PORTLAND

<

SEATTLE— Ar 21st, barque Gen Fairchild,

H Mxd Core.
66066
Sugernim
i
low ..rades.2 76®3 76,Coen, bag lots.. .68069
.'Meal bag lots ,.65®‘.6
£ Spring and
44046
XV Spring..416*4 38|Oats, car lots
I Oats, bag lotf
Patent Spring
46047
Cottonseed.
Wheats.: Vi60
i car lots..24 ,c®26 50
Mich.straight
roller .4 6004 76! do bag .26 600*0 00
clear do..-.4 26,a4 60 Saek’dBr’u
stone trotuM 26 *4 361 car tots. .23 00024 00
do bag. ..24 00026 00
,St Louis'st’gt
roller.. 4 7505 OOMlddl ngs. 24 0002o 60
ciear .. 4 75»4% Ido bag lots,26 00027 00
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patent,".6 00*6 26|Pork—
...18 00018 60
Backs
I
Fish.
I Clear.... 17 60018 00
Ood.
qtl—
narge Shore 41404 601 Mess. ...16 76016 00
Large iiank4 bo a, 5 oOi BeefSmall.3 2503 761 Kx Mess. 8 00® 8 60
9 0009 26
Pollock.2 6003 261 Plate....
I ExPlate 9 50010 00
Haddock.
Hake. 2 0002 261 LardTubs 4’ t»..8® 8V4c
Herring
Tierces.... 8® 8V4C
bx. 18018c|
scaled
No 1. 110161 Palls.8V«@9V4C
Hams t> it 10%®11V4
Haoxerei Vbhl—
1
Shorels.18 00020 OOI do coveredllV4011%
Snore 2s.16 00017 00!
Oil.

Urge

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

NEWS,

UUsTK

from Havana lor

European Markets.

AT«! i'J

—[Charles Lamb.

00.

following
Grain, Provisions, &c.:

Leo’ral.VJJ%
I 42
CalilorulaSoutbein ttallroad.
Boston *

60®12

Receipts—Flour, 2000 hbls,;wheat 9,000 bush,
8,900 hush.*oats 1.000; bush, barley |4,b00
bush,rye OOOO busli.
Siupmeuts—Hour 9,000 bbls, wheat 4,000
bush, :oru 16,600; bush, oats 1,600 bush, barley
4,000 bush,rye 0.000 bush.
DETROIT,March 6 |l*88.-Wheat—No 1 White
at 87c:'No 2 Red at 80Vic. Corn—No 2 at 62Vic.
Oats—No 2 at 33Vic.
Wheat—receipts 3600 bush.
NEW ORLEANS. March 6 1888.—Cotton Is
irregular; middling 911-16C.
SAVANNAH, March 6, 1888.—Cotton Is quiet;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, March 6. l888.--Cjtton at a
stand; middling lOVic.
MEMPHIS. March 6, 18H8.-OotL.u Is quiet;
middling at 9%<.
MOBILE,March 6, 1888.—Cotton nominal; mid
..■him 9%c.
corn

iSur"

Mexican,Central..
New

10

The

ar< itwim
the
AHl-Vl
C. 3. A G. *124%
90%
Atcii.. IVpekaland Hants Ke Railroad.
Mexican Central It 7s.
13%
Mexican Central.
215
Boston* Maine It
225
Hell te’enbone..
New York and
dmref
Wisconsin

Pork steady and in better demand.
Beef quiet,
l.ard is higher and firm; only moderately active;
Western steam part at 8 06, closing at 7 97Vi®
8 00; city steam at 7 66 ;refined quiet at 7 90 for
Continent; 8 A 8 76. Huuer Is quiet and steady.
(:hrr>« firm; demand light.
FreishU to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. March 6. 1888.—Flour is quiet and
steady. Wheat higher; No 2 Spring 761407914 ;
No Bed at 81% c. Corn stronger; No 2 atfilVa®
51%c. oatsfirm—No 2 at 29V403Oc. No 2 Rye
at 69c.
Barley—No 2 at 77@82e. Provisions are
weaker—Mess Pork at 13 76. Lard 7 6214. Dry
sailed shoulders at 6 00®6 lOjshorc clear sides at
7 60@7 62Vi. Whiskey 1 16.
Receipts—Flour, 22,000 bbls; !wheat, 2,2000
bush; corn 16,100 bush; oats 63,000 bush; rye
3000 hush ;barley,81,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. ;i8,000 bbls; wheat, 1,000
bu:corn, 104.0(Xj;bush ;oals,68,000 bush :rye 2000
bush, barley 24,000 hush.
ST. LGUlB.Maroh 6,1888—Flour Is active and
strong; XXX at 2 4002 60; patents 4 10i®4 26.
Wheat firm and higher; No 2 Red at 81Vi®82c.
Corn higher at 4t)a4«V4c. Oats higher at 30140
30Vic. Rye 60c bid. Barley dull al 76Vi®9oc.
Whiskey at 1 00. Provisions weak. Pork 14 T2Vi.
Lard at 7 3007 36. Dry salted meats—shoulders
6 76; long clear at 7 12Vi ; clear ribs 7 26@7 30;
short clear at 7 37Vi*7 46. Bacon—shoulders at
6 37 Vi ; long clear 7 7607 80; clear ribs 7 87Vi
Hams steady
®7 96; short clear at 8 00®8 10.

__

};;; g»«‘g
u A

IUII IKUII**.

midCELLANEOIIi.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 6.
B 34
Bun rises.6
Hlirh water
water l.
8un sets.5 361 H|K11
|. 6 22

fur

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

KuclaDd

—

_

Boston Stock Market.

—[Joanna Baillle.

A
A

June.
62%
62%
51%
61%

COHN.

A fleeting moment of delight
I sunned me In her cheering sight.
(lr lingering in the falling dew,
When looks were fond ami words

May.

80%
80%
80%
80%

76%
75%
75%

Highest....

Lowest.

BONDS.

_tW. Wordsworth.

Imparting in its glad embrace
Beauty to beauty, grace to
For

June
8JI
81%
80%
80%

WHEAT.

orrs Island. 8. C. Prince St Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews. R. H. Burnham St Win.
H. Hyde.
SHccarappa.W. B. Bootliby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick St Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Bo. Bails. A. M. Gerry.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skowhegan—Bfxby & Buck.
Thotnaaton, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, A. B. Vlnal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

Her eyes

May.

Mcb.

S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
^Norway,
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg,

Like t

_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

very uuiet ; No 2 at tiOVicelev. Oats—receipts
0600 busli, exports
bush; sales 11,800 bush;
higher more doing; No 3 at 38c; do White 30Vu4
40c; No 2 at 3814088% c; do White at 40%®41;
No 1 White at 48e;Mixed Western 38040: White
do 40,a46c.
Coffee—fair Itio nominal. The »Bniarket is quiet and easy; refined is dull; C
Vic; Kxtia C 6Vic; White Extra C6%S6’/ic:
Yellow 614c; off A 6 94-100®6c; standard A 6 636;Mould A 7c ;Confectioners A 6% ; cut loaf and
crushed 7% c; uowdered 7c; granulated at 6% c:
Cubes 7c. Heirol«u«i steady—united at 93% c.

medical
i7 Vir i't
II. PARK Ml, •! IK, loniuhin' Phv
WJI.
Rrlan, Ki whom ill order* should b« tddrmmmd

mvin_
fT*TTT C» T>

rl I llo

1

A
4

V

17 la1 f>
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THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH

Republicans Obtained

The

0.

Mayor

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mari iuer & Co.—Now Orleans Molasses.
Free—A 26-Fnge Illustratedlaper.
You Enow—Tlio Van Buren Co.
Come lo Beatrice, Nebraska.
Savinas Bank Book Lost.
New York Life Ins. Co.
Kllakoir—Stone & Co.

Largest
Seven

Majority

Chapman’s

imrSKTIMHMKim ro-»»A4.

W. F.

Sweep-

a

ing Victory Yesterday.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NKM

election.

the

tho

Record.

on

Republican

Aldermen

and

Secured.

Sixteen Councllmen

Mayor Chapman’s Majority
Against 898 Last Year.

CamiUiers-4.

The
Arc free from all crude and irritating
mallei'. Concentrated medicine only. Carter's
Little Liver Fills. Very small; very easy to take;
no pain; no griping; no purging.
Try them.
dCkwlw
marfl
_

today F. 0. Bailey & Co., will sell
at house 642 Cougress street, housliold lurnlture
consisting in part of carpets, stoves, chamber sets
bedding, gold, watch, show cases, wagon, &c. see
a. in.

auction column.
HOW

MEN DIE.

If we know all the methods of approach adopted by an enemy we are the better enabled to ward
off tlie danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes inevitable. In many instances
the inherent strength of the body suffices to enable It to oppose tlie tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs » ill make all
the difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon tlie first symptoms of
a Cough, Cold, or any trouble ot the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well known remedy—
It will
Boschee’s German Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, what thousands say of it, to be the “benefactor of any home.”
novl-dlycT

municipal

contest

sided one from the

IS37

WINSLOW PACKINC COMPANY.
The Company Compelled to Suspend
and Cen. C. P. Mattocks Assigns.
This Vicinity Liable to
Suffer by the Suspension.
In

suspended yesterday,compelled (Jen. Charles
P. Mattocks, its president, who is endorser
on a large amount of its paper, to assign.
He has conveyed nil his estate, real and per
sonal, to Hiram Knowlton and Charles Dunn,
Jr., foi the equal benefit of all his creditors.
We learn from outside parties that the
paper of tlie firm is for tlie most part with
the First National and Canal National banks.
The factories
The amount is not given.
were valued at $300,000 and have a bonded
It is reported that tlie
debt of $100,000.
paper of the banks is all secured by goods
belonging to the company such as tinplate
in storehouse, etc. What the liabilities and
assets are

uen.

juhhocks auu

me

the Winslow Company, and the creditors of
Gen. Mattocks will soon be called. Everybody will regret the suspension and sympathize with Gen. Mattocks who is so high-

ly esteemed in the community. We are glad
to learn that there is very little money owed
in this vicinity.
The present company of which Charles P.
Mattocks is president was organized in 1882.
The company has corn factories located at
Bridgton, Buckfield, Camden, Canton, Peering, Fairfield, Farmington, Hiram, Mechanic
Falls, Norway, Oakland, Raymond, Wilton
The company has lobster
and Baldwin.
factories at lloothbay and Camden in Maine,
Bay of Islands and Sober Islands, Nova

number,

Vote for Mayor.
1887.

^

Besides the factories mentioned a large
number of outside factories have been controlled and operated on contract.
The prospects of the concern for the coming year seemed to indicate a successful
business. General Mattocks, by maintaining in the courts, the right to the sole use of
the Globe labels by his company had given
an impetus to the business whicli resulted in
an increased deuiand for the product of the
factories and

a

higher price

for the

goods.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Mild, partially cloudy day yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Milliken left yesterday on an extended southern trip.
The schooner John Plummer landed about
45,000 pounds of fish yesterday. Other than
this there were no arrivals.
Young men are invited to the students’
prayer meeting at the Y. M. C. A. rooms
this afternoon at 4.45 o’clock.
A. F. Pow of Littleton, N. II., and N. B.
Palton of this city, will build a $5000 creamery in the former place.
The regular monthly meeting of the Woman’s Indian Association will be held this
Tuebday aftcrnovn, March Gth, in the chapel
of the State street Congregational church at
3 o’clock. All interested are invited.
Rev. Henry Blanchard will lecture on
“Christ’s Entry into Jerusalem,” this evening at 7 30 o’clock, in the vestry of the Congress Square church. All persons interested

cordially invited to attend.
Shepley Camp aud the Ladies’ Aid helped
Mr. George A. Crockett celebrate his 21st
birthday lust evening, at the residence of his

are

father on Monument street. The party was
Mr. Crockett was
a very pleasant one.
made the recipient of a number of handsome

I

go
»
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Wards

:

Ward 1.498
Islands 1. 44
Islands 2. SI
Ward 2.287
3 .C23
4 .441
6.524
6 .563
7 .722

404
17
19
552
288
481
281
296
232

|
»

g

S'

38
O
9
19
49
63
31
63
43

«

:

;

373

442
47
19
444
531
492
407
468
694

Total.3.743 2.660 296

14
48
289
291
224
214
246

236

tl
0
o
1
4
15
3
9
1

3604 1934 33

Majority' for Chapman 898 in 1887.
Total vote G588 in 1887.
Majority for Chapman 1537 in 1888.
Total vote 5471 in 1888.
Ward

Tickets.

Alderman—Gatley, 572; Wyer, 274.
Councilmen—Higgins, 504; Floyd, 521;
Jordan, 523; Donahue, 265; Harper, 276;
Parker, 287; Clarke, 43; McDonald, 43; Gibson, 44.

Warden-Goding, 514; Welch,
Clerk—Monroe, 525; Parker, (270; scattering, 1.
Constables—Heath, 524; Field, 525; Larkin, 275; McCallum, 282.
School Committee—Crandall, 501; Birnie,
329; scattering, 2.
284.

ISLAND ONE.

Alderman—Gatley, 47; Wyer, 14.

Councilmen—Higgins, 47; Floyd, 46; Jordan, 46; Donahue, 6; Harper, 7; Parker, 7;
Clark, 8; McDonald, 8; Gibson, 8.
Warden—Clarke, 9.

Cierk—Larkin,

9.

ISLAND

TWO.

The New York Life.

Whatever other business lags, Life Insurdoes not. At least no falling off, hut
rather a large increase all along the line is
shown by the annual report of the New
York Life Insurance Company, published in
The yearly business of
another column.
this great institution would make a larger

ance

company than the total busines of many of
its competitors. Its wonderful growth dates
back from 18G3. when the present president,
Mr. William II. Beers, became active in its
then had less than three
million dollars in assets, and a surplus barely sufficient to entitle it to confidence. During the next ten years it nearly multiplied its
assets by ten, and, as the results showed,was
in better condition when the panic came to
endure the prolonged strain that followed
that memorable year than any other company In the country, for It lost a smaller proportion of its business, and was the first to
spring forward into an increasing business
as times became better.
Its growth during
the past ten years has been marvellous, its
assets now exceeding eighty-three million
dollars, of which nearly twelve millions is
surplus by the new State standard, which
took effect January 1,1888, while its new insurances for 1887 were over one hundred
million dollars. Full details of the year’s
business will be found in the report itself
which will repay perusal.

management. It

scatter-

Councilmen—Higgins, 23; Floyd, 22; Jordan, 22; Donahue, 8; Harper, 8; Parker, 9;
Clarke, 38; McDonald, 36; Gibson, 38; scat3.

Warden—Jones, 25; scattering,|1.
Clerk—Trefethen. 25; scattering, 1.

Constables—Heath,

;

Field,

;

8; McCallum, 8; scattering, 2.

Larkin,

School Committee—Crandall, 54; Birnie, 9;
scattering, 1.
ward two.

Alderman—Cunningham, 453; McGowan,
342; Billings, 25; scattering, 3.
Councilmen—Snowman, 318; Haggett, 335;
Dow, 335;|liowe, 47G; Gallagher, 471; Coyne,
469; York, 32; Cochling, 32; Blake, 32; scattering, 5.
Warden—Blake, 338; Kehoe, 458; scatter-

ing,

2.

Clerk—Eastman, 338; Kerrigan, 457; scattering, 1.
Constables—Sterling, 337; Hughes, 337;
Guun, 458; Feeny, 458; scattering, 1.
WARD THREE.

Alderman—Tukesbury, 510; Sawyer, 344;
Skillings, 80; scattering, L

Councilmen—Laughlin, 605; Smart, 550;
Tompson, 604; Fossett, 254; Feeney,! 246;
Williams, 251; Sanford, 79; Delano, 80;
Skillings, 82; scattering, 1.
Ward"en—Carney. 585; Dresser, 241; Hersey, 83; scattering *1.
Clerk—Strickland, 574; Cuddyer, 239; scattering, 1.
Constable—Merrill, 597; Stevens, 607; Foxter, 250; Batchelder, 241; Porter, 84.
School Committee—Crosley, 591; Holden,
258; Pearson, 79.
WARD FOUR.

Alderman—ltedlon, 459; McMahon, 298;
Hamblen, 65. Scattering, 4.
Couucilmen—Ulmer, 366; True, 409; Murphy, 406; Callahan, 351; Conley, 316; Melaugh,
333; Norton, 7G; Chase. 71; Parker, 70. Scattering, 16.
Warden—I-Jbby, 417; Flaherty, 319; Kimball, 67. Scattering, 6.
Clerk—Douglass, 417; Donavan, 236; Libby. 70; scattering, 6.
Constables—Crowell, 419; Sawyer, 41G;
Hall, 219; Smith, 224. Scattering, 9.
WARD FIVE.

Alderman—Smith, 508; Dilling, 3; Deering, 182.
Councilmen—Hand, 492; Peck, 493; Sylvester, 493; Slmw, 139; Burleigh, 139: Cressey, 137; Lewis, 67; Batchelder, 68; Bent, 67.
Warden Chapman, 491; Rogers, 139.
Clerk—Carrows, 492; Roberts, 139.
Constables—Merrill, 467; Thrasher, 468;
Sweetser, 136; O’Brien. 138. Scattering, 2.
School Committee—Ring, 493; Gordon, 139.
ward six.

Alderman—Shaw,549; Cusliing,167; Hobbs,
Merrill

TiipItof

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
—^

*
•

17

Mnllup
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Black,
conf-

tering, 3.

Warden—Drummond, 531; Freethy, 185;

scattering, 2.
1.

Clerk—Strout, 529; Welch, 186; scattering,

Constables—Ray, 477; Lincoln, 476; Sears,
184; Graffam, 186; L. S. Kay, 52; S. B. Lin-

coln, 53; scattering, 3.

WAHD SEVEN,

Alderman—Ilobbs, 650;
Burrowes,|60.

McGregor, 154;

Counci linen—McGlau iliu, 650;

elect them.

Oeering.
The

Dcering

town

meeting opened

at 9

a. in.

C. A. W’oodbury (Republican) was chosen
moderator, by a vote of 84 to 61.
It was decided by a small majority,that the
board of selectmen should consist of three
instead of seveu.
It was voted that there should be a supervisor of schools, and F. E. C. Robbins was
unanimously elected to that position.
It was voted not to have a street commissioner.
The articles of the warrant relating to a
sewer from Deering bridge were referred to
tlie selectmen, who are to report to the town
It was also decided
on or before July 1.
that a committee should be appointed by the
moderator, to make a survey of the whole
town that is in need of sewerage and report
In like manner.
An article relating to the purchase of lot
and building of school house at Oakdale was
referred to a committee which is to report at

adjourned meeting.
The proposition in regard

an

to a town hall
referred to the

on line of horse
committee on town hall appointed last year,
with instructions to report at au adjourned
was

meeting.

Portland-L. E. Brown it al to K. C. Kicliards,

Brunswick—B. F. Groves to Carrie E. droves

day morning.

F. O. Pride. *1, etc.
Windham—K. C. Morton to F. O. Pride. *1, etc
F. H. Bordy ct al to E. C. Morton. #1 etc.

dray—8.1, .skillings

lo

exhibited in the Mockridge concert, which will be given at City
Mr. Mockridge’s
nail tomorrow evruing.
An Exchange,
abilities are well known.
is

interest

Eichberg Quartette, says:
“At the Meionaon, ou Monday night, the
Eichberg Quartette, former pupils of Mr.
Julius Eichberg, who have recently returned
from Berlin, where they have been studying
in Joachim’s school, were heard in Haydn’s
quartet, op. 64, No. 3, and Mozart’s in D mi'1 lie playing was full of refined charm,
nor.
marked intelligence, and genuine artistic
sympathy with the works performed. The
of the

voung ladies showed their admirable schooling in an mey mu. iney piay wen wigewier
and with a delightful unanimity of sentiment. It was a pleasure of no common order to bear such music interpreted with as
perfect a feeling for its character as was
manifested by these young and talented arCLUB.
to be given

programme

The “boys” have been drilland making
preparations for some
weeks to be in readiness for the event.
Some fifty to sevtnty-five students will accompany the club of twelve. Reserved seats
should be secured at Stockbridge’s without
entertaining.

ing,

delay.__
The

Robbery—A Possible
Tragedy.

Newport

Key

to the Barron

To the Editor of the Press:
If Dr. Weed, of Newport, who was committed last Saturday on the testimony of
Foster, one of the New York burglars who

robbery of Bennett, proves to be
of originating that conspiracy, it will
confirm the writer’s suspicion that few robberies or burglaries are perpetrated iu our

confess the

villages by imported professionals except by
lesident, familiar w ith the
locality and with the habits of the victim.
A moment’s reflection will show the reasonableness of this conviction. The difficulties in the way of the most adroit and experienced robber or burglar, unfamiliar with
the premises, the roads, the people and the
victim, are, without the aid of some citizen
some

able and w illing to supply the indispensable
But
information, almost insurmountable.
with such aid, all is comparatively plain sailing, and it is hardly conceivable that strangers would tie fools enough to attempt so perilous an operation without it.

Now that the court and

of the most intelligent juries ever impannelled in NewEngland have effectually disposed of that damone

extraordinary testimony elicited

the recent trial, there may

n

A

At 10.30 the check list was called for, nnd
the meeting proceeded to vote for town

officers.

an

“officially impartial”

true statement of
facts, he could not have written his letter in
favor of the baking powder which he before
showed to be 10.80 per cent, impure, and
winch he placed fourth in his official classi-

ot be an

dur

JC.

missioner may make outside of his official
report, or in advertisements based upon
them intended to boom the impure baking

powders.
The original official report is made specially of importance, however. We have carefully compared the following with the original official report on file at Columbusi
Ohio.
The percentages showing impurity
and strength are correctly transcribed. The
statements of fact and opiniau quoted are
condensed, but convey the meaning of the
original accurately, while the deductions
drawn by the editor from the facts and

opinions

Revenue Cutter.

Frank Ilarr:

Satukijav, March 4,1888.
got underway and took in tow

At 5.30 a. in.
schooner Village Maid, for Green’s Lauding.
Deer Isle, with supplies, and towed tier
through tlie ice,which is too heavy to be sailed
through with the light wind prevailing.
At 10.35 a. m. saw a steamer in Isle of Ilaut
bay, with llag set Union down, and making
signals of distress with her whistle. Kan
down to her, and found her to be the steamer
Sebenoa, Mount Desert, cut through by the
ice and a sinking condition. Lashed her
bows to the stern of the Dallas, to keep her
from sinking, and towed her into Green.s
Landing, where she w as grounded to enable
her to repair.
Furnished schooner David Simmons with
fuel, her supply being exhausted.
Steamed to the schoouer Quiver of Portland, at Crotch Island, which bad been driven
ashore by the ice. Found she had lost both
anchors, mainsail split and useless, stem
wrenched to one side and damaged, starboard sail carried away. jibboom gone and
Put on
vessel making considerable water.
Hoard oi ner provisions, iuei, an an on or, auu
one man, took lier in tow and in a blinding
Bn iw storm, towed her to a port, where she
could obtain a tug for Portland.
Associated Charities.

Tlie March meeting of the Associated
Charities will be held at room No. 18 City
Hall, on Thursday, the 8th at 4 p. m. No
special notices will be sent, but all are cordial.y invited to be present.

remarkably

lair and

impartial:

From the Cincinnati, O., Enquirer.
The Ohio State Dairy and Food Commissioner, Gen. S H. Ilurst, has made public
(Circular No. 6) the results of the Commission’s investigation of baking powder. This
Commission was formed by the Legislature,
with instructions to make an examination of
the food supply of the State, and to give a
report of such examination to the public.
The examination of the baking powders was
made by Professor If.
A. Weber, State
Chemist, and, relating as it doe- to au article

of daily use in the food of almost every one,
is of particular interest.
The rather startling fact is brought out by
the report, that of the thirty different brands
of baking powder analyzed, composing about
all those sold in the State, twenty of them
are made from alum, a substance declared
by
the highest medical authorities to be injurious to health when used in food.
The Commissioner classifies tiie baking
powders into three general divisions, according to their value:
1st. Cream of Tartar Baking Powders:
gu.
rnospnaie Dating 1'owders;
3d. Alum Baking Powders;
The object of baking powders is, when
mixed in the flour and subjected to moisture,
to generate a leaiening gas in the dough,
winch will raise the bread and cause it to be
The Commissioner exporous and light.
plains that the best baking powder is that

which, the ingredients being healthful, gives
off tlie largest amount of leavening gas, and

leaves the
tlie bread.

-OF1

Vlunlbaven,

ALMOST
At

k

Damariscotta

Ono of the Most Remarkable Cures
of Blood Poisoning ever

Accomplished.
The following should be read by everyoue who
Is lu need ol a good blood purifier or strengthening
medicine.
“The statement which I here make may seem
too extraordinary to be true. But I will tell ray
story plainly and truthfully, and roler for corroboration to almost any resident of this town, where
I have lived all my life.
I am now 34 years of age, and 14 years ago began to have epileptic fits, caused by injuries
to the spine received
by a fall. Some nine years
ago, by advice of a physician, 1 began to tak a bromide compound, which had a quieting effect upon
my nerves. This being, as I am told, a ‘cumulative drug,’ and taking nothing to carry it out of
my system, it had

a

disastrous and

ALMOST FATAL EFFECT

upon my blood. Soon after I began witli the bromide. sores appeal ed on the calves of iny legs.
Slowly but surely they spread over my body. I
tried all the medicines we could hear ol, but nothing stayed their terrible progress. They became
very severe under my knees, and when I walked
blood would start from them and mark on the
floor my path from room to room.
At length the
cords became contracted so that I could no longer
walk, and was obliged iu despair to take to my
bed from which I never expected to rise. Excepting iny bead, bands, feet, and breast, I was liter,
ally covered with sores, constantly discharging
No words can convey au idea of the
corruption.
terrible sufferings I endured, as my condition was
1 was uuablo to
almost too terrible to describe.
sit up or lie down, but was obliged to keep lu a reculling Jiosilion, resuug

on

my reel, nips,

no

punus

I could
of my liands, and the back ot my head.
not bear the touch of heavy clothing, aud my coverings were of the lightest possible materials.
When they were changed or the cloths on my
limbs were removed, large scabs came off with
them. When old sores dried up new ones formed.
HAD NO APPETITE

I

strength, could eat hardly anything, aud was iu
such pain that I could sleep only when 1 became
totally exhausted and relapsed into unconsciousness. fn September, 1880,1 asked mother if I
could try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as we had read of

or

its remarkable success. When ou the fifth bottle
we noticed that the sores seemed to look better,
The smaller
and the flesh under them natural.
sores gradually healed up, and even the more
stubborn ones were forced at last to yield to tbe
medicine. New and healthy skin formed. My
appetite came back to me, I ate well, aud increased in flesh. 1 began to get natural sleep,
and now rest as well as any one. After being
confined to the bed a year aud five months 1 was
able to get up. I seemed to grow stronger every
week, and could soon work about the house
and later walk around the village. 1 am now
FREE FROM

SORES,
my body only the scars as reminders of my sufferings. My whole improvement I attribute solely to Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
and can truthfully say I bellve I owe my life to
this wonderful medicine.” G. Warren Ranbin,
Damariscotta Mills, Lincoln County, Me.

having all

over

BEACH.
Governor Marble’s brother, H. I)., Esq., is
spending a week with the keeper of the Two
BOWEBY

fishing, (clams) sliding
otherwise enjoying himself.

Lights, gunning,

down bill and
Up to late Saturday afternoon none of the
bodies of the four men lost from the schoonIt is
er Nellie Bowers had been found.
thought that the heavy sea and high tide

that night at 10 o’clock may have swept the
bodies across tiie bar between ttie islaud and
breakwater, as much of the wreckage went
through this open gap. If this proves true
the doomed men may wash ashore on Old
Orchard or Searboro Beaches.
The inhabitants have saved about 200 tons
of the cargo of coal of which they reoeive
one half as their share for saving.
On observing the patrolman’s beat opposite where the Bowers was wrecked it is
seen that its limit as now fixed was the
best
possible point for observing the distressed
vessel while lying at anchor so near by. If
this beat, which is only about 250 rods in
length, extended westerly 00 rods further, as
it ought, it would have brought the patrolltiau that evening so much nearer the scene,
after the vessel was cast upou the shore.
M.
COBH AM.
On account of a defect In the town warrant the Gorham town meeting did uot occur yesterday. It will take place Monday.
DKF.BING.

The exhibition by the pupils of the Leering High School took place at the Congregational church, Woodfords, last evening, and
was attended by a large and enthusiastic audience. Among the especially noticeable
numbers on the programme was a recitation
by Miss Susie Montgomery, vocal duets by
Misses Andrews and Johnson, and Misses
Collin and Kussell. Miss Winnie Smith was
at her best in her piece, “The Tranquil Passenger.” Both teachers and scholars deserve praise for the success of tbo exhibi-

PREMIUM RECEIPTS.$18,286,858.72
INTEREST RECEIPTS.
8,765,983.40

PAID DEATH CLAIMS AND ENDOWMENTS
“
ANNUITIES, DIVIDENDS. AND SURRENDER VALUES

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggist*. $1; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.

janl

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Empire.34.26
Gold.

30.34

Veteran.23.36
Cook’s Favorite.34.92
Sun Flower.35.60
Kenton.38.17

Patapsco.40.08
Jersey.16-05
Buckeye.29.85

21.

Peerless.26.28
Silver Star. .31.88

22.
23.
24.
25.

Crown.
16.69
Crown (Special).25.09
One Spoon.68.68
Wheeler's No. 15.27.73

26.

Carleton.30.94
Gem .36.67

Scioto.18.25
Zipp’s Grape Crystal.11.99
30. Forest City.24.04
The large amount of inert matter or resid28.
29.

in both the phosphate and alum powders will be noted. This in the phosphate
powders Is largely of lime; in tlie alum powders it is chiefly alum, ft will be gratifying
to the public to observe that the powder in
most general use, the Koyal, is also the purest. In comparing the first two powders on
tlie list, for instance—the Royal and Ilr.
Price’s—the inert matter in Price’s is seen to
be about five in seven more than in the former, a difference of 71 3-7 per cent., the Royal being purer than Price’s by a corresponduum

UOIMDI I IOIM JAIM.

Anri tliii Intvpr

f

liw

tuirpuntiiini

are

given

as

Headache, yet Carter s Little Liver Pills arc
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pre
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of thestomach,stimulate the
Kyer and regulate the bowels. Even if they onlr

MEXBY

M. IIOTA, Ca Her.
hittitutot,m. o„
Medical Dircciar.
NEW

ENGLAND

BRANCH

------

Boston.

CALEF, Manager.

Agent,

& COMPANY,

Wholesale and Retail

Saleslady
S50, City.

experienced

WANTED.—An
sell dry goods.

Address Box

3 1

to

_

Situation wanted by two competent girls from St. John; second or general
work; apply at 169 Federal street, near Market
street, rear door, MRS. PALMER'S Employment
Office: reliable girls wanted every day; also an
American woman wishes a situation in widower s

WANTED

—

3-1

family.
WANTED.

WANTED—To

ACHE

New Orleans Molasses!

CARTER MEDICINE CO., Now York.

side bar, extension,

Hardware, Paint
in a country

purchase
WANTED—To
and OU Business. Anyone
Portland having such
town
near

business to

a

FiCTS^

Are contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure Spices ean get them by

calling for
SLADE'S EPICUREAN SPICES,

The best lithe W«U.
They are the best selected culti-

spices, powdered, perfectly

dust, leaves and other
mpuritiis being removed. More
the strength of the
double
than
common pure spices.

GOME TO BEATRICE, Nebraska.
good
Cheap homes, mild climate, rich soil,

schools

population 10.000, will double in two years; val
will soon be chief manufacties will also double;
turing city In the State; immense water power;
eight railroad outlets, with others surveyed or
building; come, take advantage of her magic
growth; excursions from all eastern points at half
For circulars address
HOARD OF TKADK.lBrntrirr, Nob

rates

position
young lady
WANTED—By
stenographer and typewriter; practical
nltlce
best ot references.
Address
L.,

Descriptive of the Moil, Climate,

experience;
Winter 8t., City.

36

—

Curi

a

Opft.c.n.oiyp6'

4^%
i

fold*. Cough* and Croup.
in Patent Medicines.
Prepared Only by

For sale

I.O*T AND FOUND.

superb lot of Gen. Jacqueminot
Roses at C. A. DENNETT S, the Klortst. No.
668 Congress street.6-1

FOUND—A

THAWED OH MTOLEN.-Krom the owners since
December 1st, 1887, and said
will fee no one for their safe return, a few
ol Rheumatism, such as are
cases
aggravated
caused by these sudden changes of temperature.
soil
by C. Way a Co., was tbe
Newell’s Mixture,
3-1
cause.

S

owners

badge
ing the
please
LOST—Fireman’s
CLOY K9, Congress

No.13.

Any
leave at

tli dCHIEF

one

_1-1
morning Tbe
J. COOPER

legs
Under will please leave word at
LOWT—Two
A BON. 30 Market St.

-'*-1

TRADE
is

quiet just now
and 1 have got too many
goods on hand for this sealittle

a

of the year,

time;

come

so

I

of-

am

in and look at

are

By the way, I

AGKNTM

HELP.
number

a

furnished;

transportation

once;

permanent employment guaranteed; bring papers
and reference; only those willing to take place of
brotherhood men need apply. Apply at 302 Wash*
ington street, Boston, Room 8.__6-2t_
men of energy and hones“Gately's Universal
Educator,” a thorough
complete encyclopaedia and business guide; Indorsed as such by every
one that has seen It, and by every paper of national reputation In this country and Canada. The
It Is a carefully
Itoaton Herald says of the book:
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy It will get their money's worth.” .V. E.
Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom In
America can allord to be without this great work
as a book of reference.” It is the most complete,
plain and practical educational work ever published, ana is Indispensable to the family and
library. Gately & Co., 692 Washington St.,
Boston.feb29d3m

WANTED—Young
ty to take orders for
and

to drive
be ac-

groceries

come

recom-

have

ed to my stock

Jcw'clry

a

tine line of

and Hair

that

on

they

Vases
are

Pins? call

over.

My

are so

low

and look them

prices

jnst add-

selling well,

at this dull

even

season.

Writing Paper I am
selling for 21 cents per box
The

is

perfect wonder.

a

Frank B. Clark,
515 CONGRESS STREET.<M

HALE.

..

That
in

STONE cfc CO.,
PORT I, AND,

UK.

our

is C P.

HAPPY!!
Dr. R. C.
Flower’s
and Stomach
Diver
Sanative is one of the greatest scien-

only
triumphs of this age.
radically cures Itygpepsia, Indigestion,
and a Torpid Liver, but is positively one
of the finest System Tonics ever discovered. Price, 91.00 per bottle.

shall

sharpen
prices

knife and decapitate the
On these Black Dress Goods.

our

“You Know”

Your price—not
them to you.

ours—will

charming

Also a

lot of

give

Colored

London, Conn.

Table Damask and Napkins looked
too good for us to push out into a cold

eod&wlm

world last week.

Wc

are

And
no

hard hearted this

they have got

to go,

week,
price

or

price.

Shrinkage, Shrinkage, jnst an inpucker on the price of

tense alum

every thing in this stock.

THIS WEEK!

surplus

stock

brought forward

from the basement and overhead.
Marked in red figures at

prices that

gives their owner the headache.
Nothing held back for a higher

We Want More Shelf Room!

market.

Everything, everything cheap.
Our successor (and he’s a true merchant) will take possession directly.

MONDAY—Satouma Red Letter Day.
TUESDAY
Slaughter of Pot-Pourri
—

which should be in
as the
It 1s
changes
temperature
only a matter of common prudence to have a bottle of Compound Syrup of Lungwort for coughs
3-1
and colds on hand. C. Way A Co. sell It.

NEW GOODS.

MALI.—An article
1X0R
every family at this time of year,
sudden that
of
are

If ale OR

EXCHANGE

ings,
will exchange
coast, 12 or
DINER, 40

A nice

He’ll do well by you,
ever

lying

as

well as we

did.

I’ll notify you who he is soon, and
Meanwhile

come

and make

a

bye purchase
(May 1 ask my customers who are owing balances to come In Saturday or
Monday and settle, and so save me tbe

HORATIO STAPLES.

mar3

STEADY, RELIABLE MAN
fora permanent position, with an old established tirm as their representative 111 his own
State, Salary, $70, with Increase. References
exacted.
Gay's Manufacturing House, 30 Reaile St.,
N. Y.
feb27dlaw4wM

WASTED-

2-4

MALE—Oue single spring Jigger, one slnJT gle straight sled, oue heavy single harness.
2-1
L. F. JONES & CO., 275 Commercial St.
MALE—We have

a

We are now ready to .show our
New Line of Wall Papers for the
coming season. We have all grades
and prices, and can furnisc estimates and competent paperhangers.

We would advise an early examination of our stock, and those
contemplating papering, to do it
early, before the busy season commences.

fine line of Teas, in-

colored Japans, English
FOR
cluding Formosas.
Breakfasts and Oolongs. Our speciality for low
Is
36 cent Oolong giving splendid satls{irice
actlon; those wishing real value for their money
and
it. GEO. H. LORD, Cor.

Congress

1-1

MALE—The two story house
110 Emery St., containing 10 rooms, bath
and
furnace; will be sold at a
room, Sebago, gas
bargain. Address or call upon J. E. DAVIS, 116
1-1
St.
Emery

HOLME

[ORING, gHORT & |jARM0N,
OPPOSITE PREBLE NOISE.

FOR

MALE—Hall's Safe, No. 7H. nearly new.
enquire at No. SO Exchange
20-1

For particulars
FOR
GEO. LIBBY.

(eblS

Announcement

4%cured without tbe use ol knife
ligature, or detention from
} I !■ or
business.
All diseases of the
U II L
r II r ^Rectum successfully treated
c.
t.
M>k, 0
5 ■i k. LUbi
■
■a

*

II

■■NFll|™«i»iHl.,Aiik«ri,)le.

Cure guaranteed. At U. 8. Hotel, Portland,Room
18,every Saturdayfrom D a. m to 4 p. in. ReferConsultation free. Send for pampb
ences given.
let. 10 years experieuce. Hundreds cured,
sept)
I eodtf

TO THE

—

—

NALB-Air Tight
Weatber Strips.
Btaisdell & Berry, 67 Cross street, are now
Oiling orders for tbelr patent air tight weatber
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as it keeps out the cold lu winter and
dust in summer. 07 CROSS ST.
17-4

FOR

second-band 12 horse power
engine, aud one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator ami all fitting* at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFOKD STOVE FOUNoc&tf
DRY, Biddeford. Me.

FOR

MALE—1

For

Ladies of Portland and

Vicinity!

selling our floe Fr. Kid New York Boot*
that have gained such an enviable reputation at
$4.50 per pair for a few days longer. These goods
are beyond iiuestlon the
We are

FINEST IN THE MARKET
and at the present discount price are lower than
the price charged for common, Inferior goods.
Hundreds of ladles who have worn these goods
gladly testify to their superiority In style, tft and
comfort. Call and see for yourself.

CENTLEMEN’S

Sale.

flue goods at reduced price during this discount
of the finest residences in the County of
sale. Special bargains In Patent Leather and Fr.
Oxford, situated in the enterprising and I Calf Dress Boots.
growing village of South Farls, Maine; about
three minutes walk from Grand Trunk K dlroad
OUR SPECIALTY.
Station; Queen Ann style of bouse. Heated with
“Brown's $3.00 Shoe,” combining the advantage
steam, piped all through from cellar to attic for
of a hand sewed shoe with low price.
gas. Splendid mountain view; between tour (4)
"Brown's $2.00 Shoe"
and five (6) acres of land. Will be sold at a bargiving the greatest
amount of service for the money.
Would exchange for city
gain. Terms easy.
A.
GEORGE
HON.
property. Call on or address
WILSON, South Fails. Me', or N. 8. GARDNER,
Exchange street, SYLVAN SHUKTLEFF. 2Vk
mbbdlm
Union Wliarf, Fortland, Maine.

ONE

FOR

SALE.”

our place of residence
to
to the West, I Oder Tor sale our house and lot,
situated at the corner of Park and Pleasant Sts.
This Is a very desirable and convenient location.
The house Is attractive and substantially built,
and Is well worthy the attention of Intending pur-

INTENDING

change

BROWN,

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT
461
mh3

Congress Street, Market Square.
eoiltf
$1.00

chasers.

H.

O.
21

TRUE,

SILVER

STREET.

TELEPHONE, 601 A.
TO

feb2ldtf

DAMASK NAPKINS
FOR 87 CENTS.

LET.

LET—Store on Market street opposite
TO
Post Office, convenient tor any business with
rear
entrance; good light cellar.
Apply T. P.
BEALS, or to J, DROWN E, 86 State St.
2-1

TO LET.
A Convenient anil newly renovated
tenement for small family, 14 Winter
St. Enquire at 281 Spring St., or 13<i
Commercial St.
JAMES BAIN.
tebfi

dtf

TO

LET.

with stable connected, both In first
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
By
GEO. M1LLIKEN.
mbfitf

HOUSE

eodSt

eod'-Jm

—

House and lot 180 State St.
POR MALE
J;
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Fine street; for
terms apply to J. 8. KICKER.
feb22tf

good-

while we are liberal.

expense, and you tbe bother o( having
pig-beaded collector bauntlng your

Congress Street.
mh5dlw

11 Ex-

1X0 R

a

400

near the
N. S. GAR2-1

or

lars apply to E, FREEMAN, Agent, No.
change St., Portland, Me.

he will make his bow.

There will be no Band as it
interferes with business.

R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston.

hay,
for a larger farm on
16 miles from Portland.
Exchange street.

HALE-Scbr. Willie Martin. 144 tons,

now

1888—SPRING--1888

fine

eyes shut.

will be killed out.
THURSDAY—Cups and Saucers will fly.
FRIDAY—Sugars and Creams will look
at their own prices with amazement.
SATURDAY—We shall look around the
store and sec what we can do for
next week.

Manufactured only by

ITT ANTED—A MAN AS AOENT. A new art!
T T cle; sells everywhere, city or county; no exrerience needed. One NewYork Agent’s ti eat or er
icarload; New Jersey Agent’s, half car; lnd.
tgent, half car, and so on. Mare chance; permalent business; exclusive territory. Write The
feblldlawS13t
donat'd) Co., Clnciuuatl. Ohio.

FAIR* gne kid buttons only 02.60, former price $3.00.
8, M. and F. BROWN.
Congress St._
_3-l

230

461

You can trust him with both your

Jars.

frontdoor.)

For Sale by all Druggists.

PAPER HANGINGS.

Street.6-1

Dress Goods, same terms.

—

It not

hated to fool them away
last week’s sale.
we

Saturday morning wc

cers

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO,

AND LOT FOR MALE—Pleasant
healthy, desirable location, unexceptional
neighborhood, convenient for business man,
physician or first-class boarding bouse; terms
very favorable. Apply at No. 2 GRAY, Cor. Park

St.

buying them,

dealers

WEDNESDAY—Plates anti Preserve Sau-

..

tific

23-4

wonderful for the money.

—

India streets.

STAPLES

We showed such excellent taste In

All

Important Note.

Eaton,

Ladles and gentleWANTED
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
(Estes Si 1-aiiriat) of Boston, Inal! towns In Maine
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 34
Exchange St., from 8.30 to 9.00 a. ni., and from
23-8
12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8 p. m.

Me.2«-l

please try

well.

„oss

THEMANINTHEM00N1

—

bargains for you to remember us by.”)
We loved our Block Dress Goods so

Stamp._

MAINE SAVINGS BANK.
by Ai.i'HF.us G. Rogers, Treas.
nih0dlawTu3w*
Portland, Me., March 5.1888.

M ARRI ACES.

i,ud

A SONS, successors
change street, Portland, Me.

ENGLAND ORGAN CO.. 18 Free St., Portland,

a

(“Dear me, haven’t we got rid ol him
yet?” “Almost, not quite, got Just a few

KILAKOFF!

by all

AT

HORATIO

WE

i

3-1_

VAl.UAHl.E fhu.vie* careOLD
fully repaired and reglldod by A. K. EATON
to Roche A
1 Id Ex-

in

required. Apply

our

Production-

ROANOKE, VA.,

2-cent

6-1

RED FICURE DAYS’.

have been notified in writing, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
112, by 'John Messing, that his deposit book, No.
411,435, Is lost and that he desires a duplicate
book Issued to him.

....

___2-1

in

ill nutif nr luring ludu.trirand .Ylimrrnl
Wealth of Virginia and other Southern States.
Write to
W. B. HBVIlili, Oral Paso. Agent,

Enclosing

as

a

a

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST

E.O.Love.Gov.Chem. 127.4 110.8
81.5
Ma s. Analysis. 126.15 116.4
Frof.McMprtrle.U S92.32
Agrie'l l)cpt. 139.06
Prof.Haines, Chicago, 138.72 116.16
109.8
90,8
Prof.Dayeiiport.Bos’n 116.
95.86
Prof. Parsons, N.Y... 130.05 11.94

JUMT

live agents
every town
11 and 21 cents, they
WANTED—Good
lu the State of Maine. Big chance to make
to the NEW
References

money.

N. Y. French kid
Boyd’s
$4.60, former price $6.00. We
shall continue our special cash sale for a few days
3-1
only. BROWN, 461 Congress St.

FOB

A 26'PACE
ILLUSTRATED
PAPER

mhO

1’nce's^‘J
102.6 97.5

3-1

BROWN, 461 Congres Sts.

HKIEIVKD
24,000 lbs. Of wheat
(or poultry; also 20,000 lbs. ground beef
C. B. DALTON A CO., 27 Preble street.
scraps

the Pads I have for 3, 0, 8,

naniBu.

well found, carries 170 thousand lumber;
FOB
at Portland Pier. For further particu-

New

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH—CUBIC INCHES OF
LEAVENING GAS FROM ONE OZ. OF POWUER.

comfort

fering some great bargains
in Writing Pads for a short

40 PAIR*
} button ouly

dtf

of Manhood, Impotence, Early Decay, Etc.,
to
Cured. A Treatise on the subject sent free any
O. Box 738,
address. THE VAN BUREN CO., P.

BEHOLD!

to furnish it from the

solid, durable Waukenphast. conGENT*
made for special safety
gress, only #2.00;
and

son

MALE—New modern style brick bouses;
modern style wooden houses In desirable localities; also desirable bouse lots, westerly end
and other locations ;wlll purchasers please call and
examine my list. N. 8. GARDINER, 40 Exchange street.6-1

all

j^^OraGHOCEnELLSmi^^

its excess of
cent.
Royal is therefore, 12 4 per cent, stronger, as
well as 71 per cent, purer than Price’s etc.
The relative strength and purity of all the
powders can be computed in like manner.
We will take great pleasure in furnishing a
full copy of the official report to any one desiring to make further comparison.
It will be noticed that the paper compared
the strength of only the most familiar baking
powders in that locality. As further information seems to be desired upon this point,

viimuei.i.aneoc*.

For the United States Army, Cav
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 35
years; good pay, rations, clothiug and medical atDesirable men especially needed for
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
at
the
Recruiting Rendezvous, 43V4 EXApply
jan7S&T3m
CHANGE STREET, Portland Me.

35 CENTS PER 6ALL0N.

MaawcwBganK:.

fiure,

(I. W. AIjI.KV
itf

dispose of can hear of a customer by addressing
BUSINESS, Press Office.3-1

milk farm, about 36 acres, good set of buildFOR
three miles from the city;
cuts 60 tons

bill Fill bill Dose, bill Ffl*

vated

salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. U. HAILIY.
mar!4

so

mart;

Is the bane of so many lives that here in where
we make our groat boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
iso them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
iy druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

jj

Aoetioneen and Commission Merchants

Me._3-1

HOUSE

HEAD

sTARTLWG

Deland._mh6dltt
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

PLE'S PUBLISHING CO., 114'z Exchange St.,

city

Whitney Building.

ON

veal. Monday

know if youareout of employment and short of money. If so, write us
All
at once for full instructions how to get more.
you need is the will la art at aacr and take ad
oiler
we
to
It
of
the
make
propose
vantage
you.
will cost you nothing to investigate the matter.
Call on or address PEOWill you uo it now?

and

IS.

MarTiTdth,

8t.

firemen;
WANTED—Engineers
of locomotive engineers and firemen to leave
will be
the
at

Street,

AUCTION.

BY

at 10 a. m„ at house
TUESDAY,
No. 642 Congress street, I shall sell a lot of
Household Furniture, Chamber Sets, stoves. Pictures, Carpets, Feather Beds, Blankets and Bedding, Domestic Sewing Machine, Curtains, two
Wagons. Klfle, Gold Watch, Show Case, Counters,
Cigars, Peanut Roaster. 8H gallons Syrup, Ac., Ac.
hYRON D. VKRRILL,
Administrator of D. 1. Deland and Mllllsent N.

same

1ULE

GROCERS,

SALE

—

Household Furniture, Wagons, &e.,

WANTED-

AHIflTS

Me.

Portland.,

MARRINER

F.,

173
o-3

WANTED

BUILDING,

FIRST NAT. BANK

no.

To go to Deerlug, a good capable
girl or middle aged woman, well recommended, good wages given. For further particulars call at No. 14 Monument street._J~f

WANTED—Second-hand

BUILDING,
Corner Milk and Devonshire Streets,

Wm. H. Anderson, Cen.

nrst-

can

manner,

a

shifting ton surry, in good order. Address
used,
by letter, stating maker’s name, how long BURlowest cash price, and where it can be seen,
KY, care Carrier No. 10,_3-1

OFFICE,

RIALTO

BEN. S.

situation

a

satisfactory

a

Portland,

RUFUS W. WEEKS, Actuary.

STRICTLY PURE.

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will net bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Spoon, Alum. 5.75.68.68
With the foregoing explanation the study
of those figures will readily give cousumers
a knowledge of the comparative value of the
different brands. To illustrate with the percentages given the two powders before com*
pared: the Roynl containing 11.8 parts of

In tills city. March 6. Bertha L.. daughter o(
Mathias and Caroline Gregory, aged 14 years and
10 mouths.
(Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o elk,
from residence. No. 126 Green streot.
in peering, March 5, George W. Pollock, aged
18 years 11 months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
ala late residence, Woodfords.

TUCE>

ARCHIBALD H. WELCH, 2d Vice-Pres.

or

FA I Mw street boots such as we have
sold lor #3.oo to close only #2.00. aa, A.
B. C.and D. BROWN'S, sign
of the Gold Boot.
*

Address MRS.
reference.
WATER STREET, Augusta. Me.

President.

—

t>0O

EE3IACE HELP,

class

The NEW' voUK LIFE issues a greater variety of policies than
any other life company, thereby adapting its contracts to the largest
number of people. It has lately perfected a Mortuary Dividend feature, under
which many of its policies are issued with guaranteed return of all Premiums paid, in addition to the amount originally insured, in
case of death during a specified period.

~

One

DEATHS.

D-l

EOH

SICK

follows:

In Gorliam, March 4, by Rev. Jolin Cobb, Francis A. liauiiln and Mrs. Sarali A. Blake, botb of
Gorbam.
Ill Cusbiug, Feb. 18.
Rodney 8; Davis and
Amanda Wottou, botli of Friendship.
In Soulli hope, Feb. 25, Leater Dolliam of Warren and Cassle Duly of Soutli Hope.
In Gardiner, Feb. 27. Capt. Wm. U. Flake and
Nellie M. Geddes, both of Rockland.
In Camden, Feb. 22, Jas. M. Williams and Miss
Maria W. Uosiuer.
la West Deer isle, Feb. 12, George Eaton and
Miss Abble Dunbar.

RALE-A large excellent paying meat
and provision route; good established trade,
first-class set of regular customers ; »t home every
valuable horse, wagnight; no healthier business;
staon, harness, pung, ice chest, tools, Ac.; g<>od
for 1;
ble, CHtriage house; large basemem
COOFEB «BTBValso nice house If required.
Mata.
ENS, No. 3 Tremont Row, Boom 6, Boston,

AUCTIONEERS.

_j__

ADMINISTRATOR'S

^s,nAiBlf?HTS5.ouiV
6-1

Court street, Boston.

bouse

CURE

Price's.10.50.12.00
I)e Laud's.10.32.52
Gem, Alum. 8.45.36.57
Forest City, Alum. 7.80.24.04
Silver Star, Alum. 0.90.81.84
Kenton, Alum. 6.20.38.17
Patapsco, Alum. 6.40.08
Empire, Alum. 5.80.34.26
Cook’s Favorite, Alum. 6.80.34.92

Soap

I, 1888.

F. 0. BAILEY t CO.,

NAI.E*._

mar2

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such a&
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsinosr, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their moat
remarkable success has been shown iu curing

Sterling.11.12.63

Index

FOR

mended.
Address, stating experience and If
acquainted with the city. Address X. B. W.. This
Office.29-1

nf nKidnnm t.h«

Royal.

—

a

Per Cent, of
Name.
Residuum.
Leavening Gas.
Royal.11.80. 7.26

Analysis by

RACE
$1600.or just its value, stock
and fixtures of nice family grocery and pro-

a

....

4.

a

first-class young man
WANTED—A
grocery team In this city; must
and
well
with

Per Cent, of

we are glad to be able
highest authorities:

FOR

quainted

better the baking powder.
These percenta.
ges, as found in some of the most familiar

powders,

-JSOO buys first-class manufacturing business, secured by patent ; an article that Is found to supersede everything of the
kind in the market. W. F. CARRtJ 11IERS, 11
Court street, Boston.6-1
RACE

as

ASSETS.$83,079,845.85
76,528,265.74
6,651,580.11
113,323
$358,93,5365.00
8,092,693.69

TUKODUKK

its

or

D-By middle-aged lady,
WANTE
housekeeper. Competent to manage
and
give
in

LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS BY STATE STANDARD
POLICIES IN FORCE
INSURANCE IN FORCE
INCREASE IN ASSETS, 1887

Telephone 501

ing figure.

The carbonic or leaving gas produced by
the powders i ndicates their strength; and
their true value may be ascertained by considering the amount of this gas in connection
with their inert matter orresiduum as shown
above. The higher the percentage of gas

value, stock
*3,r>oft,
just
and Oxtures of first-class picture frame and
art goods store, located on one of the best streets
in the city ot Boston; doing a good business ; best
of reasons fur selling; an investigation will show
the above business a splendid opening; good run
of order work. W. F. CABRUTHERS, Fl Court
street, Boston.6-1
RACE

NEW POLICIES
NEW INSURANCE WRITTEN.$106,749,295

203 Federal

THOSPHATIC BAKING POWDERS.

ALUM BAKING POWDERS.

5,173,843.96

*9,535,210.79
ISSUED.i
28,622

d&wiynrm

CREAM OK TARTAR l’OWDEBS.

Horsford’s.36.49
Wheat. 86.23

$4,361,366.83

TOTAL PAID POLICY HOLDERS

WILLIAM H. SEEKS,

hrststore

a

FUR

What More is Necessary!
Surely after reading the above, not even the
most skeptical can doubt the peculiar power of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in purifying the blood, driving
out disease, and imparting health and vigor.

used iu some of the cream of tartar powders
to give them a higher strength. The Commission say that alum is undoubtedly a hurtful salt, and that the resultant salts from its
combination with soda as formed in the
bread can scarcely be less hurtful. The report ranks the powders and shows the
amount in each of inert resultants, which in
using it would appear as residuum in the
bread, as follows:

9.
10.

822.Qg2.787.T2

....

DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNT.

smallest amount of residuum in
A small amount of carbonate of

Per ceut inert,
Name.
or Kesiduum.
1. Kuyal. 7.25
2. Dr. Price’s .12.66
3. Pearson’s.14.39
4. Cleveland's.10.18
5. Snow Drift.17.64
6. Upper Ten.
9.22
7. De Land’s.32.62
8. Sterling.12.63

1887.

OF

REVENUE ACCOUNT.

TOTAL INCOME

In

elass manufacturing business with
connected, on Washington Street, Boston, tor the
sale of picture frames, artist materials and art
established 8 years; will stand the most
mrough Investigation and Is one of the best
openings on my hooks; best of references given
and required; enjoys a first-class patronage; business shows up wen; good reasons for selling; one
of the partners retires from the business; no
bonus: a bargain at the price.
W. F. CARBUTHEBS, 1 f Court 8t„ Boston.
_6-1

FOR

COMPANY.
BUSINE8Q

Mills, Me,

interest

8oods;

PURELY MUTUAL.

leavening gas to 10.5 in Price's,
strength is 1.3 in 10.5, or 12.4 per

SUBURBAN NEWS.

'-THE-

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE

MIRACLE

RACE—$4,000—Vi

FOR

FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT

ammonia, which is considered healtliful, is

unex-

The following is a copy of a leaf from the
log book of the revenue cutter Dallas, Capt.

tion.

are

ing

W.G.

or

fication. This admission places the ex-Commlssioner and hi3 baking powder protege in
a most unenviable position, foi It convicts
them of Using advertising matter admittedly
at variance with the official facts; but it entirely, relieves the public and ourselves from
further Interest in any statements the Com-

27.

Day’s

Eetween Of-

To the Editor:
The Royal Baking l’owder Company takes
great pleasures In laying before your readers the following abstract of the official
baking powder report of Food Commissioner
Hurst of Ohio, copied from the Cincinnati,
O., Enquirer, where it originally appeared,
over the exact contents of which some of the
baking powder manufacturers are quarreling.
This Company had nothing to do with the
examination of the baking powders in question, nor with the preparation ol the report.
We believe the investigation to have been
faitlifully'aml impartially made. That the
facts brought out were so emphatically In
favor of the Royal Baking l’owder was a
matter of course, and surprised no one. All
official and other impartial investigations
show tho Royal to be the purest, strongest
and wholesomest baking powder made. The
fact that Commissioner Ilurst, after resigning, in the interest of one of the baking powders which had been shown to be impure by
hi» own report tries to ligure out something
else, makes no exception to the rule, for his
effort is only made after he became "free
from the restraints of official impartiality”!
That Is, were he still confined by his oath to

unearth some resident of that lown or vicinity who planned the bank robbery whicliStain
and Cromwell came from Massachusetts to
execute, and which the cashier frustrated at
the sacrifice of his life?
If such a villain exists, it would bo worth
»vhil#to hunt him down and bring him to
justice, for the Newport disclosure prepares
us for the belief that lie may be no ordinary

Work of a

Distinction

markable

years 9 months.
In bimlngtou, Marcli
3, Aravcsta I).. wife of If.
F. Waldron, aged 57
years 11 months 20 days.
In Kocklaud, Feb.
28, Oliarles F. Huntley, aged
40 years.
In Kockland, Fell.
20, Mary, widow of the late
Thomas Adams, aged 65 years 6 months.
in
Feb. 26, l)ora, wife of John
Hopkins aged 28 years 7 months.
In St George, Fob. 20. Mrs. Mary 1’. Howard,
aged 83 years 2 months
In St
Feb. 22. Mrs. Sarah Marshall,
aged 80 years 6 months.

AUCTION

Hl'RINERB CHANCER.

NEW ADVKBTISGfllENTflt

InDbdrine. March 6. at the residence ol T. L.
Kimball, Clara Genie, only daughter of Edgar H.
**««•**• »H.
In West Buxton.
March 4, Mrs. Olive M. Fabynn
widow of the late K«v. Samuel Fabyan, aged 79
_

ficial and Unofficial Facts.

posed Dr. Weed in the town of Dexter?
In plain English, might not a little judicious, persevering detective work possibly

culprit.

Baking
Report.

The Royal Company Furnish it to the
Public—A Food Commissioner’s re-

Dexter bank amt to outrage the feelings of
his widow aud his friends, may it not now
fwi in nrrlp.r to innniri* whpfchur. iu
view nf
some

Powder

Ohio

The Disputed

nable suicide theory conjured by a brain
which long ago landed its owner in a lunatic
asylum, but which has been cruelly used by
sane men for the past nino years to blacken
the memory of the brave defender of the

Election in Ward Four.

I'he polls will be open in Ward 4 at 10 a.
in. today and close at 4 p. in. for the purposo
of electing two Councllmen. Messrs. W. E.
Ulmer and John Murphy. Jr., are the Republican candidates and they are both men
who would, if elected, represent this ward
If
most creditably in the City Government.
the Republicans make an effort they should

It was voted that when adjournment took
place it should be until 9 o’clock next Thurs-

200

early.

THE MOCK III DUE CONCERT.

Great

Irish, 636;

Lewis, 650; Davis, 133; Jordan, 132; Jose,
182; Kimball, 59; Williams, 58.
Vvarden—Plummer, 653; Cousens, 133.
Clerk—Webb, 653; Flagg, 131.
Constables—Burnham, 651; Stover, 651;
Sweeney, 130; Gallagher, 127.

cars

Real Estate Transfers.

Tomorrow, the box office at Portland Theatre will he open for the sale of seats to the
performance of Julius Cassar, Friday evening, by Mr. Robert Downing and his excelThe play will be as finely
lent company.
staged as Spnrtacus was, and Mr. Downing
will be supported by the full streugtli of the
Those who wish good
Gladiator company.

the aid of

Alderman—Gatley, 25; Wyer, 44;

a

year or more in China.

JULIUS CAtSAB.

guilty

Constables—Larkin, 7;
McCallum, 7;
Doughty, 5; Littlejohn, 1.
School Committee—Crandall, 46; Bimie, 7.

177*

ward, of New York University, remains

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

by the Bowdoin College Glee Club Thursday evening of
this week, at City Hall, will be lively and

ley, 537 ; Moore, 188; Kotzschmar, 183;

the steamer Oceanic, wiiich left Hong Kong
Feb. 22 and Yokohama March 1. During her
absence of nearly six months she iias continued her studies in Ciiinese as an aid to her
voluntary work in Brooklyn. Her son Ed-

Moderator—John F. Haines.
Town Clerk—W. F. Fernald.
Selectmen—Irving J. Brown, B. Prank Mllllken,
Charles A. Leavltl.
Treasurer—W. K. Fernald.
Constable—James 11. Ricker.
School Agent—('. Alnnzu 8. Mayberry.
Collector—Frank B. Ross.
Auditor—Frank G. Staples.
supervisor of Schools \V. H. H. McAllister.
Town Agent—Charles H. Flske.
Chief Engineer—Millard F. Porter.
Surveyor of Highways—Frank Moses.
Special Police—John Lyons, Parker C. Harley.
John J. Traynor, James W. Ricker, Gilbert Wylie
Harry W. Ricker, Thomas Hair. 11. F. Richards,
Charles F. Fabyan, Jason Cousens, Elmer tiooglus, 1. C. Estes, Nicholas Robinson.

The

Councilmen—Hill, 529; Crockett, 535; Bag-

Mr. C. S. D. Griffin, Jr., and wife lelt yesterday fur a six weeks’ trip to Florida.
Mr. B. T. Newman, the artist, of Fryeburg.will place on exhibition at J. T. Stubbs’s
art gallery in a few weeks about ,70 of his
pictures. The exhibition will doubtless be a
very attractive one to all lovers of art.
Mrs. Tliwing, wife of Kev. I)r. Thwing,
daughter of the late Capt. Waite, of this city,
is expected home the last of tills month on

Old Orchard.

The Republicans of Old Orchard yesterday
elected their ticket, with two exceptions.
The officers chosen are as follows:

THE OI.EE

37; scattering, 2.
PERSONAL.

Auditor—8. P. Small.
Constables—O. R. Skinner, Edwin Fowler, John
Abbott, Thomas P. Place, Freeman Willard.Hayden P. Barrelt, William F. Roberts, A. C. Huniiewetl, James M. Decring, John O. Plillbrook.

tists.’’

WARD ONE.

tering,

cans.

1888.

Treasurer—Charles A. Tilton.
Collector—Thomas B. Haskell.
School Committee- E. C. Reynolds, Republican.
Town Agent—H. F. Davis.

scats should be on hand

IMPARTIALITY.’’

“OFFICIAL

George,

Knight.

Selectmen—James H Harford, ltepubllcan; A.
G. Skillings and M. J. Peapples.

speaking

The supply of corn
handled requiries the services of upwards of
2000 farmers and gives employment during
the packing season to some 2000 men, women
and children, directly, besides the work to
About fifty men are employed
farmers.
during six months of the year in making

and sixteen of the

most sweeping Republican victory known in
the city. The following figures are official:

ing, 1.

cans.

was

twenty-one cuuncilmeu, leaving three Democratic councilmen elected, and two councilmen’s vacant chairs to be tilled by the election today. In Ward 4 a Republican warden
It was the
aud clerk were also elected.

and two at Magdalene Islands, making a total of fourteen corn and six lobster
factories. The total sales of corn made by
the company in 1887 amounted to 203,000

4,872,000

It

by 1537 majority, the largest majority ever
given to a mayor. Last year Mr. Chapman’s
majority was 898. The total vote this year
was 5471 against (1588 in 1887, hut it will lie
remembered that a number of Democrats
tills year stayed at borne aud didn’t vote.
The Republicans elect the full board of al-

Scotia,

cases or

start.

It was very quiet in the wards aud nothing
occurred to break the general monotony. 15y
referring to the figures below it will be seen
that the Republicans elected Mr. Chapman

assignees

said could not be determined at present. It
is pleasant to know that the farmers have all
been paid. A meeting of the stockholders in

a cne

men.

Packing Company, having

Tlie Winslow

yesterday was

evident
from the absence of the usual Democratic
watchers and ticket distributers at the several ward-rooms, where the Republicans are
always in the majority, that no effort was
to be made to bring out Democratic voters.
In the two Democratic wards, which usually
roll up large Democratic majorities. Republican aldermen were elected and, in one, a
Republican councilman with no election of
the other two, so that another election will
have to be held today. If the Republicans
make an effort there Is little doubt that
Ward 4 will elect three Republican council-

dermen. seven in

No Firms

being Democrats but two:
Modem!or—Tlionus B. Haskell.
Clerk—Noah B.

Situation Wanted.
House for Sale.

At 10

Andrew Hawes was elected auditor, and
Adam W. Wilson for uue of the selectmen.
There was no choice for the other selectmen.
The Democrats elected by about ten majority town clerk, Ferdinand 11. Burnell; collector, Henry B. Webb: treasurer, George W.
Ward.
Cape Elizabeth.
At the Cape Elizabeth town meeting yesterday, the following officers were elected all

TO

LEASE !

After march 1, 1SSS, the

We shall sell, on Monday, March 6th,
lOtMozen Napkins for 87 cents;
worth
81.60; the greatest bargain ever offered.
This week we will show the handsomest
French and American Satine and Scotch
and American tiiughams ever seen.

SATINE FROM 12 1-2 TO 37 1-2 CENTS.
GINGHAMS “10
“60
"

J. M. DYER & GO.,
511 CongrcsM St.,

tubs_*l)dtl

FISTULA rT-!^

dlsdetention from bualnw., aim all oth.r
»•
Cure guaranteed.
of tbe Bectum.
ROBERT
k,
and
Humid
lid)
D.
READ (U.
READ (M. D. Harvard IS7S), Kvsna House, V*
Reference*
Boston.
given.
175 Trmuont Street,
Offlo*
Send for paaiphlst.
Consul lattos bee.
hour.. 11 A. M. to 4 P. K. (Sundays and holidays
knife

or

HM,

International House,

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland.
Jan&tt
Apply to AUU. P. FULLER.

aamiBtcdO

-—

